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Summary

Surface Engineering To Control Electromagnetic Waves

Across The Spectrum

The research reported in this dissertation is focused on developing modeling techniques
and proposing synthesis tools for artificial electromagnetic engineered structures. The
main scientific and engineering aspects are the study of the interaction of electromag-
netic fields with composite structures, the definition of reduced complexity models and
optimization techniques, enabling a fast and accurate design of electromagnetic devices
compliant with the performance requirements at system level. In particular three main
applications have been studied and they are here described in detail.

Design of layers/superstrates to improve the angular scanning performance of mi-
crowave active phased arrays
The scan losses exhibited by planar active phased arrays are a well-known problem in the
antenna community and they represent the main limitation in performance of wide an-
gle radar and of satellite communication applications. These scan losses have two main
origins: the variation of the active impedance matching and the reduction of the array
effective area for wide scanning angles. Two different solutions have been proposed. An
anisotropic diamagneto-dielectric Wide Angle Impedance Matching (WAIM) layer has
been optimized and a physical implementation has been designed. To fine tune the final
structure, a finite element method (FEM) commercial software has been used to model
the periodic arrays (radiating units and passive structure implementing the final WAIM
layers). Numerical codes implementing analytical models for the propagation of plane
waves through magneto-dielectric homogeneous anisotropic media have been used to
retrieve the characteristics of the structure and to optimize the final device. Numerical
results demonstrate a great improvement in scanning performance at wide angles (60-70
degrees off broadside) over two azimuthal planes (45-90 degrees). Compared to previous
results in the literature, this design is the first to propose a physical structure to imple-

ix
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ment the diamagneto-dielectric anisotropic layer to act on both polarizations of the elec-
tromagnetic field. A different concept based on the use of a planar or curved superstrate
acting as magnifying lens (dome) on top of the array has been proposed, as an alternative.
Several numerical codes have been developed based on 2D/3D ray optics/physical optics
theories to model the array beam interaction with the superstrate. Different shapes have
been studied and possible implementations have been sketched based on ideal phase
shifting layers or dielectric shaped layers. The numerical results obtained clearly show a
great improvement in the scanning performance of the complete system(array and super-
strate), owing to the magnification effect of the radiating area provided by the superstrate.

Design of compact and flat optical components based on the use of dielectric resonators
The feasibility of realizing more compact optical components such as lenses, polarizers
and polarization scramblers based on dielectric resonators has been investigated. Sub-
wavelength dielectric cylindrical resonators arranged in periodical lattices exhibit differ-
ent transmission characteristics depending on their geometrical parameters. More pre-
cisely, their radius dimension can be exploited as a tunable parameter to attain an almost
complete transmission with tunable phase shift. This property can be used to impose an
arbitrary phase wavefront to an incoming beam with just one surface, as a lens does with
its refractive properties employing at least two surfaces. The interaction of the incom-
ing beam with the composite structure has been studied with the aid of a commercial
FEM tool. The design of the final optical devices has been performed with numerical
codes based on scalar diffraction theory (Angular Spectrum Method, Fresnel diffraction
formula, Fraunhofer diffraction formula). Different devices have been designed using the
proposed technology: a lens working at 635 nm (a demonstrator has been realized and
measured), a linear-to-circular polarizer working at 635 nm, a polarization scrambler at
635 nm, and an array of telecentric micro-lenses for maskless lithography working at 405
nm. For the latter, an innovative robust optimization procedure has been conceived to
define a structure able to meet challenging requirements in terms of bandwidth and field
of view. The final design is able to achieve good performances over a quite large band-
width and large field of view considering that only one surface has been used to shape
the incoming beam.

Analysis and design of optical microscope systems based on super-oscillatory lenses
Super-oscillatory lenses are lens systems based on amplitude or phase pupil filters able to
shrink the light intensity distribution into spots smaller than the diffraction limited spot,
achievable with lenses of equivalent clear apertures. This property offers the possibility
of imaging an object of reduced extent with higher resolution than a conventional optical
microscope, as experimentally shown in the literature. The possibility of inserting this
concept in an optical microscope to be used in semiconductor metrology systems has
been investigated. The research focused on understanding the property of amplitude
masks and designing new masks based on phase-only surfaces to increase the efficiency
of the system. Scalar diffraction theory has been used to define an innovative reflection
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confocal microscope able to image object with super-resolution. A full characterization of
the physical resolution in case of different illumination, for different object characteristics
and system configurations has been performed. An experimental setup to validate the
numerical results has been built and in this thesis its operation is discussed.
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Samenvatting

Het onderzoek beschreven in deze dissertatie richt zich op het ontwikkelen van model-
leringstechnieken en synthese strategieën voor het ontwerpen van kunstmatige elektro-
magnetische structuren. De voornaamste wetenschappelijke en toepassingsgebieden zijn
de studie naar de interactie tussen elektromagnetische golven en composietstructuren,
door middel van het definiëren van modellen met gereduceerde complexiteit en optima-
lisatie technieken. Hiermee wordt een snel en accuraat ontwerp van elektromagnetische
structuren die voldoet aan de systeem eisen mogelijk. De nadruk van dit werk ligt op drie
toepassingen die hier in detail worden besproken.

Het ontwerp van de lagen/superstraten die het scanhoek bereik van actieve microgolf an-
tenne arrays te verbeteren
De scan verliezen van een vlakke actieve antenne array is een bekend probleem in de
antenne gemeenschap en het vertegenwoordigt de belangrijkste beperking bij de uit-
voering van groothoek radar en satellietcommunicatie applicaties. Deze scan verliezen
hebben twee oorzaken: de variatie van de actieve impedantie aanpassing en de vermin-
dering van de effectieve oppervlakte van de array voor brede scanhoeken. Er worden
twee verschillende oplossingen voorgesteld. Ten eerste, een anisotrope diamagnetische
(µ < 1) diëlektrische laag voor een groot hoek impedantie aanpassing (Wide Angle
Impedance Matching, WAIM) is geoptimaliseerd en een fysieke implementatie is ont-
worpen. Voor fijnafstellen van de uiteindelijke structuur, is een commerciële eindige
elementen software pakket (Finite Element Method, FEM) software gebruikt om de pe-
riodieke arrays (uitstralende componenten en passieve structuren die de laatste WAIM
lagen vormen) te modelleren. Numerieke analyses die een analytische beschrijving van
de propagatie van vlakke golven door magneto-diëlektrische homogene anisotrope dië-
lektrische media implementeren werden gebruikt om de kenmerken van de structuur te
achterhalen en het uiteindelijke device te optimaliseren. De numerieke resultaten tonen
een grote verbetering in de scanningsprestaties voor grote hoeken (60-70 graden van de
normaal) over twee azimutale vlakken (45-90 graden). Vergeleken met vorige resultaten
in de literatuur, is dit ontwerp het eerste die een fysieke structuur voorstelt waarin een
diamagneto-diëlektrische anisotrope laag beide polarisaties van het elektromagnetische
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veld beïnvloedt. Een ander concept, gebaseerd op het gebruik van een vlak of gebogen
superstraat dat als vergrotende lens bovenop de array wordt geplaatst, is ook voorgesteld.
Verschillende numerieke analyses zijn ontwikkeld op basis van 2D/3D geometrische op-
tica/fysische optica die de interactie van de arraybundel met het superstraat modelleren.
Verschillende vormen zijn bestudeerd en mogelijke implementaties zijn voorgesteld op
basis van faseverschuivende lagen of diëlektrische gevormde lagen. De numerieke re-
sultaten laten duidelijk een grote verbetering zien in de scanrichting van het complete
systeem (array en superstraat), vanwege het vergrotingseffect door het stralingsgebied
van de superstraat.

Het ontwerp van compacte en vlakke optische componenten gebaseerd op het gebruik
van diëlektrische resonatoren
De realisatie van compactere optische componenten zoals lenzen, polarisatoren en po-
larisatie scramblers op basis van diëlektrische resonatoren is onderzocht. Diëlektrische
cilindrische resonatoren kleiner dan een golflengte gerangschikt in periodieke roosters
vertonen verschillende transmissie-eigenschappen, afhankelijk van hun geometrische
parameters. Meer in detail, hun straal kan worden gebruikt als een instelbare para-
meter om een bijna volledige transmissie met instelbare faseverschuiving te verkrijgen.
Deze eigenschap kan worden gebruikt om met slechts één oppervlak op te leggen een
willekeurige fase aan het golffront van een inkomende bundel, zoals een lens doet met
refractieve eigenschappen en met minstens twee oppervlakken. De interactie van de in-
komende bundel met de composietstructuur is onderzocht met behulp van commerciële
FEM software. Het ontwerp van de uiteindelijke optische componenten is uitgevoerd met
numerieke codes gebaseerd op scalaire diffractie theorie (Angulaire Spectrum Methode,
Fresnel diffractie formule, Fraunhofer diffractie formule). Verschillende componenten
zijn ontworpen met behulp van de voorgestelde technologie: een lens die bij 635 nm
(een demonstratie gerealiseerd en gemeten) werkt, een lineair naar circulair polarisator
bij 635 nm, een polarisatie scrambler bij 635 nm, en een array van telecentrische micro-
lenzen voor maskerloze lithografie die bij 405 nm. Voor deze laatste is een innovatieve
robuuste optimalisatie procedure bedacht, om een structuur om met uitdagende eisen op
het gebied van bandbreedte en het gezichtsveld te ontwerpen. Het uiteindelijke ontwerp
levert goede prestaties over een vrij grote bandbreedte en een groot gezichtsveld hoevel
er slechts een enkel oppervlak is gebruikt om de inkomende bundel vorm te geven.

De analyse en het ontwerp van optische microscoopsystemen gebaseerd op super-
oscillatie lenzen
Super-oscillatie lens systemen gebaseerd op amplitude of fase pupilfilters maken het mo-
gelijk om de distributie van de lichtintensiteit te verkleinen naar een zone kleiner dan
de diffractie gelimiteerde Airy schijf. Deze eigenschap biedt de mogelijkheid om een
afbeelding van een object te maken en een verminderde grootte met een hogere resolu-
tie dan een conventionele microscoop. Een experimentele demonstratie hiervan is in de
literatuur beschreven. De mogelijkheid om dit concept te gebruiken in een optische mi-
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croscoop, voor gebruik in een halfgeleider meetsysteem, is onderzocht. Het onderzoek
concentreerde zich op het begrijpen van de eigenschappen van amplitude maskers en het
ontwerp van nieuwe maskers gebaseerd op enkel-fase oppervlaktes om de efficiëntie van
het system te vergroten. Scalaire diffractie theorie is gebruikt om een innovatieve reflec-
tie confocale microscoop te definiëren, die in staat is om een afbeelding van een object te
maken met superresolutie. Volledige karakterisering van de fysieke resolutie in geval van
verschillende verlichting, voor andere objectkenmerken en systeemconfiguraties is uitge-
voerd. Om de numerieke resultaten te testen, is een experimentele opstelling gebouwd.
Ook de werking hiervan is beschreven in dit proefschrift.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Abstract / The concepts of engineered surfaces for the control of electromagnetic waves are here
introduced and contextualized into the three main applications studied: (i) structures for the en-
hancement of scanning performances of phased arrays; (ii) dielectric resonators lenses and flat
components; (iii) super oscillatory lenses. A historical context and state of the art are also pro-
vided. Finally, a summary of the novel contributions of this thesis is also presented.

1
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1.1 Introduction

At first sight, this dissertation encompasses so many different topics that it may look
naive to collect all of them on a single thesis. Effectively, the applications, technologies
and methods, used to achieve the different novel contribution and results, may seem to be
completely uncorrelated. Despite this variety of topics, there is a strong common factor
between them. Part of the electromagnetic research is moving towards the analysis and
modeling of the interaction of electromagnetic waves with subwavelength particles (in the
microwave spectrum) up to nanoparticles and molecules (in the optical regime). This re-
search is led by the novel possibilities that the improvement in manufacturing techniques
have brought to the scientific community. Although interesting and fascinating, the sim-
ple analysis and modeling of these interactions cannot accomplish the goal of translating
these scientific achievements into a real technology progress. Most of the times, in fact,
new effects and discoveries, in fields like microwave or optical electromagnetic bandgap
(EBG), photonic crystals (PC), metamaterials (MM), metasurfaces (MS) and nanoparticle
interactions are received in a careful way by industries or technology stakeholders. The
main reason for this attitude is often the low technology readiness level (TRL), that the
proposed solutions may show to have. This reduced TRL is mainly due to various aspects:

• the difficulty of inserting the modeling and design tools developed for the proof of
principles of basic electromagnetic concepts into application design loops;

• reduced similarity of operating conditions between the proof of concepts and re-
alistic scenarios, e.g. ideal assumptions about effects of wave polarization, angle
dependence behavior, reduced bandwidth, etc ... ;

• lack of realistic system requirements even when, together with the demonstration
of the electromagnetic artifact, a possible application is outlined.

The goal of this research and the common factor between the different themes involved
has been to bring these interesting concepts to a higher TRL in order to make them at-
tractive as possible solutions for new products. The approach followed to accomplish
this goal relies on a strong focus on the system requirements of the applications and the
definition of modeling/synthesis procedures for the particular concepts involved. Espe-
cially for the latter, the main objective has been to bridge the gap between modeling tools
needed to analyze the electromagnetic interaction of the new devices with the established,
conventional practices and design tools usually employed in antenna and optical system
engineering. Besides, in order to do that, special attention has been devoted to the use of
optimization techniques. Due to the high number of design parameters involved and the
lack of simple and effective analytic models, most of the times a design needs many iter-
ation of numerical simulation to find the best combination of parameters. Therefore,the
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main focus in this research has been to gracefully integrate the analysis step with the op-
timization, to provide tools able to master the complexity of the design and requirement
spaces.

1.2 Historical context and state of the art

As anticipated, the improvements in the manufacturing techniques, namely the in-
creased accuracy and ability in manipulating materials up to features in the order of
nanometers, has paved the way to a quite new field of research that can be referred un-
der the name of metamaterial research. Under this term, many different concepts and
devices have been studied and conceived. Historically the term metamaterial was first
introduced by the end of the twentieth century by Smith [1] to refer to the development of
an artificial left-handed (LH) medium. Nevertheless, this work can be dated back to the
pioneering theoretical work of Veselago [2] on the electrodynamics of negative refractive
index materials. At the time of the introduction, with the term metamaterial scientist
referred to a device, composed of subwavelength metallic or dielectric scatterers (in the
order of ten/twenty times smaller than the wavelength). The electromagentic (EM) in-
teraction of these scatterers can be described in terms of macroscopic quantities, as it
is done for a conventional material, therefore the term metamaterial (from the Greek
“meta”, in English “beyond”, to express an abstraction from conventional materials). Af-
ter the first works for the implementation of artificial plasmonic materials [3], artificial
magnetic materials [4] and LH materials [5], metamaterials have been employed and stud-
ied for different applications and effects, especially in the microwave band. Examples are
subwavelength imaging by metallic rods [6], high-impedance surface [7], metamaterial
substrates for improving antenna directivity [8], electromagnetic cloaking and transfor-
mation optics [9–11], improvement of small antennas [12]. Particularly the metamaterial
concept has been applied to the propagation of guided waves through transmission lines
for negative refractive index slabs [13], small size resonant circuits [14], leaky-wave an-
tenna with composite right-left handed (CRLH) transmission line [15].

Moving towards higher frequencies, the application of similar concepts has been envi-
sioned in the optical spectrum as well. Moreover, much more interest has grown into
the concept of metasurfaces for optical wavefront manipulation, abandoning the idea of
super resolution via negative refractive index materials, due to the intrinsic losses of the
material needed to implement them. The metasurfaces have been initially conceived as
the 2D version of the metamaterials. However, the application of this concept in the op-
tical regime leads to structures made of scatterers, which cannot be strictly described as
subwavelength, in particular in the visible range, at least not in the same sense as it has
been initially meant for metamaterials. Usually, in fact, optical metasurfaces are 2D ar-
rangements of metallic/dielectric scatterers whose dimensions are comparable with the
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wavelength. From this viewpoint, the recent efforts on studying and designing optical
metasurfaces can be connected to the work initiated in the ’60s-’70s on frequency selec-
tive surfaces [16], reflect arrays [17] and transmit arrays [18]. Nevertheless, these concepts
have never been used in optical applications, before the last ten years, mainly due to man-
ufacturing difficulties in realizing structures in the order of tens-hundreds of nanometers
with the required accuracy. Moreover, differently from the microwave domain, most of
the scatterers, composing the metasurfaces, are made of dielectric materials, in order to
reduce the elevated losses of metals at optical frequencies. As a result, new paradigms for
these optical transmit/reflectarrays have been proposed, which have created a great inter-
est in the scientific community. On concepts, similar to those reported in chapters of this
thesis, different works have been published. Surfaces composed of all dielectric scatter-
ers or structures have been used for realizing Huygens’ surfaces [19], perfect reflectors
that reduce the ohmic losses compared to metallic ones [20], magnetic mirrors, or rather
mirrors without the 180◦ phase shift, typical of the metallic mirrors, [21], spectrally highly
selective surfaces [22], flat lenses and beam shaping surfaces [23–26].

Regarding imaging techniques and instruments, although all of the aforementioned con-
cepts are extremely interesting, especially in terms of miniaturization, they cannot bring
any improvement to the resolution capability. The main reason is that these optical de-
vices are still diffraction-limited. Starting from the first attempts of negative index mate-
rials at the microwave frequencies [1], in fact, many different attempts of implementing
similar devices at the optical frequencies have been performed, for example with the
use of so-called hyperbolic metamaterials lenses [27]. Despite the ability of such lenses to
have no limitations in terms of resolution, their applicability in conventional microscopes
seems quite far to be realized due the difficulties in manufacturing the different layers
and the tight control accuracy needed for the alignment of the sample. Concepts which
exploit wave interference in order to create local small light hotspots appear much more
feasible. The small hotspots increase the two-point resolution of the optical system, as ex-
plained in chapter 6. One of these concepts is represented by the super oscillatory lenses
(SOLs) [28–30]. Although the concept of the SOL has been introduced quite recently,
it can be dated back to similar works up to the fifties [31, 32]. Spot reduction has been
demonstrated experimentally and preliminary imaging architectures using these lenses
have been shown, however, a clear evaluation of the imaging performances and a well de-
fined microscope architecture employing these lenses have never discussed in literature,
to the Author’s knowledge.

1.3 Novel contributions in this thesis

The list of examples mentioned in section 1.2 is just an extract of the vast group of re-
cent contributions on the themes of artificial surfaces/materials proposed to improve the
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control of electromagnetic waves across the full spectrum. Despite the huge amount of
contributions, there has never been a serious attempt to integrate these concepts in fully
functional systems. This was the initial scope of the Ph.D. project and several results
have been achieved.

Concerning the use of artificial anisotropic materials to enhance the scanning capabili-
ties of phased arrays of antennas, notable results have been achieved with the design of
diamagnetic-dielectric anistropic wide angle impedance matching (WAIM) layers. Apart
from the improved scanning performances, it is more significant to highlight that this
result has been achieved by improving the performance of a realistic antenna, taking
into consideration actual bandwidth, reasonable scanning requirements and impedance
matching performances. An optimization technique that takes into account all the char-
acteristics of the phased array and of the added layers has been developed and, for the
first time, a physical implementation, involving the use of diamagnetic materials, has
been proposed. In addition, again related to the improvement of scanning capabilities of
phased array, but tackling the problem from a different side, a design procedure for pla-
nar or curved lenses to be integrated with the phased array has been proposed. Starting
from the analysis of the limitations of a planar lens structure, a design technique to define
curved dielectric or phase-shifting lenses has been proposed. These lenses can improve
the scanning performances of the phased array, taking advantage of their magnifying
behavior. A low drag design has been conceived considering, as a target, an aeronauti-
cal application. This low drag design differs considerably from the previous lens phased
array proposed in literature, especially in terms of size.

The use of dielectric resonators to realize compact optical components has been investi-
gated from the point of view of the optical designer. Rather than focusing on the physical
aspects of these devices, much more efforts have been taken in order to make these con-
cept finally ready to be integrated in practical imaging system. After having modeled
the behavior of this resonators and experimentally proved their focusing capabilities and
polarization characteristics, attention has been devoted to the definitions of practices for
the design of optical components. A design tool that takes into account the wavelength
and angular dispersion, as well as manufacturing tolerances effects, has been developed.
This procedure takes into account realistic requirements and tries to define, through an
optimization, the best arrangement of resonators to meet the requirements. This is re-
ally innovative, considering that similar designs in the past either completely neglected
requirements in terms of field of view (FOV) and bandwidth (BW) or did not consider the
effects of tolerances and wavelength and angular dispersion.

Finally, an attempt to integrate the concept of the SOL into a confocal microscope has
been made. Previously different works have demonstrated that such lenses are character-
ized by spot smaller than what is predicted by the diffraction arguments for conventional
lenses. Nevertheless, most of the designs were not suited to be integrated in a micro-
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scope, since they were devised to work in transmission. A confocal microscope integrat-
ing a SOL that works in reflection has been proposed. Moreover, a rigorous analysis on
the resolution performances has been performed, especially regarding the performances
on the imaging of extended objects.

1.4 Outline of this thesis

The thesis can be divided in three different parts: a first part involving chapter 2 and
chapter 3 regarding the design of electromagnetic structures for improving the scanning
performances of phased array; a second part consisting of chapters 4 and 5 on the dielec-
tric resonator lenses; a third part on the super oscillatory microscope, chapter 6. A final
chapter, 7, with conclusions and recommendations is also present.

In detail, in chapter 2 the design techniques for metamaterials WAIM (MM-WAIM)
layer are discussed. Numerical results show the improved scanning capabilities of the
phased array under study, obtained with the addition of the MM-WAIM. The ray-tracing
model and the analytic methods, used to discover performances and limitations of phase-
shifting planar surfaces to enhance the phased array scanning capabilities, are discussed
in chapter 3. Moreover, the ray-tracing method used to model a 3D dielectric dome, to-
gether with its performance, are included in this chapter. The theoretical background, the
physical characteristics and the experimental results of a first demonstrator of a dielectric
resonator lens is contained in chapter 4. Starting from the background of chapter 4, in
chapter 5 an improved design technique for an array of dielectric resonator lenses is dis-
cussed. Numerical results are added to show the intrinsic limitations of this technology
and the effects of the proposed solutions. Chapter 6 treats the theory of super oscillations,
a design of a phase only SOL and the design of a reflective confocal optical microscope
exploiting a SOL. Much emphasis is given to the numerical models used to compute the
diffraction patterns and to the analysis of the imaging information content of the optical
system proposed.



CHAPTER TWO

Wide Angle Impedance Matching1

Abstract / The full process of designing anisotropic metamaterial (MM) wide angle impedance
matching (WAIM) layers is presented in this chapter. These layers are intended to reduce the
scan losses that occur in active phased arrays for large scanning angles. The modeling tool, used
to characterize the interaction between the active phased array and the anisotropic WAIM layers,
and the optimization strategy, needed to define the electrical and geometrical features of the layers,
are discussed. By performing different design processes, three different anisotropic WAIM layers
have been defined. For two of these solutions a physical layout is also presented. Numerical results
are provided to show the improvement in performance that such layers can provide. The proposed
anisotropic MM-WAIM layers achieve an improvement of about 1 dB of more radiated power at
θ = 70◦ from broadside, in a 13% of fractional bandwidth on the azimuthal plane φ = 90◦,
compared to the performance of the phased array without MM-WAIM. Smaller improvements
are obtained in the other azimuthal planes, while keeping the active reflection coefficient below
−9dB for all azimuthal planes up to θ = 60◦ and up to θ = 70◦ off-axis for planes φ = 45◦, 90◦

in the whole operational band.

1Parts of this chapter have been published in [J1,C1,T1,T2].

7
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2.1 Introduction

Thanks to their extreme flexibility, active phased arrays are more and more often used for
radar and satellite communication applications, owing to the possibility of steering and
properly shaping the beam electronically. This feature represents an enormous advan-
tage of active phased arrays compared to antennas mounted on rotating stages, especially
in those applications where the volume of the antenna system has to be minimized and
where fast beam scanning is required. In most cases, active phased arrays with large
angular coverage are required. Such performances are important not only for the opera-
tional scanning characteristics of phased arrays, but also for compensating any misalign-
ment due to the movements of the mounting platforms. For example, in naval radars,
the possibility of scanning up to large angles off broadside can compensate for the rolling
and the pitch of the ship itself. Airplane active arrays must point to the satellite during
flight, also at high latitudes when the satellites are positioned at grazing angles with re-
spect to the airplane. Therefore a planar phased array would be required to scan up to
these large angles. The scanning characteristics of phased arrays however are limited and
different solutions to mitigate this issue have been investigated already several decades
ago [33],[34]. Phased arrays scanning at large angles from broadside exhibit scan losses.
These losses are caused by two mechanisms: reduction of the antenna effective area and
the variation of the mutual coupling among the different elements of the array during
the scanning. The reduction of the effective area cannot be solved, without resorting
to conformal array technology, which is more complex and sometimes unfeasible. The
variation of mutual coupling can be understood by referring to the concept of the active
impedance or scan impedance [35]. Under the assumption of an (infinite) periodic lattice
of equal antennas, the active impedance is defined as the input impedance of one sin-
gle element when all the elements are radiating. The variation of the coupling between
the array elements under different scanning conditions determines also a variation of the
active impedance. This clearly results in a mismatch between the antenna and the elec-
tronic modules. Usually, matching devices are inserted in the feeding network to improve
the matching between the feeding lines and the array active impedance. However, a good
matching is achievable only for a limited range of scanning angles, typically centered
around a preferred direction. Two basic solutions have been conceived until now to in-
crease the impedance matching: one relies on the insertion of additional dielectric layers
above the phased arrays [33], the other one is based on the use of inter-element connecting
circuits [34]. In the first solution, the additional layer modifies the active impedance for all
scanning angles, so that, with a proper design of the geometrical and electrical character-
istics of the layer, the impedance mismatch is reduced, on average, over all angles. In the
second case, with a proper design of the connecting circuits, the variation of the feeding
network impedance can follow the variation of the active impedances, thus an acceptable
impedance matching is realized over all angles. Although recent interest in the second
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strategy has grown in the scientific community, this does not always constitute a feasible
solution [36]. This requires, in fact, a co-design of the radiating elements and of the beam-
forming network. This design can be complex and sometimes the insertion of circuitry,
close to the radiating elements, can represent an issue in terms of available space and
additional ohmic losses. On the other hand, a solution based on dielectric layers, placed
above the radiating elements, does not require a complex design and, more importantly,
can be applied without modifying an existing phased array design. In this perspective,
the strategy based on additional layers is preferable in all those designs where a wide an-
gle impedance matching (WAIM) is conceived as an improvement of the original angular
performances of active phased arrays.

The typical design parameters of WAIM layers are: the number of layers, their thick-
ness, the distances between each layer and the antenna and their dielectric characteristics.
These parameters can be determined with an optimization process. Software optimiza-
tion tools can be used to better handle the large number of involved parameters (roughly
equal to two times the number of layers used). In fact, in addition to the geometrical and
electrical parameters of the layers, other quantities must be considered in the optimiza-
tion: frequency and scanning directions. For the optimization procedures, two blocks are
needed: a modeling tool and an optimization routine. The first one must enable a fast
computation of the phased array radiation characteristics for the different sets of opera-
tional parameters. The second one must consider a proper cost function, computed from
the modeled radiation characteristics, giving, as a result, the WAIM parameters. Among
all the design parameters, the dielectric permittivity represents the main limitation, since
not all dielectric permittivity values are available in nature. For this reason, new concepts
based on artificially engineered materials, usually called metamaterials (MM), must be
explored to define possible new routes for solving the scan losses problem.

MMs can be employed to realize anisotropic artificial materials. EM waves, propagating
in anisotropic materials, travel with different phase velocities, depending on the propa-
gating direction and polarization. This phenomenon is known as birefringence and, as
a consequence, a homogeneous anisotropic material is characterized by an angular de-
pendent behavior. This can be exploited to match the angular dependence of the active
impedance of phased arrays, giving further degrees of freedom in the WAIM layers de-
sign [38],[39],[40]. These degrees of freedom can result in the design of MM-WAIM that
exhibits a better performance compared to the usual homogeneous isotropic WAIM lay-
ers. In this chapter a design approach for MM-WAIM structures based on requirements
in terms of angular coverage and bandwidth is presented. Specifically, the issues and the
limits in the realization of MMs to be employed in the MM-WAIM are highlighted. The
chapter is structured as follows: in Section 2.2 the theoretical background, the modeling
tools and the optimization procedure of the design strategy are presented. In Section 2.3,
the results obtained by using this design strategy are presented and discussed.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Example of MMs able to implement artifial dielectric/magnetific ma-
terials: a negative refractive index lens at microwave frequencies based on trans-
mission line metamaterials from [37]: (a) stereolithographic resin cubic frame
and final single cubic cell obtained from the copper plating of the resin frame
and insertion of chip capacitors; (b) particular of the complete lens consisting of
the cubic unit cells and crossing inductive wires.

2.2 Design strategy

The design of anisotropic WAIM layers, optimized in the presence of the array antenna, is
performed by coupling a full-wave model of the active phased array under consideration,
with an analytical model describing the WAIM layers. The full flow chart of the design
process is described in Figure 2.2. In the following, we will assume that the active phased
array under study is an infinite periodic array of identical radiating elements excited with
linear progressive phases. The radiated fields of an infinite periodic array can be expanded
in terms of a set of discrete Floquet modes and the propagation of each mode can be
modeled with a simple equivalent transmission-line model. A brief description of the
Floquet theory for periodic structures, used in this chapter, is reported in appendix A.1.
In this way, the interaction between the fields radiated by the array and any homogeneous
layer, placed above the antenna, can be modeled with a set of independent transmission
lines, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).

Actually, each transmission line consists of a cascade of lines with different properties,
according to the different media placed above the array.

The coupling between the feeding lines and the Floquet modes, excited at the apertures,
can be found with analytical models, when canonical structures are involved, e.g. rect-
angular and circular apertures, printed dipoles or slots [38],[39],[41],[42],[43]. When the
radiating structures are more complex, such as microstrip patch antennas, the best so-
lution is to resort to full-wave EM numerical simulations, to compute the coupling coef-
ficients between the modes in the feeding lines and the Floquet modes. For this work,
we have used the finite-element (FEM) solver of Ansys HFSS R© [44]. An EM full-wave
simulator enables the designer to deal with all kinds of antennas, generalizing the whole
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Figure 2.2: Flow chart for the design of the metamaterials based WAIM.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Geometry of the problem, (b) equivalent model composed of the
GSM for the active phased array and transmission lines for the WAIM layer.
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approach. It might be more demanding in terms of computation time, but the analysis
of the antenna array must be performed only one time. This is really important for prac-
tical phased arrays where often fully analytic models are unavailable for predicting EM
radiation characteristics.

Once the generalized scattering matrix (GSM) of the structure is computed, the modal
ports of the GSM can be connected to the corresponding modal ports of the transmis-
sion lines representing the overlaying structure (air-gap and WAIM). At this point, it is
possible to compute the active input impedance or the active reflection coefficient at the
input port of each radiating element. The closer the WAIM layer is to the phased array,
the higher is its effect on the impedance matching. In such case, the evanescent Floquet
modes, excited at the antenna aperture, are still accessible and they can interact with the
discontinuity created by the WAIM layer. This interaction modifies the mutual coupling
between the array antenna elements and by properly engineering this layer it is possible
to obtain an average acceptable impedance matching over an extended angular range.
For this reason, the correct number of Floquet modes at the output port of the array must
be considered, in order to accurately represent the field at the discontinuity interface.
Assuming a material characterized by magnetic and dielectric diagonal tensors

εr = εxx̂x̂ +εyŷŷ +εzẑẑ, µr = µxx̂x̂ +µyŷŷ +µzẑẑ (2.1)

where x− y are the directions of the transverse plane of the array, and z is the direction
of propagation, the transverse impedance and wave-numbers can be computed according
to the Floquet theory [45]:
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+
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b
n = · · · ,−1, 0, 1, · · · (2.2)

where k0 is the wave-number in vacuum, a, b are the lattice array dimensions andγ the tri-
angular grid angle, as shown in Figure 2.3(a), and a complex time factor e jωt is assumed2.
Due to its intrinsic birefringent behavior, an anisotropic WAIM layer can follow the vari-
ations of the mutual coupling with the angle better than an isotropic one. However, an

2The same convention has not been used through all the thesis. For this reason it is stated clearly which
convention has been used in each theoretical development.
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arbitrary birefringent behavior cannot always be easy to achieve exploiting an anisotropic
MM-WAIM layer. Many MM structures, in fact, do not have the required effective param-
eters in all the directions for all the incident angles. Since the same effect on the radiated
fields for different scanning planes, namely for different values of φ, is desired, there is
no need for materials that have different magnetic permeabilities and dielectric permit-
tivities in the x and y directions. For this reason, from now on, only uniaxial materials
characterized by diagonal tensors with µx=µy and εx=εy will be considered. For a linearly
polarized array, with the source aligned with the x direction, the active realized gain for
the copolar components, according to Ludwig’s third definition [46], is expressed as

Gco(θ,φ) =
4πA cosθ

λ2 |STM
21 (θ,φ) cosφ+ STE

21 (θ,φ) sinφ|2 (2.3)

where STM
21 and STE

21 are the transmission coefficients for the two fundamental Floquet
modes, TE00 and TM00 and A is the area of the array unit cell [45]. The full derivation of
2.3 is reported in A.2. It is clear that, in order to match the active impedance over a large
angular range, at least for the two cardinal planes, φ = 0◦, 90◦, the WAIM must act on
both polarizations. According to the theory of the GSMs, the active input reflection coef-
ficient, Γ(ε,µ, t, d; f ,θ,φ), can be computed by cascading the phased array GSM with the
anisotropic WAIM equivalent transmission lines, terminating the latter with their char-
acteristic impedance. Among the several parameters that influence the active reflection
coefficient, the dielectric and magnetic tensors entries, the layer thickness t and the dis-
tance d from the antenna plane are considered the design parameters of the anisotropic
WAIM layer. The optimal values of the parameters are determined through a numeri-
cal optimization process. In [38],[39], the cost function in the optimization problem is
defined as the average of the square magnitudes of all the active reflection coefficients
over all the frequencies and scanning angles of interest. For the determination of an op-
timal solution, a further refinement of the optimization process must be implemented.
The cost function should be minimized with constraints that restrict the geometrical and
dielectric/magnetic parameters to feasible ranges. Furthermore in the WAIM design,
the active reflection coefficient is requested to be below a certain threshold, so that the
antenna is well matched in all operational conditions and over all scanning angles. If
the cost function is defined as a sum of the squared active reflection coefficients for all
angles, it can happen that, for certain angles, the reflection coefficient is lower than the
threshold, and, for other angles, it is above the required value. If the smallest reflection
values are far below the threshold, they can blot out the effect of the higher values, giving,
as a result, an optimal solution in terms of minimization, but not good in terms of the
WAIM problem. Better results can be obtained with a cost function with adaptive weights
defined as follows:

∑
f

∑
φ

∑
θ

α( f ,θ,φ)|Γ(ε,µ, t, d; f ,θ,φ)|2. (2.4)
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The adaptive weights α( f ,θ,φ) are different for each operative situation and defined
following this strategy [47]:

α( f ,θ,φ) =
{

0 if |Γ |dB < thresh|dB

|Γ |dB − thresh|dB if |Γ |dB ≥ thresh|dB. (2.5)

In this way, every time a reflection coefficient is lower than the threshold, for a particu-
lar situation, it is “switched off” in the sum, forcing the optimization to concentrate on
optimizing those values bigger than the required threshold. For this work, we have used
the MATLAB R© [48] constrained nonlinear optimization solver. The constraints in the
optimization are used to limit the range of possible parameters.

Once the optimal set of electrical and geometrical parameters for the WAIM layers has
been found, it must be translated into a physical design. The starting point is the defini-
tion of a particular MM unit cell geometry, chosen on the basis of the behavior required
for the MM. From this starting point, an accurate tuning of the materials and geometrical
parameters must be performed by using homogenization algorithms. These algorithms
extract the effective parameters of the MM unit cell, e.g. dielectric permittivity and mag-
netic permeability, from analytical models or full-wave numerical results. The choice
of parameters extracted depends on the homogenization equivalence principle imposed
[49]. In the case of WAIM layer design, the external equivalence (the MM scattered
transverse components must be equal to the transverse components scattered by a ho-
mogeneous equivalent layer) is sufficient, because the interaction between the array and
the WAIM is modeled through their GSMs. This type of equivalence is the starting point
for the retrieval algorithm used for the modeling of the different MM cells studied. This
algorithm, based on reflection and transmission properties of MM slabs, is described in
appendix A.3. In using a retrieval scheme based on the reflection/transmission proper-
ties of MM slabs, some attention must be devoted to some non-physical behavior of the
retrieved parameters. The non-physical behavior, namely violations of causality and pas-
sivity requirements (“wrong” sign of imaginary part and “wrong” slope of real parts of
the complex parameters), can be related to the hidden spatial dispersion of the MM ef-
fective parameters, which is neglected when assuming only the external equivalence [50].
Another effect of the spatial dispersion is the dependence of the retrieved parameters on
the angle of incidence of the plane waves used to compute reflection and transmission
properties of the MM slab. Since multiple angles of incidence are required to retrieve all
tensor elements of an anisotropic material [51], in principle these elements can be differ-
ent depending on the chosen selection of oblique plane waves. MMs with pronounced
spatial dispersion effects cannot be employed in the current WAIM layer design, unless
different hypotheses on the model of the anisotropic WAIM layer are made, i.e. exploita-
tion of the permittivity and permeability tensors dependence on angle of incidence. In
the following Section it will be shown how the design strategy for the anisotropic WAIM
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layers and the MM homogenization algorithms can be used to design realizable and ef-
fective MM-WAIM layers.

2.3 Results

In this section, the results of the design methodology expounded in the Section 2.2 are
applied to an active phased array, working with a fractional bandwidth of 13% in the mi-
crowave band. The array consists of capacitively-fed stacked-patch elements working in
linear polarization. The exact geometry of the array cannot be disclosed and in any case is
not relevant, since the array it is treated as a “black box” and its geometry is not modified
during the WAIM design. It is worth mentioning that, for a realistic phased array, the
scan losses are only due to the geometric effective area reduction and impedance mis-
match. Any other effect, such as presence of surface waves or grating lobes is not present
in the array. First, a database of GSMs is compiled in order to model the phased array
for different frequencies and directions. For an infinite periodic array, the radiated field
is expanded in terms of a finite set of Floquet modes. The number of modes, used in the
simulations, is chosen following an analysis of the excited modes at the free-space port.
It is found that 20 Floquet modes suffice to represent the field at the output port of the
unit cell under all possible scanning conditions.

The optimization is performed over three planes, E-plane,φ = 0◦, D-plane,φ = 45◦ and
H-plane,φ = 90◦ using 5 frequency samples. Only the results for the lowest, largest and
central frequencies will be shown; for the intermediate ones, similar behavior is found.
The threshold level used in the adaptive scheme is−10dB. For each design, the optimiza-
tion is iterated 500 times, every time with different, randomly chosen, initial conditions.
The entire optimization takes several hours on a standard desktop. In this way, the prob-
lem of the local minima is considerably reduced, by choosing the best solution between
all the generated ones. For the different WAIM layer designs, the variation of the ac-
tive realized copolar gain, Gco(φ,θ), with the scanning angles, at different frequencies,
is presented. By analyzing this parameter, it is possible to check the effect on the phased
array radiation characteristics of surface waves, which might be present in the WAIM
structure, and the effect of the WAIM on the polarization characteristics of the array.

2.3.1 Magneto-dielectric anisotropic WAIM

In a first step, the proposed design strategy is applied to a situation in which only loose
constraints on the design parameters are imposed. This could lead to an optimal solution,
in terms of performances, but difficult to be realized using MMs. Such a solution is used
as a starting point for comparison with the other designs.
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Table 2.1: Optimal values of the magneto-dielectric anisotropic WAIM layer
found solving the constrained optimization problem.

Design Parameter Constrained Interval Optimal Value
εx = εy [0.5, 7] 0.86
εz [0.5, 7] 0.5

µx = µy [0.5, 6] 1.37
µz [0.5, 6] 5.3
d [0.068, 0.43]λ0 0.068λ0

t [0.052, 0.31]λ0 0.089λ0

The electrical parameters are limited within intervals that do not include extreme condi-
tions, such as negative or near-zero values. In these situations, in fact, MMs are usually
characterized by a resonant behavior, which in principle is in contrast with the required
large-band behavior required by the MM-WAIM layer. The geometrical parameters are
limited within typical ranges of feasibility, considering the standard printed circuit board
(PCB) technology (minimum track/gap widths in the order of 80 ÷ 100µm) [52]. The
values of the constrain intervals and the optimal set of parameters are listed in Table 2.1.
The performance of an anisotropic WAIM layer characterized by this optimal set of pa-
rameters is shown in Figure 2.4. In the graphs, the ratio between the gain of the phased
array with the anisotropic layer and without the WAIM is plotted. From the plots it can
be noted that, on average over all the three planes, there is a high improvement in perfor-
mances for large angles. At the highest frequency the maximum gain is achieved, in fact,
on the E-plane, at θ = 70◦, with an improvement of almost 2.75 dB, that corresponds
to 88% more power radiated with the anisotropic WAIM, compared to the phased array
without any matching layer. For angles aroundθ = 40◦− 50◦, the performance is slightly
worse than that of the array alone (as worst case: −0.1 dB/− 2% and−0.13 dB/− 3% at
θ = 40◦, 50◦ for the D-plane at the central frequency). The small decrease in this angular
range is mainly due to the particular scanning properties of the phased array under exam-
ination, which is well matched aroundθ = 40◦ (Γ ∈ [−15,−20] dB). In fact, considering
the averaging effect of the WAIM over all angles, it can be expected that the performances
is a bit deteriorated when the active reflection coefficient Γ of the array is well below the
−10 dB threshold. Nevertheless the active reflection coefficient is kept below the required
threshold by the adaptive optimization strategy.

The optimal parameters reported in Table 2.1 cannot be realized easily using MMs, in
view of the requirements imposed by the particular EM scenario, i.e. 13% bandwidth,
angular response stable over ±70◦ incidence, polarization independent response. First
of all a magnetic response is required to obtain a good matching for all planes. In fact,
by examining equations (2.2), (2.3), it is clear that, in order to affect both polarizations,
the WAIM layer must be characterized by both an anisotropic magnetic and dielectric
behavior. In literature, different MM structures have been proposed in order to obtain
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Figure 2.4: Ratio between the copolar gain constituents of the phased array with
and without the optimized anisotropic magneto-dielectric WAIM layer; the ratio
is presented as function of the scan angle off broadside θ, for different azimuthal
planes and frequencies (solid blue line: E-plane; dashed red line: D-plane; dot-
dashed green line: H-plane).
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magnetic behavior from non-magnetic basic elements. The most known configuration is
the one with split-ring resonators (SRRs) [4],[53]. However, as shown in [53], this element
has a bianisotropic behavior, so the effects induced by the electric and magnetic incident
fields cannot be decoupled. This means that is not easy to design the SRRs, in order to
tune separately the magnetic and electric effective tensors. A further limitation is the
narrow-band behavior of the SRRs’ effective magnetic response. Last but not least, the
SRRs exhibit a magnetic response, only for EM incident fields that have a magnetic field
with a component normal to the surface of the ring. As a consequence, three different
SRRs with orthogonal faces, should be used to tune all the three elements of the effective
magnetic tensor, and this solution is clearly not easy to manufacture. In the future the
use of additive manufacturing techniques (3D printing) may be helpful to realize such
structures, but currently the levels of accuracy and some limitations in combining di-
electric materials and metals make this technology still far to be employed [54]. Another
attractive solution for implementing a MM, characterized by anisotropic magnetic (and
dielectric) tensor, seems to be the transmission-line (TL) MMs [55],[56]. By properly load-
ing TLs with lumped capacitances and inductances, it is possible to manipulate the phase
velocity and the transverse impedance of the EM waves propagating in the TLs over dif-
ferent directions. Anisotropic MMs can be created by loading differently the TLs aligned
in orthogonal directions [57]. Nevertheless these anisotropic effects are characteristic of
the guided modes of the TLs. To enable the use of this technology in an anisotropic MM
WAIM layer, at the two interfaces between free-space and the WAIM layer, two transition
layers would be required [58],[59]. These layers should act as “mode converters”, receiv-
ing, with almost no reflection, the antenna radiated fields and converting them into the
TL guided modes. Transition layers with this kind of requirements are difficult to achieve
and are too bulky to be used in a WAIM layer. All these arguments lead to the conclusion
that it would be beneficial to constrain the WAIM layers only to anisotropic dielectric or
diamagneto-dielectric behavior (µ < 1 at least on one axis of the structure). However,
even if unrealizable, the parameters reported in Table 2.1 show the potentials of the de-
sign methodology. The performances obtained with such an anisotropic WAIM layer can
serve as guidelines to impose different constraints in the optimization process.

In the next two subsections the optimization procedure described in Section 2.2 with
proper constraints on the parameters space, is used for the design of MM-WAIM layers
that can be realized with standard PCB technology.

2.3.2 Dielectric-only anisotropic WAIM layers

Artificial dielectrics have been studied since the pioneering work on multilayer struc-
tures [60]. Recently, this topic has regained a great interest in the field of optical super-
resolution through hyperbolic MMs [61]. The main advantage of artificial dielectrics is
that anisotropic dielectrics can be built by simply stacking layers of different homoge-
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Table 2.2: Optimal values of the dielectric-only anisotropic WAIM layer found by
solving the constrained optimization problem.

Design Parameter Constrained Interval Optimal Value
εx = εy [0.5, 10] 1.15
εz [0.5, 10] 0.87

µx = µy = µz 1 1
d [0.068, 0.43]λ0 0.097λ0

t [0.052, 0.31]λ0 0.248λ0

neous materials with sub-wavelength thickness. An artificial anisotropic material can
be realized by stacking along the z direction (normal to the material surface) two differ-
ent materials, characterized by two different permittivities ε1,ε2 and thicknesses t1, t2, to
form a unit cell that is repeated in one dimension. For this type of MM, the equivalent
dielectric parameters are [60]:

εx = εy = ε1 p +ε2(1− p)

εz = [ε−1
1 p +ε−1

2 (1− p)]−1 (2.6)

where p = t1/(t1 + t2) is the filling ratio. The simplicity of the manufacturing process
makes this concept attractive for the realization of anisotropic MM-WAIM layers. For
this reason, although a dielectric-only anisotropic material has fewer degrees of freedom
than a magneto-dielectric one, this solution can still be of interest to improve the angular
performances of a phased array. The new constraints, used to optimize the design pa-
rameters of the WAIM layer, are reported in Table 2.2 together with the corresponding
optimal values.

An anisotropic WAIM layer, with the parameters of Table 2.2, improves the angular per-
formances at large angles from broadside. However, the performances are slightly worse
than the ones of the magneto-dielectric WAIM, shown in Figure 2.4. Furthermore real-
izing a MM with dielectric tensor entries smaller than one (εz = 0.87) in the microwave
band is not easy. According to (2.6), the range of values that can be achieved by stack-
ing dielectric layers is limited by the available materials. In the microwave regime, there
are no homogeneous materials characterized by low losses and real permittivity less than
one. One possibility to achieve this behavior is to resort to MMs composed of wire media
with a plasmonic behavior in the microwave band [3]. Unfortunately, wire-media MMs
exhibits strong spatial dispersion and the plasmonic behavior is destroyed when the struc-
ture has a finite dimension along one direction [3],[62],[63],[64]. This is actually a major
limitation to the realization of such a structure. Nevertheless, considering that the opti-
mal values εx,εy,εz are all close to unity, it is interesting to evaluate the performances
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Table 2.3: Optimal values of the dielectric-only anisotropic WAIM layer, con-
straining εx = εy = 1.15,εz = 1.07,µx = µy = µz = 1.

Design Parameter Optimal Value
εx = εy 1.15
εz 1.07

µx = µy = µz 1
d 0.126λ0

t 0.209λ0

of a stacked-layer dielectric-only MM-WAIM, realized with low-loss available materials.
For example, by using commercially available layers of Duroid R© (εr = 2.2) and foam
(εr = 1.06), with a filling ratio of p = 0.079, it is possible to obtain an anisotropic di-
electric characterized by εx = εy = 1.15,εz = 1.07. Since these dielectric permittivities
are different from the optimal ones, the semi-analytical model is used to find the optimal
thickness and distance, from the phased array, of this substrate. The whole set of param-
eters of this layer is reported in Table 2.3, the performance of such an anisotropic WAIM
layer is reported in Figure 2.5 and the cross section of the layer is sketched in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.5 reports also the performance of a homogeneous layer of Duroid R© (εr = 2.2)
with optimized thickness (t = 0.052λ0) and distance (d = 0.139λ0). This layer is the one
with best performances among the different layers that are commercially available. The
comparison shows that both WAIM layers, the anisotropic as well as the isotropic, cannot
increase the scanning performances of the phased array in the E-plane. The fact that the
two layers slightly worsen the performances of the phased arrays for large angles in the
E-plane confirms the conclusion that, to achieve good performance over all planes, the
WAIM layer should act on both the TE and TM families of Floquet modes. It must be
noted that the anisotropic MM-WAIM layer, realized by stacking homogeneous dielectric
layers, has a better performance on the D/H-planes, at large angles from broadside, than
the isotropic version.

The solution of realizing a dielectric-only anisotropic MM by stacking homogeneous di-
electric layers, though easy to manufacture, has one drawback, that is not revealed by the
previous example. The degree of anisotropy, namely the ratio εx/εz, achievable with this
solution cannot be extremely different from one, if εz, the lowest value among the two,
should also be characterized by a value close to one. In case the optimization procedure,
constrained to work with an anisotropic dielectric-only WAIM layer, ends up with values
εx = εy largely different from εz, alternative MM synthesis topologies have to be used,
e.g. Jerusalem crosses like structures [38] or other capacitive structures.
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Figure 2.5: Ratio between the copolar gain constituents of the phased array with
and without the dielectric-only anisotropic WAIM layer whose parameters are re-
ported in Table 2.3; the ratio is presented as function of the scan angle off broad-
side θ, for different azimuthal planes and frequencies. Lines without markers re-
fer to dielectric-only anisotropic WAIM layer presented in Table 2.3 for the three
different planes (solid blue line: E-plane; dashed red line: D-plane; dot-dashed
green line: H-plane) while the lines with markers refer to a homogeneous di-
electric layer, optimized in thickness and distance, with dielectric permittivity
εr = 2.2 for different planes (dotted blue line with squares: E-plane; dashed red
line with circles: D-plane; dot-dashed green line with diamonds: H-plane).
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Figure 2.6: Artist impression of a possible realization of the MM characterized by
the parameters of Table 2.3.

2.3.3 Multilayer diamagneto-dielectric anisotropic WAIM

In view of the limited performance of the anisotropic dielectric-only MM-WAIM layer,
other structures exploiting also a diamagnetic behavior are explored. The designs of such
structures are presented in the next subsection. As discussed before, MMs with magnetic
response are, in principle, not suitable for WAIM applications, due to their limited band-
width. However, this limitation does not apply to MMs with diamagnetic response. This
kind of MMs can be realized with sub-wavelength conductive loops printed on dielec-
tric substrates. The magnetic dipole, induced by the incident magnetic field component
normal to the loop, radiates a field that is opposite to the incident field [53], [65]. The
macroscopic effect is a decrease of the equivalent magnetic permeability of the MM to
values lower than the magnetic permeability of the host medium. If only one ring is
used, with the normal aligned to one of the cardinal axes, only one component of the
equivalent magnetic tensor is affected, whereas the other ones are not affected at all.
The field scattered by a sub-wavelength loop can be described, as a first approximation,
by two equivalent dipoles, one magnetic and one electric. The electric dipole produces
an increase of the equivalent dielectric permittivity of the material in the directions par-
allel to the surface of the ring [53], whereas the magnetic dipole is responsible for the
decrease of magnetic permeability. This coupled effect makes the design of this type of
MMs complex, if it is desired to tune separately the components of the equivalent mag-
netic and dielectric tensor. Nevertheless, this MM can be employed in the design of a
MM-WAIM for two reasons. Firstly, having ratios µx/µz, εx/εz different from one, this
material affects both TE and TM polarization. Secondly, the magnetic polarization of the
conductive loop has a quite invariant frequency dispersive behavior, which implies that
the equivalent magnetic permeability of this MM is characterized by a uniform behavior
in frequency [65].

In order to avoid a complex design, first a conductive loop is designed, with normal
aligned along z-direction, to obtain the maximum degree of anisotropy, µx/µz. In this
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Table 2.4: Optimal values of the multilayer diamagneto-dielectric WAIM for the
first phased array under test.

Design Parameter Constrained Interval Optimal Value
εx1 = εy1 [1, 10] 1.36
εz1 [1, 10] 1

µx1 = µy1 = µz1 1 1
t1 [0.052, 0.31]λ0 0.052λ0

εx2 = εy2 [1, 10] 1.02
εz2 [1, 10] 1

µx2 = µy2 = µz2 1 1
t2 [0.052, 0.31]λ0 0.101λ0

εx3 = εy3 1.33 1.33
εz3 [1, 10] 1.08

µx3 = µy3 = 1 1
µz3 = 0.91 0.91

t3 0.114λ0 0.114λ0

d [0.068, 0.43]λ0 0.114λ0

way, the maximum effect on the TE polarization can be achieved. The values εx = εy

are, in principle, not the optimal ones to have a single layer anisotropic WAIM. However,
other dielectric-only anisotropic layers can be added to increase the number of degrees
of freedom, to achieve a good matching over all frequencies and angular ranges. The
semi-analytical optimization procedure has been extended to tackle a multilayer struc-
ture. All the characteristic parameters of the different layers must be constrained. In
order to optimize the dielectric-only layers, the parameters of the diamagneto-dielectric
layer are considered fixed in the optimization. An artist impression of the complete fi-
nal structure is shown in Figure 2.7. The constraints used in the optimization and the
optimal parameters are reported in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.7: Artist impression of the three-layer diamagneto-dielectric WAIM and
its realization. Phased array and the three layers WAIM (left), x− z cross section
of the three layers stack (center), x− y plane of the two MMs inclusions (right).
The conductive rings are printed on both side of the substrate, and the conductive
Jerusalem crosses only on the upper side.

In this approach, the first design step consists of the full-wave analysis of the diamagneto-
dielectric slab for different geometrical parameters in order to find a geometry that pro-
vides the maximum degree of anisotropy (µx/µz). The slab consists of a Duroid R© sub-
strate, sandwiched between two symmetric foam layers, and of two conductive rings (as-
sumed as perfect electric conductors, PECs) printed on both sides of the substrate. From
the GSM of this cell alone, we can extract the equivalent parameters, reported in Fig-
ure 2.8. For this MM layer, spatial dispersion effects occur, but they do not introduce
extreme variations in the parameters. Therefore the effective dielectric and magnetic
parameters can be considered almost uniform for all angles of incidence and over the
whole band. The second step consists of optimizing the two layers below the diamagneto-
dielectric layer. The first layer, just above the phased array, can be implemented with a
conductive Jerusalem cross like structure. The second layer, instead, can be easily real-
ized with a homogeneous layer of foam, since its dielectric tensor elements depart from
the permittivity of the foam by a negligible quantity. The performance of this multilayer
diamagneto-dielectric WAIM is reported in Figure 2.9, together with the performances
of the homogeneous dielectric WAIM layer, already described in Subsection 2.3.2. For all
frequencies andφ-planes, the multilayer WAIM allows a substantial improvement, com-
pared to standard technology. Although it has worse performances at directions close to
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broadside, at large scanning angles, the multilayer always ensures more radiated power
than the homogeneous WAIM layer at large angles (θ ≥ 40◦). Moreover, upon compar-
ing the results of these two configurations, Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.9, it becomes evident
that the multilayer WAIM allows increasing the angular ranges up to 70◦ from broadside,
also on the E-plane, whereas, instead, the dielectric-only WAIM layer, does not result in
any improvement.
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Figure 2.8: Retrieved equivalent parameters for the diamagneto-dielectric layer,
third layer from the bottom in Figure 2.7. The different curves represent the
parameter behavior as a function of frequency for different couple of incident
plane waves: blue solid line θ = 40◦ − 70◦, red dashed line θ = 10◦ − 40◦, green
dot-dashed line θ = 30◦ − 50◦.
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Figure 2.9: Ratio between the copolar gain constituents of the phased array with
and without the multilayer anisotropic diamagneto-dielectric WAIM whose pa-
rameters are reported in Table 2.4; the ratio is presented as function of the scan
angle off broadsideθ, for different azimuthal planes and frequencies. Lines with-
out markers refer to the multilayer diamagneto-dielectric WAIM presented in
Table 2.4 for the three different planes (solid blue line: E-plane; dashed red line:
D-plane; dot-dashed green line: H-plane) while the line with markers refer to a
homogeneous dielectric layer, optimized in thickness and distance, with dielectric
permittivity εr = 2.2 for different planes (dotted blue line with squares: E-plane;
dashed red line with circles: D-plane; dot-dashed green line with diamonds: H-
plane).

To further investigate the behavior of the multilayer diamagneto-dielectric MM-WAIM,
full-wave simulations of the complete layer are performed. Determining the radiation
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characteristics of the phased array together with the proposed multilayer WAIM in a
single computation is unfeasible. For this reason, the same approach followed in the
design procedure is adopted. The GSM of the phased array and of the three layers have
been computed separately. Then, the four different GSMs are combined to get the overall
GSM, whose elements are used to compute the active realized gain for the copolar compo-
nent. To enable the connection between all the GSMs, each MM layer GSM is computed
by considering a macro-cell with the same dimensions of the phased array unit cell, con-
taining 15× 18 MM unit cells. This GSM has a diagonal-block structure, as reported in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Absolute values in dB of a limited set of the GSM coefficients for the
diamagneto-dielectric WAIM layers reported in Figure 2.7, obtained from full-
wave simulations. I(nput)/O(utput) refer to the side of the layers cascade that is
close/far to the phased array. Elements in the matrix refer to a set of 10 Floquet
modes at the Input or Output side, as described by the Table on bottom. The
higher order modes coefficients are almost negligible and for this reason they are
not shown here.
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The GSM coefficients are reported only for one frequency and scanning direction, but
similar patterns are found in other operational conditions. Therefore, the coupling be-
tween different Floquet modes of the phased array is negligible, which confirms the hy-
pothesis that the MM-WAIM layers can be modeled as uncoupled transmission lines. The
improvement in the active realized gain, computed through full-wave simulations, com-
pared to what obtained with the semi-analytical design procedure, is reported in Figure
2.11. The compared results show almost perfect agreement between full-wave results and
semi-analytical results in the D and H-planes, but some differences in the E-plane, espe-
cially for large scanning angles. The full-wave numerical results show that the multilayer
diamagneto-dielectric MM-WAIM modifies the scanning performances of the phased ar-
ray in a similar fashion to an optimized homogeneous layer for the E-plane. On the
contrary, slightly better improvements are observed for the D-plane (7% of more radiated
power atθ = 70◦ for 0.94 f0, 3% atθ = 70◦ for f0, 19% for 1.06 f0). A significant increase
of the gain, especially for large scanning angles, characterizes the behavior of the multi-
layer engineered WAIM on the H-plane (24% of power gain at θ = 70◦ at the extremes
of the band and 30% at the central frequency). Although not shown here, the active re-
flection coefficient with the multilayer MM-WAIM is kept below −9.8dB up to 70◦ off
broadside direction in planes φ = 45◦, 90◦ on the whole band. In the E-plane, as the
plot of the gain suggests, the active reflection coefficient does not satisfy the threshold
requirements. Nevertheless its behavior does not deteriorate upon the insertion of the
MM-WAIM, apart from the case where θ = 70◦ at 1.06 f0.

2.4 Conclusions

Since the seminal works on MMs have been published, they have shown a lot of potential
applications, especially as a mean to improve the performances of EM devices beyond the
classical or state-of-the-art limitations. The possibility of increasing the angular coverage
range of phased arrays is one of these potential applications. However, the development
from the proof of concept of MMs EM properties to real applications is always a chal-
lenging step. The possibility of realizing a WAIM layer with MMs is an example: in this
case, excitations with different polarization must be taken into account, and large work-
ing bandwidths must be guaranteed. In this chapter a design procedure for finding the
optimal values of volumetric anisotropic WAIM layers, is presented. Two different im-
plementations of anisotropic MM-WAIM layers are discussed. These implementations
are derived from an accurate analysis of the kind of behavior that can be realized with
MMs and the advantages, limitations and drawbacks of each topology. Both implemen-
tations have been applied on top of a state of the art commercial phased array system
used for naval radar. The second MM-WAIM, based on diamagnetic-dielectric layers,
show improvements in gain around 1 dB on one scanning plane at extremely large angle
(θ = 70◦).
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Figure 2.11: The same as Figure 2.9, but with lines without markers refer to the
semi-analytical results (solid blue lines: E-plane; dashed red lines: D-plane; dot-
dashed green lines: H-plane) and lines with markers refer to full-wave numerical
results (dotted blue with cross lines: E-plane; dashed with circle red lines: D-
plane; dot-dashed with diamond green lines: H-plane).
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Compared to similar works in literature, the novelty of this work lies in the following
points:

• with respect to [38],[39],[42], extension of the WAIM design strategy procedure to
any possible active phased array (and not only canonical cases) by exploiting GSMs,
computed by means of numerical full-wave software and analytical transmission-
line models;

• with respect to [38],[39],[40], introduction of an improved cost function with adap-
tive weights;

• with respect to [38],[40],[42], substantial improvements of the active phased array
scanning performance, at least in two planes, while keeping this performance al-
most unaltered on the third plane (fractional bandwidth 13%);

• with respect to all the previous works mentioned, study of the influence of the
anisotropic WAIM in the radiated copolar components, to monitor the actual trans-
mitted power and the effect of the WAIM layers in the copolar radiation component,
which is an important parameter in realistic radar or satellite communication sce-
narios.
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CHAPTER THREE

Domes for wide scanning phased arrays1

Abstract / In this chapter the design of domes for wide scanning phased arrays is investigated.
Looking for a way to magnify the effective area of the radiating system, this chapter constitutes the
natural follow-up to the previous one, where the problem of scan losses was addressed from the
point of view of matching the impedance. Attention is here devoted to the total thickness of the
antenna system, the concept being the focus for satellite communication on aircraft. Two different
concepts of domes, one completely planar and one curved, are discussed in depth, and the models
used for their design, based on ray tracing, are described together with the results achieved.

1Parts of this chapter have been already reported in [R1,R2] and published in [C8,C9].
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter treats the problem of on-aircraft satellite communication (SATCOM) for civil
flights. In particular, inter-continental flights need a large beam-steering capability in or-
der to keep the connection with the satellite while traveling over different sectors of the
earth globe. Therefore, an antenna system able to scan up to 70◦ − 80◦ (ideally 90◦) is
required. At present, mechanical beam-steering is the preferred technique. Such archi-
tecture is bulky since it requires space to accommodate the mechanical rotation system.
Because the antenna has to be placed outside the fuselage of the plane, this solution re-
sults in a thick structure protruding from aircraft that can affect the aerodynamics and
ultimately cause cost increase in terms of fuel consumption. The aim of this chapter is
to identify and develop an alternative solution which allows reducing the overall thick-
ness of the antenna system. To this end, an effort is made to increase the electronic beam
scanning capabilities of array antennas. The main idea is to use an array with commercial
scanning capability (i.e., up to 60◦ scanning) and combine it with an additional architec-
ture that allows reaching the required scanning (70◦-80◦). A solution mostly based on
electronic beam scanning does not need a large mechanical infrastructure and, then it
has the potential to reduce the overall profile of the system. The chapter is organized as
follows: first there is a review of the state of the art of solutions for scan losses in planar
phased arrays. Next, a planar phase deflector dome is described as a possible solution and
its limits are investigated. Finally, a concept based on a curved dome is firsyly analyzed,
and then optimized according to typical volume and scanning requirements for on-flight
SATCOM applications.

3.2 State of the art

During the past decades, different solutions have been proposed to mitigate the scan
losses of planar phased arrays. One of those, the WAIM has already been discussed in
detail in Chapter 2. Other solutions have tried to compensate the effective area reduction
of the source rather than the impedance mismatch during the scanning. Among these,
planar passive lenses, domes and quasi-optical systems can be included.

3.2.1 Planar passive lenses

In the first case, a flat focusing lens is designed so that the field radiated by an antenna at
the lens focus is transformed into a directive beam in a given direction. The main beam
can be scanned by moving the antenna in the focal plane; actually, physical movement of
the source or the lens can be avoided by placing an array of radiators in the focal plane.
Typically, the lens is realized by using planar arrays of transmit and receive antennas con-
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nected via a phase shifting mechanism, that consists of transmission lines with variable
lengths [66], or using an array of coupling apertures between them [67]. More recently, ar-
tificially engineered materials and metasurfaces have also been used to design microwave
lenses [68, 69]. Three different design approaches are possible in order to obtain good
performance of beam scanning: the first one is based on the use of a multifocal lens, the
second one relies on the application of transformation optics to design a planar graded-
index lens, while in the third one the lens provides a spatially variable phase shift to the
transmitted field. In the first case, different pointing directions are obtained by exciting
a single feed positioned at a single focus; hence, beam steering is obtained by switching
radiators in the feed matrix. However, positioning the switched source closer to the edge
of the lens reduces the gain or the beam steering capability of the planar lens antenna sys-
tem [70, 71]. Furthermore, it is impossible to provide a continuous wide-angle scanning
with acceptable quality. The wide-angle scanning for a high-gain antenna is possible only
by using a phased array in which a group of radiating elements is excited simultaneously
with the appropriate amplitude and phase source of a spherical wave [72]. Recently, an
antenna system comprising a small planar phased array in combination with a larger flat
lens-array has been proposed in the V-band [73]. In this configuration, the phased array is
used to illuminate the lens-array by creating a steerable spherical wavefront that mimics
the effect of the switchable feed in the standard multi-feed lens system. This approach
offers several advantages, namely:

• it eliminates the need for RF switches;

• it reduces the depth of the system;

• it enables high resolution scanning;

• it allows for some level of power combining.

However, from the results reported in the references, it follows that the directivity im-
proves only by few decibels with respect to the isolated phased array, and the scanning
capabilities seem limited to 30◦ − 40◦ from boresight.

In the second approach, transformation optics is employed to design a flat rectangular
lens such that the field radiated by a small source is converted into collimated waves with
planar wavefronts. A two-dimensional design is presented in [70]. A single directive
beam can be scanned continuously in a limited range by moving the source parallel to
the lens interface in the focal plane. This beam scanning technique requires mechanical
movement of either the source or the lens. By switching to multiple feed antennas at fixed
locations, mechanical movement of either the feeds or the lens can be avoided. However,
avoiding the requirement of mechanical movement in the beam scanning method comes
at the cost of the need for multiple feed antennas, and a limitation to a discrete set of
achievable beam directions. In [74, 75], transformation optics is applied to reduce the
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profile of the original Luneburg lens while maintaining the scanning capability. A beam
scan in the range ±20◦ is demonstrated, even if with a noticeable performance degrada-
tion.

Finally, in the third approach the lens consists of an arrangement of elements that al-
ter the phase distribution of the incoming EM wave, thus producing a wave deflection.
This solution can be used to extend the coverage of a steerable source with limited scan
capability. A single planar deflector can be used to steer the beam in a given direction;
recently, this has been realized by using modulated metasurfaces, where the geometry
of the constituent element is progressively varied to obtain the desired phase variation
[76–78]. The design can be realized by assuming that the direction towards which the
deflector bends the incoming wave depends on the illuminated area. However, in this
case the surface of the deflector must be significantly larger than the equivalent area of
a conventional phased array with the same directivity, since only a portion of the overall
surface is exploited for any beam pointing direction.

3.2.2 Domes

The working principle of passive domes is conceptually similar to that of planar passive
deflectors. The passive dome may provide enlarged scan coverage from a single phased
array, with significant cost savings compared to conventional multifaced array designs.
This concept was theoretically investigated by Steyskal et al. in [79], where gain-versus-
scan trade-offs for a circular cylindrical dome antenna are discussed by considering a
structure with infinitesimal thickness. In particular, it is shown that the scan angle limi-
tations of the feed array and of the dome result in upper bounds on the averaged dynamic
gain and on the gain in any particular scan direction. For specified scan limits, the former
bound is determined essentially by the feed array, and the latter by the dome size. These
bounds are useful in posing realistic performance requirements for dome antennas, and
have been verified in a few specific examples.

A practical dome design is reported in [80], where Shigesawa et al. proposed a method for
the optimization of the shape and thickness of a dielectric dome, which allows achieving
multibeam emission with a uniform high gain for a wide range of angles. It is shown
that the features of the dielectric dome do not require a large number of elements, as
in the constrained lenses, and that improved multibeam characteristics can be realized
over a wider range of angles than in conventional dielectric lenses. These features are
demonstrated through an example involving the design of a dielectric dome (see Figure
3.1) in which a gain reduction is avoided over a wide range of angles, up to 70◦. The
proposed method is validated through numerical analysis, measurements and evaluation
of the radiation pattern of the constructed dielectric dome antenna in the Ka band.

More recently, a three-dimensional spherical passive electromagnetic deflector configu-
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Figure 3.1: Examples of two-dimensional models of optimized dielectric shapes
obtained by using the GO approximation [80].

ration, based on the concept of spatial feeding, has been proposed in [81]. This structure
modifies the incident electromagnetic energy from the steerable primary source, consist-
ing of a planar array, to meet different scenarios and operational requirements. A gener-
alized analytic formulation of the parametric spherical deflector configuration is carried
out. The simulation results of the wide angular coverage obtained by using a spherical
deflector in the 60 GHz frequency band are reported in Figure 3.2, which shows the
increase of the scanning angle range and constant gain for each scanning angle.

Finally, multiple planar deflectors can also be used to form a structure allowing for an
extended two-dimensional scan. An example, presented in [82], is reported in Figure 3.3.
With this solution, it is possible to reduce gain losses for large scan angles, but at the
price of a significant increase in thickness.

3.2.3 Quasi-optical systems

A possible approach for reducing the antenna complexity while maintaining high gain
and electronic beam scanning capability consists of using a small array as source feed to
a single or double reflector system. An additional attractive feature of this arrangement
is that the main reflector does not have to be fabricated accurately, since small imperfec-
tions can be corrected efficiently by the array. This arrangement is also known as “hybrid
antenna system”. There exist two types of hybrid antenna design: in one type, a surface of
the reflector is used completely as in a reflector antenna, and beam steering is provided
by excitation of the appropriate multi-element zone of a phased array with a moving ex-
citation zone along the phased array aperture. In the other type, a full array is excited,
and each pattern beam position corresponds to the appropriate partial illumination of
a reflector surface during scanning. Concerning the number of reflectors, the solution
with a single reflector is superior in terms of weight reduction, but scan loss generally
increases when the beam is scanned to wide angles. On the other hand, the solution
comprising a main reflector and a subreflector can achieve a performance equivalent to
that of the large-scale direct radiating phased array antenna [83]. However, the maximum
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Figure 3.2: Directivity patterns when a 19-element source antenna array (CCA) is
scanned to 0◦ (blue), 10◦ (red), 20◦ (black), 30◦ (magenta), 40◦ (brown) and 50◦

(dark-green); source only (left), source-spherical deflector configuration (right),
from [80].

Figure 3.3: Multiple deflectors arranged in a three-dimensional structure for two-
dimensional beam steering, from [82].
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scan angle is inversely proportional to the magnification. In fact, as the array is scanned
off the boresight direction, optical aberrations occur that distort the magnified image of
the array. Methods to reduce aberrations errors have been proposed based either on a
correction of the array feeding [84], or on an active mechanical deformation of the subre-
flector surface [85], or on an optimization of the reflector shape [86]. Such quasi-optical
architectures suffer from a limited scan range. A technique to enlarge the field of view
consists of using a bifocal configuration [87, 88]. In this case, instead of a perfect focus
at the center of the field of view, a perfect focus circle is created. This increases the loss
at broadside, but guarantees a larger scanning range. Another solution to enlarge the
scanning capabilities of quasi-optical system is the use of a multi-focus solution. To this
end, a three-dimensional Rotman lens with four foci was presented in [89]. A photo-
graph of such lens is shown in Figure 3.4. These solutions are promising, though they
are not suited in the framework of the current project for two main reasons. The first
reason is that one of the main drives of the current project is the low profile of the overall
architecture. These focusing system-based solutions would require a thickness of several
tens of wavelengths, making them too bulky to be used in this context. The second rea-
son is that the performance shown in [87–89] does not meet the requirement. The field
of view of such systems does not exceed ±25◦ scanning range. Hence, they could only
cover a sector of the desired scan range (±70◦ to ±80◦). Moreover, the scan loss at this
limit angle is much larger than the geometrical loss due to the aperture reduction while
scanning (which can be achieved by using phased arrays for this limited scan range). In-
deed, in [88], a scan loss of approximately 2.5 dB is shown at 25◦, Figure 3.4, whereas the
geometrical loss (cos 25◦) is less than 1 dB.

3.3 Planar phase deflector dome

A planar superstrate, defined as a phase shift distribution, can be used to achieve the
desired scanning. A limited scanning array antenna is used to illuminate the deflector
that introduces the field-of-view enlargement. The architecture composed by the array
and the superstrate is shown in Figure 3.5. The analysis of the structure is based on a ray-
tracing approach. In particular, each ray exits the array tilted by a different angle θi. The
superstrate is specified by a phase shift distribution ψ(x) that steers the incoming rays
towards the desired scan direction θo. The amount of deviation is computed according to
[90]:

sinθo = sinθi +
1
k0

dψ(x)
dx

(3.1)

The output directions of the rays from the array are arbitrary and can be defined by prop-
erly phasing the array elements. Therefore, the problem consists of the definition of three
parameters, i.e., the phase distributions of the array elements, the phase shift introduced
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.4: Structure and results of the 4-foci three-dimensional Rotman lens
described in [89] (a) photograph of the prototype; (b) measured radiation patterns
in the H-plane; (c) measured radiation patterns in the E-plane.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the array antenna with a superstrate to
enlarge the field of view

by the superstrate, and the distance between the array and the superstrate. The phase
shift distribution of the superstrate and its distance from the array are the same for all
the scan angles. Indeed, the superstrate is designed to be passive. By contrast, the phase
of each element of the array is considered as independently controlled and may change
for every scan angle.

3.3.1 Optimization approach

Based on the proposed configuration, an optimization routine has been developed. The
function to be optimized is the gain of the antenna array, defined as [90]

G(θo) = k0 · Le f f (θo) · ηa(θo) · ηp(θo) (3.2)

where k0 is the wavenumber in free space, Le f f (θo) = Ls(θo) cosθo is the effective an-
tenna length and is defined in Figure 3.5, ηa(θo) and ηp(θo) are the aperture and pointing
efficiencies, respectively. These efficiencies are schematically described in Figure 3.6. In
particular, the aperture efficiency accounts for the fact that the rays may not be uniformly
distributed on the superstrate On the other hand, the pointing efficiency quantifies the
effect of rays that are not tilted to the desired scanning angle. The superstrate has an
even phase profile, with respect to the space variable xs, to allow the scanning to nega-
tive and positive angles (±80◦), and it is defined by a conic equation plus higher-order
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Visual description of the efficiencies used for the gain evaluation: (a)
aperture efficiency, (b) pointing efficiency.

polynomials terms2:

ψ(x) = k0
Cx2

1 +
√

1− (1 + K)C2x2
+

6

∑
n=1

Cnx2n (3.3)

where C and K represent the curvature and the conic constant of the conic profile and the
parameters Cn, are the weights of the higher-order polynomial terms. These parameters
are the variables in the optimization process for maximizing the gain over the required
scanning range. This representation allows for enough degrees of freedom in the defini-
tion of the phase profile, with a reduced number of optimization variables, resulting in
a diminished computation time. It is worth mentioning that at this stage the superstrate
is assumed reflection-less. Another important design parameter to be optimized is the
distance between the array and the superstrate, d in Figure 3.5. In general, the farther
the superstrate is from the array, the simpler the performance optimization. This corre-
sponds directly to the observation that different areas of the superstrate can be optimized
almost independently for different scan angles. This is shown schematically in Figure
3.7. However, one of the goals of this study is to make the architecture as low profile as
possible. A low-profile architecture is characterized by low-drag and hence suitable for

2The same representation (conic equation + polynomials) is used in other parts of this thesis. In this
case it is used to represent a phase function and not a geometrical function.
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Figure 3.7: Visual description of the reduction of design freedom in the planar
dome for smaller distance: on the left the two beams, illuminating the dome for
two different scanning directions, overlap each other only on a small area of the
dome, whereas on the right (smaller distance) the overlap area is larger.

on-plane applications. Decreasing d reduces the size of the areas that can be indepen-
dently optimized (Figure 3.7), thus reducing the performance over the required scanning
range. Therefore, a trade-off between thickness and performance has to be taken into
account. The optimization routine is defined by the following steps:

• for each point on the array, xa, a desired scan angle,θo, and a given phase profile,
ψ(xs), the corresponding point xs on the superstrate is found by solving the refrac-
tion equation on the superstrate. The latter can be expressed as

xs − xa√
(xs − xa)2 + d2

+
1
k0

dψ(xs)

dxs
− sinθ0 = 0 (3.4)

where all the parameters are defined in Figure 3.5. Equation (3.4) is solved with
the least squares method. The line connecting a point xa on the array and the
corresponding point xs on the superstrate constitutes a ray of the ray-tracing repre-
sentation of Figure 3.5.

• Two limitations are imposed on the rays exiting the array:

– the output angle (θi in Figure 3.5) cannot be larger than the maximum scan-
ning of the array (i.e., 60◦ for the reference antenna of the project);

– the angular interval is further constrained in order to avoid intersections of
rays (hotspots) in the zone between the planar phase surface and the array.

• The effective length, Le f f (θo), defined previously can be calculated knowing the
points xs on the superstrate calculated using equation (3.4).

• The aperture efficiency can be calculated as

ηa(θo) =
|
∫

L1
ρ1(x1)dx1|2∫

L1
|ρ1(x1)|2dx1

(3.5)
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where ρ1(x1) is the amplitude distribution as a function of the variable x1 (defined
in Figure 3.5). ρ1(x1) is found numerically by knowing the relation of all points
x1 with respect to xs and exploiting the expression for the conservation of energy
within a tube of rays

|ρs(xs)|2dxs = |ρa(xa)|2dxa (3.6)

The pointing efficiency is defined as

ηp(θo) =
Nθo

N
(3.7)

where N is the total number of considered rays and Nθo is the number of rays
actually pointing in the desired output direction θo.

The gain can now be computed from equation (3.2). A desired gain profile is defined
as a function of the scanning angle. Then the parameters defining the phase on the
superstrate (C, K and Cn, in equation (3.3)) and the output directions (θi) of the rays exiting
the array are optimized in order to minimize the difference between the calculated gain
and the desired one. Notice that the phase distribution on the superstrate is fixed for all
scanning angles under consideration, whereas the phase on the array changes for every
pointing direction. This corresponds to a realistic situation, since the superstrate is a
passive surface, whereas the array can be properly phased to achieve the desired scanning
direction.

3.3.2 Optimization of the gain scan profile

A linear array of length La = 30λ was considered in the optimization. The array is
assumed to be able to scan from −60◦ to 60◦ with good impedance matching. Typical
array antennas have been demonstrated to have good performance in this scan range. The
output scan range to be achieved was defined as−80◦ ≤ θo ≤ 80◦. The distance between
the array and the superstrate was constrained to be less than the length of the array,
d < La. This limit was imposed to achieve a total profile thinner than the state-of-the-art
architectures which use a dielectric dome to enhance the field of view of array antennas
with a thickness d ≈ La [91]. The phase profile of the superstrate was optimized with
the aid of an iterative procedure. In particular, a desired gain shape as a function of the
scan angle was assigned as input, Gdes(θo). Then the parameters of the phase definition
in (3.3) and the distance d were optimized so that ||G − Gdes||2 tends to zero. Some
considerations have to be taken into account before defining the desired gain profile. In
order to achieve a gain enhancement with respect to the ideal cosine scan loss profile
(geometrical loss), the superstrate has to be larger than the array. In this case, depending
on the distance between the array and the superstrate, the rays coming from the array
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can spread over the entire superstrate length, increasing the aperture of the antenna.
However, the same aperture enlargement cannot be achieved over the entire scan range.
Therefore, in order to improve the gain for large scan angles, the gain at broadside has
to be traded and a reasonable gain decrease must be introduced. The gain profile used
in the optimization is shown in Figure 3.8. A 2 dB gain enhancement at θo = 80◦ is
envisaged. The cost is a gain reduction of 1.5 dB at broadside. The geometry of the
optimized structure is shown in Figure 3.8. The distance between the array and the
superstrate is d = 0.6La and the superstrate is three times larger than the array. This
allows for the aperture enlargement required to increase the gain. Indeed, as can be
observed in Figure 3.8, a ray at the edge of the array tilted at its maximum allowed scan
angle (θi,max = 60◦) impinges on the superstrate at its edge. The optimized gain profile is
shown in Figure 3.8, and it is in excellent agreement with the desired shape. The phase
profile of the superstrate and of the array are shown in Figure 3.8. For broadside radiation,
the phase distribution of the array is exactly opposite to the one of the superstrate. This
allows the rays to exit the superstrate parallel in the vertical direction. Such a phase profile
is responsible for the gain reduction at broadside. This is clearly visible in Figure 3.9
where the ray-tracing diagram for θo = 0◦ is shown. The rays are bent towards the center
of the superstrate, illuminating an area that is smaller than the array aperture, Ls < La.
The ray diagrams for other scan angles are also plotted in Figure 3.9. The illuminated
area of the superstrate becomes wider as the scan angle is increased. This effect leads
to the higher gain achieved for θo > 55◦ (see Figure 3.8), where the length of the array
and the illuminated area of the superstrate equal, Ls = La. Also from Figure 3.9, it is
possible to notice a concentration of rays close to the center of the superstrate for small
scan angles. This indicates a reduction of the aperture efficiency, ηa. Conversely, the
pointing efficiency, ηp, is practically constantly close to one while scanning, since all the
rays are directed in the desired direction (for all scanning angles the pointing efficiency
is larger than 99%.

3.3.3 Thickness reduction and limits of the planar deflector

One of the goals of a dome is to reduce the thickness of the antenna architecture as much
as possible, while ensuring wide scanning angular ranges. This corresponds to bring-
ing the superstrate as close to the array antenna as possible. Here, the limits of such a
thickness reduction are discussed in details by means of an example. In this example
it is assumed that the superstrate is characterized by an even phase distribution, with
respect to center of the superstrate, and that, according to the drawings in Figure 3.10
and in Figure 3.11, the array is pointing to the right with respect to its central axis. Since
that it is desired to scan at both negative and positive angles (−80◦ < θo < 80◦), the
deflector must have an even phase distribution. If the superstrate is far from the array
antenna, as in Figure 3.10, the phase distribution on the array and on the superstrate can
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.8: Results of the described optimization: (a) Geometry of the optimized
architecture, (b) gain as a function of the scan angle, (c) phase distribution on the
superstrate and on the array for several scan angles.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.9: Ray-tracing plot for the optimized planar dome: (a) θo = 0◦, (b) θo =
40◦, (c) θo = 60◦ and (d) θo = 80◦.
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be optimized so that the illuminated area (and then the gain) on the superstrate for ex-
treme scanning is increased. When the superstrate is brought closer to the array, such an
optimization becomes ineffective, because the illuminated area reaches the lower limit,
shown in Figure 3.10. In this situation, the rays coming from the left half of the array
must be tilted at the maximum scan angle (θi,max), in the right direction, in order to im-
pinge on the right side of the superstrate. In this case, the maximum allowed illuminated
area on the superstrate is equal to the area of the array, and it is achieved when all the rays
coming from the array are tilted at the maximum array scan angle. This condition gives
the best achievable scan loss, that is, a gain reduction of a factor cosθo,max with respect
to the gain of the array pointing at broadside without the superstrate. Through simple
geometrical considerations, the distance at which this limit occurs can be calculated as

d =
La

2
cotθi,max (3.8)

For the case under analysis, θi,max = 60◦, and therefore, (3.8) gives d ≈ 0.3La.

If all the rays impinge on the superstrate with an angle θi,max and have to be directed
toward the direction θo,max, the phase distribution of the superstrate has to be a linear
function with constant derivative given by

dψ(x)
dx

=

{
−k0(sinθo,max − sinθi,max), x < 0
k0(sinθo,max − sinθi,max), x ≥ 0 . (3.9)

For any scan angle, θo, the direction of the rays incident on the superstrate can be calcu-
lated as

θi(x) = sin−1
(

sinθo −
1
k0

dψ(x)
dx

)
(3.10)

Substituting the expression for the derivative of the phase distribution given in (3.9) in
(3.10) results in

θi =

{
θ−i = sin−1[sinθo + (sinθo,max − sinθi,max)], x < 0
θ+i = sin−1[sinθo − (sinθo,max − sinθi,max)], x ≥ 0

(3.11)

which represents a discontinuity in the phase distribution that has to be imposed on
the array. Indeed, for rays impinging on the right and left halves of the superstrate,
different directions have to be imposed. This can be seen in Figure 3.11(a), where the rays
corresponding to a generic output angle θo are plotted. The rays arriving on the left side
of the axis are tilted by an angleθ−i and the ones on the right by an angleθ+i . The length of
the array comprised between the last ray tilted byθ−i and the last ray tilted byθ+i is almost
not used in practice because the rays in that area cannot be tilted towards the desired
output direction. Ideally, the elements of the array in that area should be turned off
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Geometrical representation of the achievable superstrate illumina-
tion: (a) d ≈ La, (b) d = La

2 cotθi,max. Limit for perfect ray deflection at the edge
of field of view of the antenna.
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because in whatever direction the rays exit, they would point to directions other than the
desired one, increasing the side lobe level of the radiated field. Therefore, the illuminated
length on the superstrate, Ls, is reduced by a length δ− − δ+. These two lengths can be
calculated as

δ+,− = d tanθ+,−
i (3.12)

Then the illuminated length of the superstrate can be calculated as Ls = La − (δ− −
δ+) = La − (d tanθ−i − d tanθ+i ). As it can be seen in Figure 3.11(b), the rays on the left
of the axis are more tilted than the ones on the right. As the output angle, seen from the
superstrate, increases, the tilt of the rays from the array enlarges until it becomes larger
than the maximum exit angle of the array θi,max, Figure 3.11(b). When this happens, the
rays on the left of the axis cannot be tilted to the desired output direction and the elements
of the array in this area have to be turned off to avoid side lobe degradation. Therefore,
the actual length of the superstrate is given in this case by Ls = L+

a = La/2 + δ+ =

La/2 + d tanθ+i . The limit from which the situation of Figure 3.11(a) changes to the one
in Figure 3.11(b) can be expressed by requiring that the direction of the incident rays,
equation (3.10), be smaller than θi,max:

θo < sin−1(2 sinθi,max − sinθo,max) (3.13)

The length of the superstrate that is illuminated can now be written in a more compact
form as

Ls =

{
La − d(tanθ−i − tanθ+i ), θo < sin−1(2 sinθi,max − sinθo,max)

La
2 + d tanθ+i , θo > sin−1(2 sinθi,max − sinθo,max)

. (3.14)

The length reduction calculated with (3.14) is plotted in Figure 3.12(a) as a function of
the output angle. The discontinuity of the curve occurs at the change in the definition
of Ls as shown in the equation. The normalized gain as a function of the scan angle is
shown in Figure 3.12(b). The gain is calculated from equation (3.2), by considering both
the aperture and the pointing efficiency equal to one. The pointing efficiency is indeed
unitary, because all the rays are directed in the correct output direction (the elements in
the area of the array whose corresponding rays cannot be deviated are turned off in this
calculation). The aperture efficiency is actually lower than one before the discontinuity,
because two rays arrive at the center of the superstrate (see Figure 3.11(a)). Therefore, the
illumination is not uniform at the center of the superstrate. However, since the rays are
uniform in the rest of the superstrate, this is not expected to lower the aperture efficiency
significantly. After the discontinuity, the aperture efficiency becomes unitary because all
rays before the axis are turned off. The value of d calculated by using (3.8) and taking
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: Geometrical representation of the rays for the generic output an-
gle θo: (a) rays for θo < sin−1(2 sinθi,max − sinθo,max), (b) rays for θo ≥
sin−1(2 sinθi,max − sinθo,max).
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Results of the described design procedure: (a) aperture reduction,
and (b) gain loss as a function of the output angle.

θi,max = 60◦ and θo,max = 80◦, is d = 0.3La. As can be observed in Figure 3.11, the
illuminated area of the superstrate is equal to that of the array only for θo = θo,max = 80◦.
For all other scanning angles, some rays have to be turned off, which causes an aperture
reduction. Therefore, the gain loss at 80◦ equals the cosine variation since the only loss
is given by the geometric aperture reduction while scanning. For all the other angles, the
gain is lower than the cosine because of the aperture reduction on the superstrate. The
aperture reduction and the gain loss are also plotted for the superstrate closer to the array.
The phase distribution across the superstrate is the same for all the cases, since it gives
the maximum gain for the edge scanning angles. Indeed, the largest illuminated area
for the extreme scanning is achieved when all rays from the array point in the direction
of θi,max. If the superstrate is moved closer to the array, the effective aperture widens for
angles closer to broadside. This follows from the first equation of (3.14). Indeed, the
anglesθ−i andθ+i remain the same while d reduces. By contrast, for large scan angles, the
terms inside the brackets in the second equation of (3.14) increase as d becomes smaller.
Therefore, the effective aperture decreases, which results in a larger gain loss.

For d = 0.3La, the loss at broadside with respect to the radiation of the array alone is 0.3
dB and at θo = 80◦ the same loss as the cosine of theta is achieved. For d = 0.1La, the
loss at broadside is reduced to 0.1 dB, but the gain at θo = 80◦ is 2 dB lower than the
one corresponding to the cosine of theta. The discontinuities of the curves in Figure 3.12
can be attenuated (or avoided) by optimizing the phase profile close to the center of the
superstrate and introducing a phase distribution over the array that differs slightly from
the one in (3.9). However, this would reduce the gain for large scanning angles since (3.8)
and (3.9) represent the optimum for small values of d and θo = θo,max.
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3.3.4 Conclusions

The design and the performance of a planar deflector were described in this section.
It was shown that promising scanning capabilities can be achieved with such solution.
However, the distance between the array and the superstrate is still too large to provide a
good solution for aircraft SATCOM applications, due to the typical low drag requirements
(typically an antenna system with a maximum height of 30 cm is allowed). For this rea-
son, a study of the limits of the planar deflector when placed very close to the array was
carried out. In particular, the maximum effective area was calculated analytically through
geometrical considerations as a function of the scan angle and for several distances be-
tween the array and the deflector. It was shown that the maximum directivity achievable
at the edge of the field of view is reduced as the deflector is moved closer to the array. The
same effect would appear when considering a curved structure. However, the latter can
mitigate the directivity reduction, owing to a larger projection of the aperture in the scan-
ning direction due to the inclination of the structure in the periphery. Moreover, a curved
structure could mitigate possible problems of total internal reflection (TIR), which may
arise when the rays impinge on the phase profile with large angles. On a curved dome
the angles of incidence are reduced and so TIR will difficulty happen. For these reasons,
the planar solution is considered non-suitable for the current design and the attention in
the next sections is focused on curved solutions.

3.4 Dielectric curved dome

In view of the constraint on the overall thickness of the system, a planar superstrate can-
not achieve the required performances in terms of gain. From this point of view, a curved
superstrate looks more promising. For large scanning angles, the area of the superstrate
illuminated by the phased array lies in the periphery. In a curved superstrate this area
is more tilted with respect to the phased array. In this way, the angle between the point-
ing direction and the normal of the illuminated area will be smaller than when a planar
superstrate is used. As a result, a bigger projected area is obtained, which therefore
increases the gain of the antenna system. Moreover, since the angles entering the gen-
eralized refraction law are considered with respect to the normal of the surface, a curved
dome will need a reduced deflecting effect. Hence, the implementation of the phase
shift will be easier for every kind of implementation. In the case of dielectric domes, a
reduced incidence angle results in a less severe reflection at the air-dielectric interfaces.
The procedure outlined in Section 3.3 can be extended to handle curved surfaces and to
optimize the phase distribution on the superstrate and the phase excitation on the array
elements. Although faster and more instructive from the design point of view, this design
procedure is not fully complete. Even though the phase distribution on the superstrate
is assumed to be even with respect to central axis of the superstrate, to preserve the cir-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: Radiating system composed of a dielectric dome on top of a planar
phased array: (a) perspective view, (b) cross section.

cular symmetry of the final superstrate, the phase excitation functions retrieved for this
two-dimensional case are not the correct ones for a three-dimensional case with a two-
dimensional phased array. The reason for that lies in the presence of skew rays leaving
the array from positions away from the symmetry axes. The phase excitation for these
elements is not the same that for the elements on the symmetry axes and it cannot be re-
trieved from that information. For this reason, a numerical model for a dielectric curved
three-dimensional dome on top of a phased array was developed, to tackle the final prob-
lem of a phased array system scanning in the full hemispherical range. Nevertheless,
the dielectric dome model can be easily modified to handle phase shift surfaces, as was
done for the two-dimensional planar superstrate, by merely modifying the employed law
of refraction. In the following sections an explanation of the theoretical principles used
to numerically analyse the structure and relevant results are presented.

3.4.1 Theoretical model of the three-dimensional dielectric dome

The developed model is based on a geometrical optics (GO) approach as in the two-
dimensional case. In Figure 3.13, a dielectric dome on top of planar array and a cross
section of the system are shown.

A dome is characterized by four quantities: the refractive index, the two surface profiles,
p1(ρ) and p2(ρ) and their respective heights, h1 and h2. The two surfaces are considered
circularly symmetric and therefore they can be described as a function of the polar coordi-
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nate ρ =
√

x2 + y2. In order to handle general curved shapes, the surfaces are described
by means of conical equations3:

pi(ρ) = hi +
Ciρ

2

1 +
√

1− (1 + Ki)C2
i ρ

2
, i = 1, 2 (3.15)

The sign convention for the curvature coefficients Ci is: surfaces that are concave as seen
from the phased array side are characterized by negative curvature coefficients (e.g. in
Figure 3.13(b) both surfaces are characterized by negative curvature coefficients). Once
a dome structure is defined and a set of scanning angles are given, the right phase ex-
citation on the array elements must be computed in order to have a coherent beam of
rays directed along the required direction. For a single scanning angle, the phased ar-
ray surface is sampled on a number of starting points placed on a rectangular lattice.
A finer sampling obviously implies a more accurate evaluation of the performance, but
the computation time increases. Taking a half-wavelength sampling period ensures a
nice sampling of the exiting wavefront from the array with a feasible computation time
for a large array (side length ≈ 35λ) within less than a minute. The same procedure is
repeated for each ray leaving the array from one of the starting points. The goal is to
find the optimal intersection with the first surface for each ray. By optimal intersection
we mean an intersection that ensures that the rays leave the dome with the required in-
clination. A solution is found numerically by sequentially solving the refraction law at
the two surfaces to determine the final direction of the ray. This direction is compared
with the required direction. A constrained optimization routine is then used to generate
every time new intersection points until the angle between the actual direction and the
required direction for the ray is minimized. The constraints applied limit the solution
space to just the points on the first interface surface (ρ ≤ ρmax, with ρmax the value for
which the first surface intersects the plane z = 0). The exiting angle for a ray leaving
the array is also limited to a given maximum, θi,max. The refraction law at each surface is
solved following a three-dimensional approach [92]. At this stage, the reflected rays are
not considered, however their effect could be neglected when low refraction index mate-
rials (n = 1.5÷ 2) are employed. With reference to Figure 3.14: for a given intersection
point (x0, y0, pi(x0, y0)) the input ray unit vector i is defined in terms of spherical coor-
dinates i = [ix; iy; iz] = [sinθi cosφi; sinθi sinφi; cosθi]. The unit vector normal to the
surface at the given point is found to be

n̂ =

[
−x0

ρ0

p′i(ρ0)√
1 + p′i(ρ0)2

;− y0

ρ0

p′i(ρ0)√
1 + p′i(ρ0)2

;
1√

1 + p′i(ρ0)2

]
(3.16)

where p′i(ρ0) =
dpi
dρ

∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0

. The direction of the refracted ray can be easily found by using

the following equations, (refraction laws in three-dimensional space for homogeneous

3Differently from equation (3.3), here the conic equation is used to represent the geometric curvature of
the dome surfaces and not the phase profile.
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Figure 3.14: Geometrical description of the refraction at a curved interface be-
tween two spaces of different refractive indices, ni and nt.

media):

i‖ = i− (i · n̂)n̂ (3.17)

t‖ =
ni

nt
i‖ (3.18)

t⊥ =
√

1− |t‖|2n̂ (3.19)

t =
t‖ + t⊥√
|t‖|2 + |t⊥|2

(3.20)

where i is the vector representing the direction of incidence, t the one representing the re-
fracted ray and ni and nt are the refractive indices before and after refraction, respectively
(see Figure 3.14).

For each ray, if the condition for TIR is verified, the ray is no more considered, otherwise
the transmitted ray direction is computed. The TIR condition states that ni

nt
|i||| ≤ 1. When

a ray is no more considered due to TIR, the difference between the required direction and
the computed direction of the ray is set to infinite. In this way, situations with TIR are
avoided by means of the numerical process used to find the optimal intersection points
on the dome surface. When all the intersection points on the first surface have been
found, the rays are propagated up to an horizontal evaluation plane above the dome. The
intersections of the rays with the image plane are determined in order to estimate the
size of the beam outgoing from the dome and its pointing efficiency (3.7).

Given a certain dome shape, in principle it may happen that, for a particular scanning di-
rection, not all the rays are directed into the required direction. In this way the outgoing
beam suffers from divergence (see tFigure 3.15(c)) and the required directivity perfor-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.15: Examples of ray tracing for a three-dimensional curved dielectric
dome for different scanning angles: (a) θo = 0◦, (b) θo = 40◦, (c) θo = 80◦. For
the sake of visual clarity, only a limited number of rays is shown.
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Figure 3.16: Example of intersection points on the evaluation plane. The rays
with red circles are the rays not directed in the required direction, whereas the
rays with blue circles are the ones directed along the required direction. The
rectangle with the black dashed line is the estimation of the beam area.
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mance for the antenna system is not achieved. To evaluate this divergence, the pointing
efficiency is defined as the ratio between the number of rays directed along the required
direction and the total number of rays, equation (3.7). In Figure 3.16 the intersection
points for the different rays are coded with blue circles for rays directed in the required
direction, and with red circles for rays directed in the wrong direction. In order to es-
timate the magnifying effect of the dielectric dome, the area of the outgoing beam is
computed as the rectangular area containing all the rays directed along the required di-
rection. These determined a maximum allowed divergence with respect to the desired
direction (for the examples shown in this chapter, this maximum deviation has been set
to ±2.5◦). This area can be interpreted as an equivalent radiating aperture. The magni-
fication obtained with the system for the different scanning angles is determined by the
ratio between this area and the size of the phased array considered. As can be observed in
Figure 3.16, the distribution of the rays on this equivalent aperture is not fully uniform.
The radiation pattern of the full system is computed, by taking the Fourier transform of
the distribution of point sources inside the equivalent aperture. The point sources have
the same amplitude, but the phase varies. The phasing coefficient for each point source
is

ϕn(x, y) = k0 sinθn[cos(φn)x + sin(φn)y] (3.21)

where θn,φn are the angular directions characterizing the ray at location (x, y). The
model developed is coupled to a constrained nonlinear programming optimization rou-
tine. A cost function taking into account magnification at the maximum scanning angle
(e.g. θo = 80◦) is defined as

CF =
1
M

+
1
ηP

(3.22)

where M is the magnification and ηP the pointing efficiency. Both M and ηP are non
negative by definition, therefore the minimization of the cost function CF results in a
maximization of the magnification and of the pointing efficiency. The optimization vari-
ables are the curvatures and conic constants of the two profiles (C1, K1, C2, K2), whereas
the refractive index (n) and heights of the surfaces (h1, h2) are not modified during the
optimization. The goal is to find the profiles which provide maximum magnification and
pointing efficiency at the maximum scanning angle, in formulas CF = 0. Constraints on
the variables are imposed to avoid nonphysical domes (e.g. singularities like cusps). In
the following section the results from such optimization are presented and discussed.

3.4.2 Results

A first optimization was carried out for spherical shapes for the surfaces of the dielectric
dome. The dome is illuminated by a square phased array with side length 35λ0. The con-
sidered central frequency is f0 = 30 GHz. The maximum angle at which the rays exit the
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array is θi,max = 60◦ (with respect to broadside direction θi = 0◦), and the optimization is
based on the maximization of the performance at the output scan angle θo,max = 80◦. In
this first step, the height of the superstrate is large, to prevent that the rays hit the dome
on its left part, where they cannot be deflected to the right scan angle. The refractive index
is n = 1.58. In general, a higher value would help deflect the rays. However, it would
also imply larger reflection at the air-dielectric interfaces. Therefore, the choice of a low n
was made having in mind that in the final design the dielectric reflection will play a role
in the performance of the antenna system. The optimized structure is shown in Figure
3.17, where the values of the optimized curvatures of the surfaces are also reported. The
distance from the array to the first surface of the superstrate is approximately h1 = 0.6La

and the thickness on the symmetry axis is t = h2 − h1 = 0.15La. The corresponding ray-
tracing is shown in Figure 3.17 for the scan angles θo = 0◦, 40◦, 80◦. It can be seen from
Figure 3.17 that the diameter of the dome effectively used corresponds to De f f = 3.5La.
The size of the dome is clearly too large both in terms of overall thickness and diameter,
in the light of the requirements. However, the studied case constitutes a good reference
since a very promising performance was achieved. The pointing efficiency is P = 100%
for θo = 0◦, 40◦, and over P = 90% for θo = 80◦ scanning. The directivity is expected
to be reduced both at broadside and at 40◦ scanning since the magnification is similar in
these two cases and approximately equal to M = 0.75×. Instead, an effective aperture
magnified by a factor M = 1.6× was found for θo = 80◦ scanning, which corresponds to
an increased directivity.

The results of Figure 3.17 represent the first optimization step of an iterative process in
which attention was devoted to the reduction of the overall thickness of the dome an-
tenna architecture. The iterations are not reported for brevity. It was observed that good
performance with a reduced thickness can be achieved by increasing the index of refrac-
tion of the dielectric dome or allowing more freedom in the dome shape. However, as
mentioned before, the refractive index was constrained to be low to avoid large dielectric
loss. Therefore, the same n = 1.58 as in the previous case was considered and more
complex surfaces were used to optimize the performance at θo = 80◦ scanning. The
superstrate distance from the array was then reduced to h1 = 0.3La and the thickness
on the symmetry axis to t = h2 − h1 = 0.03La. The surface shapes in this case are
not spheres as before, but conical profiles. The resulting structure is shown in Figure
3.18(a) and the ray-tracing corresponding to the scan angles θo = 0◦, 40◦, 80◦ is reported
in Figure 3.18(b)-(d). The diameter of the dome effectively used is De f f = 2.3La, which
shows a significant reduction compared to the previous case of Figure 3.17. The pointing
efficiency is reduced at θo = 80◦ to 72%. However, this is compensated by a large aper-
ture magnification, approximately equal to M = 2×. On the other hand, the pointing
efficiency is P = 100% for smaller scan angles, but with a reduced effective aperture.
The effects of the these geometrical results were evaluated by calculating the directivity of
the dome antenna for the three scan angles discussed. The far-field was calculated as the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.17: Preliminary dielectric dome antenna: (a) geometry, (b) ray-tracing
corresponding to broadside radiation, (c) ray-tracing corresponding to θo = 40◦

scanning, (d) ray-tracing corresponding to θo = 80◦ scanning.
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Fourier transform of the field distribution obtained on an image plane over the dome. It
is depicted in Figure 3.19 and compared to the array factor of on array of the same size as
the one used to illuminate the deflector. The array periodicity is λ0/2, and, therefore, no
grating lobes appear in the radiation pattern. A directivity reduction of 0.6 dB at broad-
side, and 1.5 dB at 40◦ scanning is observed. Instead, as suggested by the significant
increase of the effective aperture for 80◦ scanning, the directivity is enhanced by 1.5 dB at
the edge of the observed field of view. These results are promising, because the gain of
the array alone would be strongly affected by the mismatch of the array element for such
a large scan angle. By contrast, for the case of the dome antenna, the array is matched,
since its maximum scan angle is constrained to 60◦. The gain will then be affected only
by the reflections, which are expected not to be dramatic, given the low refractive index
of the dome. In particular, for a slab of the same material with n = 1.58, at broadside
incidence, the reflection including the two air-dielectric interfaces is approximately 0.5
dB. The actual loss is expected to be higher, since the reflection increases for increasing
incidence angle. However, this can be alleviated by including matching layers on both
sides of the dome.

3.5 Towards a more realistic design

The ray tracing model developed for the design of the planar and curved dome has been
demonstrated to be a powerful tool for designing domes with the objective of broadening
the scanning capabilities of phased arrays. However, up to now some effects have not
been considered. These are in particular the amplitude distribution due to the concentra-
tion of rays and the angular-dependent transmission characteristics according to Fresnel
coefficients. Actually, for the planar dome the aperture efficiency accounts for a concen-
tration of rays, but for the curved dome, the directivity profiles of Figure 3.19 have been
computed by assuming a uniform amplitude distribution at the aperture on the dome.
Both effects can influence the directivity of the final system: a non-uniform distribution
causes a variation in the side-lobe patterns, whereas neglecting the Fresnel transmission
would imply that all the rays are perfectly transmitted through the dome, although the
ones with larger incidence angles are substantially reflected by the dome, rather than
transmitted. Both effects can be well modeled by means of full-wave software based on fi-
nite element method (FEM), finite difference - time domain (FDTD) or boundary integral
equation (BIE) methods. However, all available standard software using these methods
show computational limitations when they are used to analyze large arrays such as the
ones used as a test for the designs described above. For this reason, the initial ray-tracing
code has been modified with two additions: the far-field computation taking into account
the non-uniform amplitude at the equivalent aperture above the dome and the effect of
transmission according to Fresnel coefficients. These points will be discussed in the next
two subsections.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.18: Dielectric dome antenna optimized with reduced overall thickness:
(a) geometry, (b) ray-tracing corresponding to broadside radiation, (c) ray-tracing
corresponding to θ0 = 40◦ scanning, (d) ray-tracing corresponding to θo = 80◦

scanning.
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Figure 3.19: Directivity calculated for the considering scan angles: θo =
0◦, 20◦, 40◦, 60◦, 80◦.

3.5.1 Equivalent aperture amplitude distribution

In Figure 3.20 the intersections of the rays, emanating from the dome, with the image
plane, are shown. As it can be seen, the intersections are not distributed uniformly on
this plane. Although the optimization routine tries to spread the rays as much as possible
to determine a magnification of the equivalent area, some hotspots with focused rays are
unavoidable. This is due to the distortion connected with the used of wide angle optical
elements, like the dome used. The intersection points of the rays constitute effectively
the image of the array, and, therefore, their regular placement is distorted in such a way
that hotspots with multiple rays intersecting in the same point are possible. In Section
3.3.1, the problem of the focusing of rays was included in the optimization, by means of
the computation of the aperture efficiency. A similar approach can be used to compute
the amplitude distribution on the equivalent aperture and hence to determine the correct
far-field patterns. Following [90], the conservation of energy within a tube of rays can be
invoked for the situation under examination. Accordingly, given σ(x, y) the amplitude
distribution within a tube of rays, the quantity |σ(x, y)|2dxdy is conserved through the
whole tube. Letting σa(xa, ya) the amplitude distribution at the phased array plane, and,
σi(xi, yi) the amplitude at the image plane, the conservation of the energy reads

|σa(xa, ya)|2dxadya = |σi(xi, yi)|2dxidyi . (3.23)

Under the assumption that the amplitude distribution at the array plane (considered uni-
form) is known, the amplitude distribution at the image plane can be derived via

|σi(xi, yi)| =
√

dxa

dxi

dya

dyi
|σa(xa, ya)| . (3.24)
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Figure 3.20: (a) Distribution of the intersection points of the rays coming from
the dome with a plane parallel to the phased array: in red, points relative to rays
not directed along the required direction (θo = 80◦), in blue, points relative to
rays directed along the required direction; (b) zoom of the same image to show
the focusing of rays in a hotspot.

The quantity under the square root sign is computed numerically, once the origin (xa, ya)
and end (xi, yi) points of the rays are known. The amplitude of the rays not directed in
the direction assigned is set to zero. The directivity computed with this correction is re-
ported in Figure 3.21, where it is compared with the trend of the array alone and the array
and the lens without correction. The initial array amplitude distribution was uniform.
The amplitude distribution correction returns results with slightly higher directivity and
different disposition of the side lobes, with respect to the case without the correction.
It is interesting to notice that the above procedure can be applied to find the amplitude
distribution in the image plane and from that propagated to the far field, for any am-
plitude distribution in the array plane. Also the reverse is possible, for feasible image
plane distributions; and this is more interesting. In fact, usually for SATCOM applica-
tions on aircraft, particular radiation patterns must be ensured to avoid any interference
with ground communications. These radiation patterns are obtained with amplitude dis-
tributions with proper non-uniform masks. In this perspective, the desired amplitude
distribution can be assigned at the image plane, once the illuminated effective area and
intersections of rays are known, and equation (3.24) can be inverted to get the amplitude
distribution in the array plane, needed to have the required shape of the radiation pattern.
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Figure 3.21: Directivity for the system array and dome lens for scanning atφo =
0◦, θo = 80◦. The picture shows that the non-uniform amplitude distribution
correction returns a more directive system with more suppressed side lobes.

3.5.2 Angular dependent transmission

The use of dielectric domes on top of the phased array may degrade the transmission
properties of the full system, even if the refractive index is not high. In fact, it is known
in theory [93] that the transmission of plane waves, or rather rays, depends on the angle of
incidence and on the polarization. When a tube of rays impinges on the designed dome,
not all of them reach the dome with the same angle of incidence. Therefore, they are no
longer characterized by the same amplitude, as it is assumed in the computation of the
non-uniform amplitude distribution correction. For example, the power transmission co-
efficient for the two polarizations, transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM),
is shown in Figure 3.22 with respect to variations of angle of incidence for an interface
between two dielectrics characterized by ni = 1, no = 2 and vice versa. In both the sit-
uations reported in Figure 3.22, the waves are more and more reflected as their angle of
incidence approaches to the critical angle of reflection. This is the angle for which the
plane waves are completely reflected, and it can be found in formulas as

θc = sin−1 no

ni
. (3.25)

The non-uniform transmission of rays will affect the final performance, since not all
rays will reach the image plane with the same amplitude and, hence, there is an addi-
tional amplitude distribution on top of the one arising from the concentration of rays.
A modification to the code has been implemented to take into account this effect. The
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Figure 3.22: Power transmission coefficients for two interfaces according to the
angle of incidence and the polarization: (a) from less to more dense medium
ni = 1, no = 2; (b) from more to less dense medium ni = 2, no = 1. In (b) the
location of the critical angle of total internal reflection set at θ = 30◦ is visible.

transmission formulas, also known as the Fresnel transmission coefficients, are

TTE =
2
√

ni cosθino cosθo

ni cosθi + no cosθo
(3.26)

TTM =
2
√

ni cosθino cosθo

no cosθi + ni cosθo
(3.27)

The angles of incidence, θi, and refraction, θo, are defined with respect to the direction
normal to the dielectric interface, as shown in Figure 3.23. As mentioned above, the
Fresnel coefficients are different for the two different polarizations. The polarization is
defined according to a local reference system located at the interface intersection. TM
polarization means that part of the electric field that is parallel to the plane of incidence.
This is defined by the direction normal to the interface and the direction of incidence. On
the other hand, TE polarization means the electric field that is perpendicular to the plane
of incidence. These definitions are better understood by looking at Figure 3.23. To project
the electromagnetic field radiated by the phased array on to the two basic polarizations,
the vector nature of this field must be known. A simplifying assumption has been made.
The phased array has been modeled as a collection of elementary dipoles aligned along
a single direction, for example the y direction. These dipoles have been spaced half a
wavelength from one another and each dipole is associated with a ray leaving the array.
Actually this ray is aligned along the direction of maximum directivity for a beam gen-
erated by two dipoles phased according to the local wavefront distribution. Once the ray
intersections are known at the first interface by means of the ray tracing process, the field
at each intersection point is projected onto the basic TE and TM component, with regard
to local coordinate frame at the intersection point. The two equivalent initial amplitudes
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Figure 3.23: Geometric framework for the computation of the Fresnel coeffi-
cients. The quantities reported are: n̂ local normal to the interface, ni, no re-
fractive indices of the media, v̂i, v̂o unit vectors along the propagation direction
in the two media, p̂i, p̂o unit vectors along the TM polarization, ŝi, ŝo unit vectors
along the TE polarization, θi,θo incident and refracted angle in the two media.

for TE and TM polarization are then scaled down according to angle of incidence using
equation (3.26). The field is then vectorially recombined by using the local triad of vectors
(TM unit vector, TE unit vector, propagation unit vector). At the second interface the pro-
cess is repeated. Beyond the second interface, the vector electromagnetic field is known
and this facilitates the calculation of the copolar directivity. This quantity is computed
according to Ludwig’s third definition [94]. A plot of the two interfaces with the ampli-
tude of the local transmission coefficient for the scanning direction φo = 0◦, θo = 80◦

is shown in Figure 3.24. As could be expected also from Figure 3.23, more than half of
the power associated with the TE polarization is reflected by the combination of the two
interfaces. In view of this additional correction, the copolar far field directivity has been
computed and compared with the directivity obtained where only the amplitude distri-
bution due to the concentration of rays is considered. The comparison, shown in Figure
3.25, does not show notable differences between the two patterns; The most significant
is a reduction in the side lobe located at grazing angle, for the case when the Fresnel
coefficients are included in the computation. The close agreement between the patterns
when the effects of polarization are also considered implies that the dielectric dome does
not change the polarization of the beam, as the radiation out of the dome is copolarized
with respect to the original sources.

3.5.3 Conclusions

In this section the analysis and design of curved dielectric domes to be placed above
phased arrays has been presented. A dome helps magnify and steer the beam coming
from the array, to enhance the final scanning characteristics of the system. By means
of a ray tracing technique, the phase distribution needed over the array for every scan
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Figure 3.24: Local transmission at the two interfaces of the dielectric dome de-
pending on the polarizations and the local angle of incidence of the rays. From
left to right: transmission at first interface (left), transmission at second interface
(middle), effects of both interfaces evaluated at the last interface (right).

Figure 3.25: Directivity patterns forφo = 0◦, θo = 80◦ obtained with and without
the Fresnel transmission coefficient correction.
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angle, including the effect of the deflector, is computed. The code works for conic surface
profiles of the dome, with generic curvatures and conic constants. The code was used to
optimize such surfaces, attempting to maximize the pointing efficiency and the aperture
magnification of the system array plus dome for the edge of the considered field of view.
The maximum angle of the rays exiting the array was constrained to 60◦ off broadside
so that the array can be considered matched for the observation scan angles. Promising
results were found for scanning up to 80◦ off broadside considering a thickness compliant
with typical aircraft SATCOM requirements. Additional research was devoted to the effect
of the concentration of rays and of the angular dependence of the transmission through
the dielectric dome. The influence of both effects on the final directivity patterns has
been computed; it turns out that hardly any influence is observed compared to the case
when these effects are not included. It is also important to mention that the content of
this chapter is the result of an ongoing research project. The numerical results presented
through all this chapter are currently under validation using commercial physical optics
software and a hardware demonstrator of the dielectric dome is expected by the end of
the project. Moreover, further attention will be devoted to the design of matching layers
to avoid reflections and to improve the overall efficiency of the structure.



CHAPTER FOUR

Dielectric resonator surfaces:
a flexible platform for optical devices1

Abstract / All-dielectric resonator surfaces may represent an interesting solution to realize com-
pact optical devices. By shaping properly the dimensions of the dielectric cylindrical resonators
these surfaces can feature by high-transmission and spatially-variant phase profiles. Hence, these
surfaces can be used to realize low-profile lenses, with reduced focal length and high numerical
aperture. Moreover, because of their the polarization characteristics, when the resonators are no
more circularly symmetric, they can also be used to design polarization manipulators, such as
linear-to-circular polarizers (LTCP) or thin polarization scramblers (TPS). This chapter presents
the theoretical principles, the design procedure and the experimental characterization of a flat
dielectric resonator lens. Designs for the LTCP and TPS are also provided.

1Parts of this chapter have been published in [C2-C5,T3,T4]
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4.1 Introduction

In optics the typical solutions employed to steer the light make use of refractive (lenses,
prisms, wave-plates) or reflective (mirrors) optics. Refractive lenses rely on gradual phase
accumulation along the optical path to change the wavefront shape [95]. Two main issues
prevent refractive lenses from being used in nanoptical circuits: their form factor and the
difficulties in realizing curved profiles with nanomanufacturing techniques with a suf-
ficient accuracy. With the introduction of lithographic techniques, relatively flat optical
devices, such as Fresnel lenses or Diffractive Optical Elements (DOEs), more and more
often have replaced conventional bulky lenses in optical systems [96, 97]. In contrast
to refractive optics, these devices rely on diffractive effects in order to shape the wave-
front. Usually they are realized in two phases. First, the desired wavefront is sampled
and quantized. Next, these different levels of phase delay are mapped to a micro-relief
onto a dielectric slab. In terms of manufacturing, their realization requires a number
of lithographic steps that scales as the log2 of the phase quantization levels. To achieve a
similar performance to DOEs or Fresnel lenses, but with a reduction of lithographic steps
required, diffractive devices based on metallic or dielectric sub-wavelength scatterers have
been proposed in the last decade [98–110]. By interacting with each inclusion, the light
is scattered with a different relative phase, depending on the electrical/geometrical prop-
erties of the scatterer. The possibility of realizing sub-wavelength scatterers with current
lithographic techniques enables a very fine local control of the wavefront radiated by the
surface with a reduced number of lithographic steps. Moreover, they may pave the way to
increased numerical aperture (NA) flat devices. DOEs are in fact limited in the NA, due to
the constrained phase quantization levels allowed, which are imposed by the alignment
tolerances during the manufacturing process. Devices based on sub-wavelength scatter-
ers may overcome this limitation using because they do not need multiple lithographic
step to modulate the incident wavefront.

This concept has been demonstrated several times in recent years, for both metallic [98–
101] and dielectric scatterers [102–110]. In the optical regime, surface plasmons (SPs)
are excited in the presence of metallic inclusions on top of dielectric substrates. SPs
are surface waves that are accompanied by charge oscillations of electrons inside the
metallic scatterers [98, 111]. Since the scatterers’ dimensions are small compared to the
wavelength, the SPs are localized, and, by engineering their interaction with the incident
light, any desired wavefront can be produced. Yu et al. [98–100] used arrays of V-shaped
gold antennas on top of a dielectric substrate at infrared wavelengths, whereas Ni et al.
[101] used a complementary structure composed of nano-voids in a gold film for visible
light.

However, the main disadvantage of using plasmonic interactions to shape the wavefronts
lies in the intrinsic high losses of metals or doped semiconductors at optical frequencies.
Conversely, by using dielectric scatterers it is possible to achieve almost 100% transmis-
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sion efficiency. Moreover, arrays of dielectric cylindrical resonators can be manufactured
in a straightforward manner with the aid of current foundry processes [107, 108]. The
high transmission with additional phase tunability of such surfaces can be explained by
means of dipole theory [107]. When a plane wave impinges on an infinite periodic array
of resonators, the scattered field can be described by the superposition of two radiating
dipole moments, one electric and one magnetic. The amplitudes of these dipoles de-
pend on the electric and magnetic polarizabilities. These are functions of the resonators
electrical and geometrical characteristics. The transmission coefficient for a plane wave,
normally incident on a periodic lattice of resonators, can be written as:

T = 1 +
2 jγelω

ω2
el −ω2 − 2 jγelω

+
2 jγmagω

ω2
mag −ω2 − 2 jγmagω

(4.1)

where λel and λmag are the two wavelengths at which the two dipoles resonate. The
known relation between the wavelengths and the angular frequencies holds: ω = 2πc/λ,
ωel = 2πc/λel,ωmag = 2πc/λmag, with c, the speed of light, and γel and γmag the damp-
ing factors. A harmonic excitation with complex time factor exp(− jωt) is implicitly
assumed2. In Figure 4.1 the complex transmission coefficient in the neighborhood of
the two resonance wavelengths is plotted. When the two resonance wavelengths are not
overlapping, the transmission coefficient is characterized by two dips in magnitude and
180◦ phase shifts, located at the resonances. The total phase shift, Φ, in the neighbor-
hood of the resonances is less than the full 360◦ period. Conversely, when the two dipoles
resonate at the same wavelength, the two dips in magnitude almost cancel out (the total
cancellation is achieved when the two damping factors are equal, i.e. γel = γmag). More-
over, the two 180◦ phase shifts, characteristic of each resonance, accumulate to give a
total phase shift of Φ ≈ 360◦ (again the full Φ = 360◦ are obtained when γel = γmag). By
properly tuning the geometrical parameters of the nanoresonators (namely the radius, for
the case of circularly cylindrical elements) the transmission coefficient can span a phase
shift of 360◦ centered at the resonant wavelength. This effect can be explained with this
simple argument: the different phase of the transmission coefficient for different wave-
lengths arises from the variation of the effective electrical dimensions of the resonators
at the different wavelengths. In the same way, at a given wavelength, the electrical di-
mensions of the resonators can be modified by altering their geometrical dimensions.
In this way, the transmission coefficient phase can be tuned by acting on the geometri-
cal characteristics of the resonators. An example on how a desired phase lens profile is
mapped onto the transmission properties of a dielectric resonator surface is shown in
Figure 4.2. These two mechanisms of dielectric resonator surfaces, the full-transmission
and the 360◦ phase shift, have been demonstrated experimentally [102–109]. Infrared
measurements of embedded dielectric resonators have been shown in [103]. Phase masks

2The same convention has not been used through all the thesis. For this reason it is stated clearly which
convention has been used in each theoretical development.
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Figure 4.1: a) Artistic impression of dielectric resonator with the electric and
magnetic dipoles which model its scattering behavior; b),c) magnitude and phase
of the transmission coefficient when the magnetic and electric resonances are
not overlapping: λmag = 0.92λ0, λel = 1.08λ0, γmagλ0 = 10.4 · 107, γelλ0 =
5.2 · 107; d),e) magnitude and phase for overlapping resonances: λmag = λel =
λ0, γmagλ0 = 10.4 · 107, γelλ0 = 5.2 · 107.
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Figure 4.2: Example of mapping from desired phase lens profile (top) to trans-
mission coefficient phase (middle) and transmittance (bottom) with respect to
the resonator radii. The mapping is represented by circles of same color.
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using hexagonal or rectangular arrays of amorphous silicon (a-Si) resonators, in the in-
frared range, have been proposed in [105, 106, 108], while similar structures have been
employed in [107, 109] for visible wavelengths. In all previous examples, the dielectric
resonators have been realized on top of a thick, low-contrast, dielectric substrate (fused
silica). However, a thick dielectric substrate prevents integrating these optical devices in
nanoscale circuits. For the same purpose of optical circuit integration, the area of such
lenses and their focal length must be reduced as compared to the examples mentioned
above. Based on this idea, a free-standing wavelength-thick lens with a focal length of
1.905µm (NA=0.56), working at 635 nm, realized with silicon cylindrical resonators em-
bedded in a fused silica substrate 665 nm thick, has been designed and experimentally
characterized. The design procedure and the numerical and experimental results are
described in the next sections.

4.2 Design of a Dielectric Resonators Lens working at 635
nm

In the design of a low-profile flat lens, the choice of materials and the dimensions of the
array elements, must be considered. The material for the resonators should be a high-
contrast dielectric medium with reduced losses, while a low-contrast material should be
chosen for the embedding substrate. Since this design is aimed at working at 635 nm,
silicon (Si), for the resonators, and fused silica (SiO2), for the embedding substrate, have
been chosen. Both choices have been dictated by the simplicity and availability of these
materials in semiconductor processes and their characteristics at the desired wavelength
(high-contrast and reduced losses for Si nSi = 3.87− j0.00085 [112] and low-contrast and
negligible losses for SiO2 nSiO2 = 1.46) [113].

An second critical point is the choice of the geometrical parameters of the structure. The
idea behind the design of dielectric resonators lenses is that the wavefront of the outgo-
ing beam can be controlled by varying a single geometrical parameter. At first sight one
is tempted to choose any of the other geometrical parameters of the structure to achieve
the desired tunability: the lattice period (a), the height of the cylindrical resonators (hc),
the thickness of the embedding substrate (hemb) and the distance between the bottom sur-
face of the substrate and the bottom surface of the resonator (hlow). In principle, only
the radius and the height of the resonator play a role in defining the spectral position
of the resonances, so just these two parameters can be used to spatially modulate the
array properties to shape the wavefront. However, from this manufacturing perspective,
the radius is definitely a more appropriate choice as the parameter to be swept to get the
desired tunability. In fact, radius variations can be achieved with a single lithographic
process, while variations in the height of the resonators may require a more complex pro-
cess. The other geometrical parameters, which are fixed across the whole surface, must
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be optimized in order to obtain a high transmission and the full 360◦ tunability over the
range of radius dimensions available. The optimization process adopted is described in
Appendix B. It must be highlighted that this optimization process can take some com-
putational effort and designer experience is useful to reduce this effort, since accurate
and faster approximate models to optimize the shape of the resonators are not available.
However, this process only needs to be carried out once in case of the designs of different
devices employing the same basic unit structures (e.g. lenses with different focal lengths
or apertures, holographic plates, deflectors).

The choice of embedding the resonators in a low-contrast dielectric host matrix has been
dictated by one main reason. The scattering properties of the electric and magnetic
dipoles are improved when the scatterers are embedded in a uniform dielectric medium
[114]. The presence of the two interfaces between air and fused silica can cause reflections,
but by properly optimizing the thickness of the silica layer these can be reduced close to
zero (for the following design, the reflection coefficient is around 1%÷ 2%). The optimal
set of parameters was found to be: a = 377 nm, hc = 96 nm, hemb = 665 nm, hlow =

300 nm for a wavelength of λ = 635 nm. The transmission coefficient, for normal in-
cidence, (magnitude and phase) with respect to variations of the resonators radius is
reported in Figure 4.3.

The computed transmission data have been used as a look-up table for the design of a lens
able to focus the light at a distance of f = 3λ = 1.905µm. A surface comprising 17× 17
resonators has been used for this purpose. Each resonator radius has been chosen by
sampling the required phase profile and mapping the sampled phase value to the relative
radius value, Figure 4.3. The phase profile has been set equal to [115, 116]

φ(x, y) =
π

λ f
(x2 + y2) . (4.2)

The optical effects of the quadratic phase profile are discussed in Appendix B, together
with the tools used for the full-wave simulations of the designed lens. The field intensity
at the focal plane and on the planes perpendicular to the lens surface, computed by full-
wave simulations, are reported in Figure 4.4.

To evaluate the wavelength behavior of the lens, simulations at different wavelengths
have been performed. The results show that the designed lens is able to focus the light
within the range of wavelengths of [570, 700] nm. However, when moving away from the
nominal wavelength of 635 nm, the spot size and the background level around the spot
increase and the focus location changes, as is shown in Figure 4.5. These are effects of
the chromatic aberrations, which are also observed for other types of DOEs [97]. A way
to deal with these aberrations and undesired effects is discussed in Chapter 5. Moreover,
in agreement with similar works [107–109] the lens is polarization-maintaining. Indeed,
evaluating the vectorial field components in the focal plane, Figure 4.4, shows that the
cross polarized components (Ex, Ez), with respect of the incident polarization (Ey), are
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Figure 4.3: Artistic impression of the realized lens with dimensions (top). Trans-
mission coefficient, with respect to the resonators radius, for an infinite array of
cylindrical resonators: magnitude (bottom left) and phase (bottom right).

more than four times less intense than the co-polarized one. This means that cross-
polarized field components are generated by the resonators, but they may be neglected
and therefore the lens can be considered as polarization-maintaining.

Several prototypes of the lens have been manufactured. A detailed description of the
manufacturing process is reported in Appendix B. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
picture of the electron beam lithography (EBL) pattern for the silicon resonators is shown
in Figure 4.6. Ellipsometry measurements have been performed on both the silicon
layer of the SOI wafer and on a layer of PECVD (plasma enhanced chemical vapor de-
posited) silica to determine their refractive indexes. In the wafers used for the realiza-
tion of the demonstrator, at the wavelength of 635 nm, the silicon is characterized by
nSi = 3.21± 0.2 and κSi = 0.53± 0.03, whereas the refractive index of the fused silica
is nSiO2 = 1.46± 0.07. These values, obtained by assuming homogeneous layers, have
to be interpreted as an approximate indication of the refractive indexes of the materials.
The manufacturing process, in fact, can alter these dielectric properties. In addition,
at least for the silicon resonator, the homogeneous layer assumption is no longer valid,
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: Full-wave simulation results: magnitude of three electric field compo-
nents at the lens focal plane: (a) Ex, (b) Ey, (c) Ez.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: Full-wave simulation results: field intensities on a plane perpendicu-
lar to the lens xz for different wavelengths: (a) 570 nm, (b) 635 nm, (c) 700 nm.

and therefore the materials in the final device can be characterized by different refractive
indices compared to the value measured with ellipsometry. For this reason, full-wave sim-
ulations have been performed in order to asses the effect of differences of the refractive
indices with respect to the values available in literature. From the numerical results, it has
emerged that the transmission properties of the surface are quite affected by variations in
the refractive index of silicon. To take this problem into account, the manufactured wafer
has been divided into four quadrants, each of them with a different thickness. The thick-
ness of the resonators was chosen so that the transmission coefficient amplitude of the
resonators is maximized, considering four different values of silicon refractive indexes.

4.3 Experimental characterization of a Dielectric Resonators
Lens working at 635 nm

All the four different prototypes have been measured and their beam profiles have been
characterized. The respective resonator thicknesses and performance are reported in
Table 4.1. The description of the experimental set-up and of the methods used to char-
acterize the performance of the lenses are reported in Appendix B. Some images of the
light spots created at different distances from the lens are reported in Figure 4.6. The
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position of the focus has been first checked and it has been found that all lenses have
their focus at 1.8± 0.175µm. This information can be retrieved from the variation of the
peak intensity (PI) and the full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the hotspot with respect
to the distance from the lens, Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.6: Images of the focused light distribution at different distances from
the lens. The green lines represent the x and y axis of the setup (left). Scanning
electron microscope image of the electron beam lithography mask used to realize
one of the samples (right).

From the results it is clearly visible that the array of dielectric scatterers has an optical
behavior similar to the one of a conventional refractive lens. First, the PI has its max-
imum at the expected focus location, as is the case for a conventional focusing system.
Second, the FWHM variation with respect to the distance follows, in the neighborhood
of the focus, a parabolic trend, which is in agreement with the well-known propagation
of Gaussian beams [111]. With respect to the FWHM, PI, effective numerical aperture
(NAe f f ) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, whose definition is reported in Appendix B), all
the manufactured designs perform almost similarly, as summarized in Table 4.1. How-
ever, an increase of the spot size is observed for the first design, that is accompanied by an
increase of the SNR. The focusing efficiency has been computed and it is approximately
equal to 6% for all the designs. This has been defined as follows

η f oc =

∫ ∫
SpotArea ISample(x, y)dxdy∫ ∫

LensArea INo Sample(x, y)dxdy
(4.3)

where the area of the spot has been defined as a circle with radius equal to 1.2 times the
spot FWHM and Isample, Inosample are respectively the intensity distributions at the focal
plane when the lens sample is inserted/not inserted into the setup.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental results: peak intensity (PI) w.r.t. distance from the lens
(top left); full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the focused spot w.r.t. distance
from the lens (top right); x and y intensity distribution at plane z = 1.8µm with
the fitted Airy pattern of NA = 0.56 (bottom). In the top right picture, the solid
black curve serves as eye guide to visualize the quadratic behavior of the FWHM
around the focal point. Both fits, the quadratic one (top right) and the Airy one
(bottom) are discussed in detail in Appendix B.
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Design #1 Design #2 Design #3 Design #4
Res.Height(hc) 102 nm 100 nm 96 nm 93 nm
FWHMx 1.05±0.01λ 0.91±0.01λ 0.97±0.02λ 0.98±0.01λ
FWHMy 1.03±0.01λ 1.03±0.02λ 0.98±0.02λ 0.86±0.01λ
NAe f f 0.48±0.02 0.53±0.02 0.56±0.02 0.54±0.01
SNR 2.9 2.5 2.0 2.5

Table 4.1: Summary of the results from experiments on four different samples.
The samples differ between each other by the height of the resonators.

The focal plane images in Figure 4.6 show that the focal spot is surrounded by some in-
terference features. These features are caused by the undersampling of the desired phase
profile at the periphery of the lens [96]. This problem, more extensively discussed in
Appendix B, can be solved by either imposing a less steep phase profile, in other words
by decreasing the NA, or by choosing a smaller sampling period. However, reducing the
sampling period is not always easy to implement at visible or ultra-violet wavelengths. In-
deed, scaling in wavelength, the manufacturing accuracy prevents having a fine control
on the phase associated with each resonator, especially of steep slope phase curves. More-
over, complete 360◦ phase tunability is not achievable at those wavelengths for which
high-contrast material are not available. The undersampling is responsible for directing
part of the incident light towards not required directions (the interference pattern just
discussed). This effect is responsible for the decrease in focusing efficiency. If a square
area of 2.6µm × 2.6µm is considered as the lens area, the total focusing efficiency is
higher η f oc = 35%. The reduced area is computed assuming the the portion of the lens
focusing properly the light is aberration-free. As shown in Figure 4.7, the effective NA
is equal to NAe f f = 0.56. For an aberration-free surface with NAe f f , the portion of the
lens relative to NAe f f has a side d equal to

d = 2 f tan
[
sin−1(NAe f f )

]
≈ 2.6µm . (4.4)

The polarization characteristics of the designed lens are shown in Figure 4.8. These
have been checked both in the object and image space. In the object space, by rotating
a half-wave plate (HWP), it is possible to rotate the linear polarization vector of the in-
cident light. The PI and FWHM varies less than ±10% when the incident polarization
is changed. The polarization independence is a counter-intuitive effect, in view of the
square symmetry of the lattice. However, it is an experimental demonstration of how
the transmission properties of the surface are locally determined by the resonant scat-
tering of the individual dielectric cylinders and not by the global structure behavior of
the array. Owing to the circular symmetry of the resonators, the whole surface becomes
polarization insensitive. This is an interesting feature of the device, and it again shows
the capability of this technology to locally shape the incident wavefront, without resorting
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Figure 4.8: Experimental results, polarization characteristics: normalized peak
intensity (PI) w.r.t. the angle of rotation of the half wave-plate (θHWP) located on
the illumination path (top left); full width half maximum (FWHM) of the focused
spot w.r.t. θHWP (top right); PI w.r.t. the angle of the polarization beam splitter
(θPBS) located on the detection path and ideal cosθ2 law (bottom left); FWHM
w.r.t. θPBS (bottom right). The last plot does not report the FWHM values for
θPBS = 90◦, 270◦ where the PBS blocks all the light and therefore the definition
of FWHM loses any significance.

to cumulative effects of the array topology. In the image space, the lens is polarization-
maintaining if it preserves the polarization state of the incident beam, without creating
additional cross-polarized components. This characteristic has been demonstrated by ro-
tating a polarization beam splitter (PBS) placed behind the lens. The results in Figure 4.8
show that the PI with respect to the PBS rotation angle almost follows the usual cos2θ

trend, according to Malus’s law [95]. This means that the lens does not modify the po-
larization of the incident beam. Moreover, the FWHM, measured along the two main
orthogonal axes, is characterized by variations of ±10% over almost all the 360◦ of rota-
tion, except for angles close to 90◦, 270◦, for which the PBS completely blocks the passage
of light. For these angles, the FWHM is not well defined, due to difficulties in localizing
the hotspot with respect to the measurement and background noise.

Comparing these results with those reported in Table 1 of [108] reveals that the presented
design is characterized by a larger spot size and a reduced focusing efficiency. The reduc-
tion in the focusing efficiency for small focal length has been already observed in [108].
The cause of this reduction lies in the decreased diffraction efficiency for the resonators
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in the periphery of the lens that have to deflect the incoming rays to large angles [117].
Despite these limitations, the solution proposed is the first design of a lens realized on a
free-standing membrane. All previous work claims to have realized a sub-wavelength flat
lens using arrays of metallic or dielectric scatterers. There is no doubt that the effective
thickness of the scatterers is sub-wavelength. However, with the objective of increasing
the level of integration, it is also important to reduce the substrate thickness, which plays
a role in the amount of space needed for the housing. Together with the extremely re-
duced thickness, the presented design is characterized by a small focal length (3λ) and
a high effective NA (0.56). The latter is almost two times larger than the ones of most
conventional micro-lenses, which are at least two orders of magnitude wider and thicker
than the design considered [118]. The proposed lens is not diffraction-limited. The NA
computed by considering the area and focal length of the lens is NAdl = 0.86. The re-
duction of the NA can be attributed to three main effects. First, a reduction of diffraction
efficiency has been demonstrated for gratings made of resonators that must steer the
normally incident beams towards wide angles [108, 117]. This effect is similar to the re-
duction of radiation efficiency when a phased array is driven to point to wide angles (see
the discussions in chapters 2 and 3). Second, edge effects due to the truncation of the
array. Third, the already mentioned undersampling of the quadratic phase profile. The
resonators at the periphery are more affected by these effects than the ones closer to the
center. This results in a reduction of the effective area of the array and therefore in a
reduction of the effective NA.

4.4 Linear-to-circular polarization polarizer

In the previous section it has been numerically and experimentally demonstrated that the
transmitted field of a periodic arrangement of circular cross-section resonators is highly
co-polarized with the incident field, because the electric dipole moment is aligned with
the incident field (see Section 4.2). If elliptical cross-section resonators, such as the one
shown in Figure 4.9, tilted by an angle of 45◦ with respect to the linearly polarized inci-
dent field, are used, also a non-negligible cross-polarized component is scattered. This
can be understood by decomposing the incident field along the two orthogonal direc-
tions of the two axes of the resonators. In principle, these two components excite two
orthogonal electric dipole moments, each one characterized by a different amplitude and
phase. By properly tuning the cross-section dimensions, also resonant magnetic dipoles
can be induced in the scatterers, so as to provide full transmission of the incident field.
In general, depending on the excitation amplitude and phase of the induced moments,
the transmitted field is elliptically polarized. By shaping the resonators’ cross-section, it
is possible to design a surface that implements the transformation from linear to circular
polarization, and this can provide a nanophotonic integrable version of a quarter-wave
plate. To design such a device, first of all maximum transmission for both polarizations
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Figure 4.9: Top view of a unit-cell with an elliptical cross-section dielectric res-
onator embedded in a different dielectric substrate. The incident field decom-
posed along the two main ellipse axis is shown, to explain the cross-polarized
coupling mechanism.

must be ensured. Moreover, if the aim is to design a device that converts linearly polar-
ized light into circularly polarized light, also the ratio between the co-polar and cross-polar
transmission coefficients plays a key role. Infinite periodic surfaces made of elliptical
cross-section resonators have been analyzed, by computing the co-polar transmission co-
efficient Txx and the cross-polar one Tyx, and assuming that a normally incident plane
wave, linearly polarized along the x direction, impinges on the surfaces. The transmis-
sion coefficients have been computed for different values of the two ellipse half axes
(axis‖, axis⊥, as depicted in Figure 4.9). The kind of full-wave analysis used to achieve the
transmission coefficients is the same as in the case of the circularly cylindrical resonators,
described in Appendix B. The other design parameters are listed in Table 4.2. In Figure

Table 4.2: Linear-To-Circular Polarizer (LTCP) Design Parameters

Parameter Optimal Value

Thickness Silica substrate 665 nm

Height Silicon resonators 96 nm

Lattice constant 377 nm

Distance of resonators

from bottom substrate surface 300 nm

Range of axis‖ 35 nm - 135 nm

Range of aspect ratio = axis⊥/axis‖ 0.05 - 1

4.10 the required transmission coefficients for a selected interval of the swept parameters
are reported.
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Figure 4.10: Variation of transmittance properties of elliptical cross-section res-
onators with the respect to variation of axis‖ and aspect ratio. (a) Total transmit-
tance |Txx|2 + |Tyx|2, (b) transmittance ratio amplitude |Tyx/Txx|, (c) transmit-
tance ratio phase arg[Tyx/Txx].

This analysis allows choosing the best parameter values (axis‖, aspect ratio) =

(102 nm, 0.69) to obtain a ratio Txx/Tyx = 0.99e j90◦ , thus ensuring a circular polariza-
tion at the output of the polarizing surface. Furthermore, for this set of parameters, high
total transmission percentage is achieved, namely |Txx|2 + |Tyx|2 = 96.8%, which demon-
strates that almost the entire incident linearly polarized power is transmitted as circularly
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polarized power. A flat surface with an infinite arrangement of optimized elliptical cross-
section resonators has been simulated considering different angles of incidence at the
nominal wavelength. A SEM image of a prototype structure is reported in Figure 4.11.
The wavelength dispersive behavior has also been explored. The results of both studies
are presented in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.

Figure 4.11: SEM image of a prototype structure of the linear-to-circular polarizer
realized with dielectric resonators.

In Figure 4.12, the polarization ratio PR, the retardance and the total transmittance of the
LTCP within the 585 nm - 685 nm range are compared with the behavior of a conventional
crystal quarter-wave plate [119]. The polarization ratio is defined as

PR =
|Txx + jTyx| − |Txx − jTyx|
|Txx + jTyx|+ |Txx − jTyx|

(4.5)

and is a figure of merit in evaluating the circular polarization of the transmitted light. At
the design wavelength of 635 nm, the surface exhibits perfect left-handed circular polar-
ization (LHCP), from the point of view of the source (PR = −1) [120]. Compared to a
conventional quarter-wave retarder, the designed LTCP shows unitary PR within a nar-
row wavelength band. However, the retardance, defined as the phase difference between
the two orthogonal components of the transmitted field in units of wavelength, shows
behavior similar to that of a commercially available quarter-wave plate in the bandwidth
635 nm - 685 nm. Within this range, the total transmittance is above 95%.
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Figure 4.12: Polarization Ratio (a), Retardance (b), and Total Transmittance (c)
with respect of variations of operational wavelength λ. LTCP (solid lines), con-
ventional quarter-wave plate (dashed lines).
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Figure 4.13: Polarization Ratio (a), Retardance (b), and Total Transmittance (c)
with respect of variations of angle of incidence θ.

The performance at the design wavelength for tilted incidence is shown in Figure 4.13.
The LHCP is maintained for tilted incidence up to ±2◦. However, a total transmittance
above 90% with an almost flat retardance of one-quarter of wavelength is maintained up
to angles of incidence of ±3◦. Due to the resonant behavior, the LTCP cannot mimic
the equivalent replacement of the standard waveplate retarders. However, it can be ex-
tremely interesting for applications that require compact sizes and moderate bandwidth,
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e.g. biomedical sensors, optical communication circuits, spectrometers.

4.5 Thin Polarization Scrambler

Optical instruments for Earth observation, such as spectrometers or telescopes, are typi-
cally sensitive to polarization [121]. Several optical components constituting these instru-
ments exhibit different responses depending on the polarization state of the light, e.g.
dichroic filters, gratings. This polarization-dependent behavior constitutes a problem in
terms of radiometric calibration. Two schemes exist for solving this problem. Either, a
possibility for measuring the polarization state of the incoming light is introduced in the
system and a following calibration is performed based on this measurement, or rather
a polarization scrambler is inserted at the entrance of the optical instrument or any-
way before the first polarization dependent components. The first solution can make
the on-ground calibration more elaborate and decreases the radiometric accuracy of the
instrument [121]. On the other hand the goal of the polarization scrambler is to make
the optical instrument insensitive to polarization. This is achieved by depolarizing the
incoming beam, in such a way that all polarization states are scrambled. This depolar-
ization is obtained by means of a spatial pseudodepolarizer concept based on the use of
birefringent wedges. By using a couple of wedges, orthogonal to each other, it is in fact
possible to scramble the linear polarization (horizontal and vertical) and to keep the beam
deflection under control. By adding another couple of such wedges, rotated by 45 degrees
with respect to the initial ones, it is possible to scramble also the light whose polarization
vector is parallel or perpendicular to the optical axes of the first couple of wedges. This
four-wedges solution allows for a good control of the wavelength response compared to a
two-wedges scheme [121, 122].

Although simple in concept, the four wedges polarization scrambler is a complex device,
because of the tight constraints in manufacturing. Dielectric resonators with elliptical
cross sections can be used to manipulate polarization as has been shown in the previ-
ous section. Based on this feature, it has been envisioned to realize a thin polarization
scrambler (TPS) with the aid of elliptical cross-section dielectric resonators. The idea is
to use a surface with resonators randomly rotated across the surface. For visual clarity, in
Figure 4.14 a SEM image of a prototype of the scrambler is shown. Following the princi-
ple of the LTCP, a light beam whose polarization state is at 45◦ with respect to the axes
of the elliptical cross-section, is transformed to a circularly polarized beam. At the same
time, a circularly polarized beam is transformed in a linear polarized beam, whereas a
linearly polarized beam, with the polarization vector parallel to one of the axes of the
resonators, will be transmitted unchanged. By randomly rotating the resonators, all the
polarization states are processed by the TPS on average across the surface. The scram-
bling performance of such devices can be studied with the help of Stokes vectors and
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Figure 4.14: SEM image of a part of a prototype of TPS realized with dielectric
resonators.

Müller matrices. Both are discussed extensively in Appendix B. Stokes vectors are four
component vectors S = [S0, S1, S2, S3]T which describe the polarization state of a beam.
The four components are related to: (i) the total intensity of the light with respect to a
given reference (S0); (ii) the fraction of intensity linearly polarized along the horizontal
(H) or vertical (V) axis of the given reference frame (S1); (iii) the fraction of linearly po-
larized light at 45◦ with respect to the H or V direction (S2); (iv) the fraction of light right
or left handed circularly polarized (S3) [123]. The effect of an optical system on the po-
larization states of the light can be described by the Müller matrix that relates the Stokes
vectors at the output and input sides of the optical system:

Sout = MSin =


m00 m01 m02 m03

m10 m11 m12 m13

m20 m21 m22 m23

m30 m31 m32 m33

 Sin (4.6)

The degree of polarization (P) of a light beam expresses how much the light is polarized.
It varies from 0, unpolarized light, to 1, polarized light. It can be defined as

P =

√
S2

1 + S2
2 + S2

3

S0
(4.7)

The aim of a polarization scrambler is to manipulate the incoming beam such that it
exhibits a degree of polarization as close as possible to zero at the output side of the
device. Looking at (4.5), it is clear that a good depolarizer is characterized by a Müller
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matrix with the following structure:

M =


1 0 0 0
0 m11 0 0
0 0 m22 0
0 0 0 m33

 (4.8)

where for perfect depolarization all elements m11, m22, m33 should approach to zero. Hav-
ing established that, the Müller coefficients have been computed for the dielectric res-
onator surfaces. The resonators had the same dimensions as in the case of the LTCP
(see Table 4.2). All coefficients have been computed by normalizing the intensities with
respect to the input intensity. For each rotation angle all the matrix elements have
been computed and their trend with respect to the rotation angle is reported in Fig-
ure 4.15. The average over an entire surface, under the assumption of a uniform ran-
dom distribution of rotation angles, is also plotted in the graphs. From these, is ob-
served that the off-diagonal elements of the matrix are zero on average, as expected for
a good depolarizer. The values of the matrix elements averaged across the surface are:
mavg

00 = 0.965, mavg
11 = 0.465, mavg

22 = 0.396, mavg
33 = −0.064. The depolarization rate for

the single states of polarization can be computed by considering the Stokes vectors for
each polarization in input and computing D = 1− P.

Linear Polarization (H/V) :

SLP =


1
±1
0
0

 DLP = 1−
√

m2
11

m00
= 51.8% (4.9)

Linear Polarization (45◦) :

SLP45◦ =


1
0
±1
0

 DLP45◦ = 1−
√

m2
22

m00
= 59.0% (4.10)

Circular Polarization (RH/LH) :

SCP =


1
0
0
±1

 DCP = 1−
√

m2
33

m00
= 93.4% (4.11)
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Figure 4.15: Müller matrix elements of the thin polarization scrambler designed.

The results indicate that a full depolarization of the incoming field is far from being ob-
tained with the use of dielectric resonators. Nevertheless, the designed TPS is easier to
manufacture and with a lower profile than a scrambler consisting of four birefringent
wedges. Moreover, a comparison with an equivalent device, realized with plasmonic me-
ander lines, in the range 460-500 nm [122], shows that the dielectric TPS performs better
in terms of depolarization ratio for a single wavelength. In [122], the maximum depolar-
ization rates for the three states are 40%, 40%, 80% when using a single layer of meander
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lines and 60%, 60%, 70% using two layers.

Based on the results shown, the dielectric resonators platform looks promising for the
realization of TPS, although the narrow-band behavior seems to prevent its use in typi-
cal earth-observation instruments, where wavelength channels usually span bandwidths
from 50 to 200 nm [124]. Nevertheless, by rethinking the full optical system and splitting
the signal into narrow-band channels, before reaching the scrambler, it might be possible
to introduce similar devices in state-of-the-art instruments. The main advantages will be
simplicity in manufacturing and low profile.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter three main compact optical components have been presented: a lens with
1.9µm focal length, a linear-to-circular polarizer and a thin polarization scrambler. All
of them exploit the electromagnetic characteristics of dielectric resonator surfaces in the
visible band: high transmission, transmission phase tunability driven by the resonator di-
mensions, and polarization insensitivity/sensitivity depending on the circular symmetry
of the resonators. All devices have been designed by following a modular approach that
first characterizes the electromagnetic response of the resonators and then uses these as
building bricks of devices based on a desired functionality. In this way the design of more
complex devices is completely decoupled from a full-wave electromagnetic simulation of
the whole system, which would be computationally unfeasible. Although interesting for
their performance, especially in relation to their reduced dimensions, these devices can-
not meet all the typical requirements for an optical component. The technology presented
is, in principle, scalable to any wavelength and applicable to the implementation of any
wavefront manipulator. Obviously, changing wavelengths, due to the dielectric disper-
sion, different materials may be employed. However, at smaller wavelength and/or when
extreme phase slopes have to be implemented, the current manufacturing techniques
to realize the dielectric resonators seem to impose a limit. For the lens design, the res-
onator radii span a range of [λ/18 : λ/5]. The resonator dimensions for which the reso-
nant effect takes place are related to the wavelength and refractive index material through
complex relations [125]. Nevertheless, for a qualitative assessment, a linear scaling of di-
mensions, with respect to wavelength, can be assumed. At a wavelength of λ = 405 nm,
according to the aforementioned scaling, the resonator radii would be approximately in
the range of [20 : 80] nm (with the assumption that at that wavelength lossless materi-
als with high refractive index n ≈ 3.5− 4 exist). The current manufacturing errors can
be estimated in the order of ±5 nm, mainly due to proximity dose effects in the EBL
mask generation and etching process. Such a manufacturing error can generate huge
deviations in the local transmission phase, which contribute to the final wavefront aber-
rations of the lens. A way to design the lens that is tolerant to manufacturing deviations
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is proposed in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER FIVE

Dielectric resonator surfaces:
advanced design strategy1

Abstract / In this chapter an advanced design strategy for dielectric resonator lenses is presented.
The goal of this design procedure is to handle typical optical system requirements and to define
a resonator distribution able to satifsy these requirements (e.g. encircled energy in the focal spot,
bandwidth, field of view,...). The different effects due to the extended wavelength band and field
of view are discussed and an optimization procedure, based on a particle swarm routine, which
tackles the related problems is presented. Moreover, the optimization exploits a Monte Carlo
concept, to achieve a design which is robust against possible deviations due to manufacturing
errors. The proposed method is applied to the design of an array of microlenses to be used as a
focusing system in maskless lithography applications.

1Parts of this chapter have been published in [J2,C7]
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5.1 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 4, dielectric resonator surfaces constitute a very flexible platform
for the design of optical components. One of the main advantages of this concept is its
compactness. However, they suffer from some limitations, first of all the intrinsic narrow-
band behavior, due to the resonant regime in which the dielectric scatterers must be
excited. Another limitation is that, unlike the more conventional refractive components,
there are no available models to derive some pre-design indications to define a device
with a performance already close to the desired one. Obviously, this main difference is
justifiable, considering the superior maturity of the refractive optics design techniques
compared to the emerging field of metasurfaces. Nevertheless, design techniques able
to handle the rather more difficult to model behavior of the metasurface under different
operating conditions are needed. The content of this chapter is about a design procedure
that takes into account wavelength and angular dispersive behavior of dielectric resonator
surfaces and, further, the effect of possible manufacturing tolerances.

In the past, all lenses and optical components based on metasurfaces have been designed
under the assumption of normal incidence and single wavelength operation. There have
been some attempts to design achromatic metasurface 1D lenses, but the performance
has been achieved for a finite set of discrete wavelengths, not in a continuous wavelength
range [126, 127]. Furthermore, the performance for off-axis incidence has not been men-
tioned, or considered in the design process. However, for most applications, both broader
wavelength range and off-axis illumination have to be addressed as well as other perfor-
mance criteria such as wavefront aberrations, distortion, Strehl ratio, etc.

In this chapter, a general design strategy for dielectric resonator lenses is presented. It
optimizes the resonators’ distribution by aiming at satisfying desired optical key criteria
under given bandwidth (BW) and field-of-view (FOV) requirements. As an example, the
optimization strategy is applied to a challenging design: an array of microlenses to be
used in a maskless lithography (ML) setup. This example highlights how additional as-
pects, such as undesired apodization effects and reduced manufacturing tolerances, must
be accounted for in the design phase. In general, it emerges also that, due to these ef-
fects, it is difficult to use single-layer metasurface lenses to meet the requirements of an
advanced optical design. This clearly appears when several requirements (e.g. BW and
FOV) must be simultaneously taken into account.

The chapter consists of the following parts: in Section 5.2 a description of the mask-
less imaging application and of the typical requirements and optical solutions involved
is presented. The full-wave (FW) and the scalar diffraction theory (SDT) models used to
characterize the local and global behavior of the lens, respectively, are described in Sec-
tion 5.3. A description of the structures employed in the design is also reported in this
section. In Section 5.4, the different steps of the design strategy are presented together
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with the results obtained for the specific case under study. Conclusions and remarks on
the design strategy are part of the last section.

5.2 Array of microlenses for maskless lithography

Maskless lithography systems utilize focused beams to selectively expose photoresist ar-
eas. The pattern is created by scanning the beam across the photoresist surface, while
modulating the intensity of the beam. To increase the throughput, multiple focused
beams are used in parallel, each of them illuminating sub-areas of the whole resist sur-
face [128]. Typically, these beams are obtained by using arrays of refractive microlenses.
In practice, manufacturing tolerances across the microlens array will result in non-
uniformities in the focal properties (un-flat focal plane) that may be detrimental for the
global performance of the system. As highlighted in Chapter 4, the reduced number
of lithographic steps needed for the manufacturing of the dielectric resonator could be
beneficial for the reduction of said non-uniformities. In the proposed design, the illumi-
nation is assumed to be provided by an array of light-emitting diodes (LEDs), operating
at 405 nm. To take into account the LEDs intrinsic BW, the non-uniformities in the LED
array and the possible thermal variations, a BW of 20 nm is assumed. In ML, the figure
of merit for evaluating lens quality is the percentage of energy in the focused spot with
respect to total energy reaching the focal plane. The energy that falls outside the central
disk will illuminate the photoresist in areas where no exposure is desired. For this reason,
the energy percentage should be at least larger than 68%, that is, the theoretical fractional
energy for a lens characterized by a Strehl ratio of 0.8 [129]. For this value, the lens is
still considered diffraction limited. The central energy performances should be achieved
over a field of view of ±60 mrad. The numerical aperture of the lens at the image space
is set to NA = 0.19 with a clear aperture diameter of 600µm. Moreover, the optical
system must be telecentric in the image space, as it is commonly required for focusing
systems in lithography applications [129]. A telecentric system is an optical system whose
entrance or exit pupil is located at infinity. This is achieved by placing the aperture stop
at the front of back focal plane of the lens system. As a result, for any direction within
the FOV, the principal ray (the one passing through the center of the telecentric stop) is
parallel to the optical axis in the object or image space, depending on the space in which
the system is telecentric.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: (a) Artistic impression of a dielectric resonators metasurface lens ap-
plied in maskless lithography, (b) unit cell of the designed metasurface lens with
dimensions. For the sake of clarity the 500µm thick back layer of fused Silica is
not shown in both pictures.

5.3 Local and global electromagnetic modelling of metasur-
faces

To characterize the local response of the array of resonators, the finite-element method
commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics has been used [130]. Under the assumption
of an infinite array of identical cylindrical resonators, the transmission characteristics
under plane-wave excitation can be computed. Propagation of only the zeroth order of
diffraction is ensured if the periodicity a of the resonators’ lattice is chosen as [131]:

a < λ/(1 + NA) (5.1)

where λ is the free-space wavelength, NA the numerical aperture at the image space and
where the lens is assumed to be surrounded by a material with unitary refractive index.
For the designed lens, a structure consisting of circular dielectric resonators, made of
Gallium Nitride (GaN), embedded in a host substrate of fused Silica (SiO2) is considered.
The materials employed are characterized at the central wavelength λ = 405 nm by re-
fractive indices of nGaN = 2.55 for Gallium Nitride and nSiO2 = 1.47 for fused Silica
[132, 133]. The two refractive index wavelength dispersive behaviors are shown in Figure
5.2. The characteristic dimensions of the resonators, illustrated also in Figure 5.1, are:
resonator thickness 100 nm, substrate thickness 394 nm, lattice period 220 nm. A back
layer of fused silica, 500µm thick, is used to provide robustness to the full structure. Its
effect is computed in post-processing, since considering it into the domain of the full-
wave simulation is computationally not feasible with finite-element method. The choice
of GaN for the resonators is motivated by the lossless behavior of this material in the
desired BW. The transmission characteristics of the resonators are reported in Figure 5.3
and Figure 5.4. It must be noted that not for all combinations of wavelengths and an-
gles of incidence, the transmission phase coefficient spans the whole 360◦ interval, for
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Wavelength  (nm)
350 400 450

2.3

2.55

2.8
Refractive Index n

1.45

1.475

1.5
GaN
SiO2

Figure 5.2: Refractive indices behavior towards wavelength for Gallium Nitride
(GaN) and fused Silica (SiO2) according respectively to [132] and [133].

the considered range of radii. Actually, the resonator dimensions are optimized for the
central wavelength with on axis excitation, and therefore, in principle, they cannot ensure
the same behavior for different conditions.

In addition to the uncompleteness of the 360◦ interval, other characteristics are visible
in the plots of Figure 5.3. When the angle of incidence and/or the wavelength is var-
ied, more pronounced resonant dips are present. This phenomenon has already been
observed in [134]. Furthermore, for the same resonator size, the phase imposed on the
incoming wavefront depends on the wavelength and the angle of incidence. These de-
viations are related to the variation of the coupling between the resonators due to the
excitation of asymmetric modes, as explained in [135]. The use of a high-contrast material
can mitigate the effects of mutual coupling between resonators [136]. However, high-
contrast materials with reduced losses are difficult to find in the ultra violet/blue visible
range. Gallium Nitride shows a good trade-off between contrast and losses. The com-
pensation for these effects, at a local level, demands a multivariable optimization over all
the geometric dimensions involved and over all the operational conditions. This is quite
challenging, especially in terms of computation time, if a full-wave simulation has to be
performed for each set of parameters. For this reason, a method of optimization at global
level is presented. By means of this the compensation of undesired effects, which can
be interpreted as chromatic and coma aberrations [137], takes place when the whole lens
shape is optimized. The description of these methods is part of the next section.

The global modeling of the optical performance for the designed lens can be performed
by applying common formulas, based on SDT [138]. Depending on the size of the lens,
its focal length and the lattice period of the resonator, the Angular Spectrum Method,
Fresnel propagation or Fraunhofer propagation can be used [139]. These are described
and discussed in depth in Appendix C. For the design of the ML lens, in view of the re-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: Transmittance of the array of resonators vs. resonators radius, for
different wavelengths and angles of incidence: (a) λ = 395 nm, (b) λ = 405 nm,
(c) λ = 415 nm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: Transmission coefficient phase of the array of resonators vs. res-
onators radius, for different wavelengths and angles of incidence: (a) λ = 395
nm, (b) λ = 405 nm, (c) λ = 415 nm.
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duced NA, a Fresnel propagation integral, numerically implemented with the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm, has been used. Since a fine sampling is needed at the meta-
surface plane, a coarse sampling is expected at the image plane, due to the dual relation
between source and image plane sampling periods dictated by the FFT (see Appendix D).
Interpolation with spline interpolants is used to obtain smoother profiles at the image
plane.

5.4 Design for wavelength band and extended field of view
through robust optimization

As anticipated before, if the design of the lens is based only on the resonators’ charac-
teristics for the central wavelength under normal incidence, the lens may suffer from
different aberrations when it operates under different conditions. This happens because
the phase shift, introduced by each resonator, varies with incidence angle and wavelength.
Moreover, by choosing the resonator distribution on the basis of the desired phase dis-
tribution mapping only, a non-uniform transmittance distribution (ring-shaped) across
the metasurface is obtained. This distribution can be seen as an unwanted apodization
that will modify the focusing performance of the lens. Apodization is the term used in
optics to define any amplitude distribution used at the exit pupil plane to shape the spot
distribution at the image plane [138]. Indeed, the diffraction effects due to the presence
of this additional transmittance mask will add to the effect of phase modulation of the
dielectric resonators, which results in an image intensity distribution that can be sub-
stantially different from the case when the transmittance modulation is not taken into ac-
count. Therefore, any amplitude distribution must be accurately described in the design
process. To include all these effects in the design, a particle swarm optizimation (PSO)
routine is used. A flowchart of the optimization process is plotted in Figure 5.5. The PSO
algorithm defines a swarm of particles in the search parameter space. The cost function
is evaluated for each of these particles. Each particle moves in the search space influenced
by its best historical position and the best global position of the whole swarm. After some
iterations, all the particles converge to the global optimum [140]. More details on the
PSO algorithm are given in Appendix C. The lens is studied under different operating
conditions, e.g. wavelengths λ = 395 nm, 405 nm, 415 nm, angles of incidence 0 mrad,
30 mrad and 60 mrad. For off-axis incidence, a linear phase distribution, accounting for
the tilting, is added to the phase distribution of the lens, before numerically propagating
the wavefront. The transverse intensity profiles (point spread functions, PSFs) along one
of the main axes at the image plane are compared with the ideal profiles, e.g. Airy’s pro-
files, centered at the Gaussian image point (GIP). Different cost functions can be defined,
depending on the target of the optimization. For this design, the following cost function
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Figure 5.5: Flowchart of the particle swarm optimization of the lens for a single
particle.
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has been defined:

CF =
Nλ

∑
nλ=1

NFOV

∑
nFOV=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣[x− xGIP(nFOV)]
8 [I(x; nλ, nFOV)− IAiry(x; nλ, nFOV)

]∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (5.2)

where nλ and nFOV are indices running over the set of wavelengths (Nλ) and FOV points
(NFOV) considered. I(x) and IAiry(x) are the intensity distributions of the actual design
and the ideal Airy’s pattern along the axis parallel to the image plane, x. The norm is
intended to be of type 2. The first term inside the norm is used to weight differently the
pointwise profile error. This is done to prevent deviations of intensity profile over rings
of large diameter, with respect to the ideal Airy’s disk. Raising the weight of intensity
deviation to the power of 8 increases the cost of intensity deviations characterized by
rings of large radius. In such a way, those distributions with high energy content in rings
outer from the central disk are more penalized in the optimization loop. These rings, in
fact, will determine low values of the per cent energy in the central disk. Based on the cost
function definition, the PSO routine optimizes the variables that determine the nominal
phase profile under normal incidence at the central wavelength. This nominal profile is
defined as a combination of a conic profile and additional polynomial terms:

φ(r) =
2π
λ0

(
Cr2

1 + [1− (1 + K)C2r2]
1/2

+
6

∑
i=1

Cir2(i+1)

)
(5.3)

where C, K, Ci are the optimization variables, λ0 = 405 nm is the central wavelength,
and r is the radial variable over the lens surface. This profile is mapped onto a resonator
distribution with the aid of the transmission phase versus resonator radius curves of Fig-
ure 5.4 at the reference wavelength λre f = λ0 = 405nm. Once the resonator distribution
has been found, the complex transmission distribution of the surface (magnitude and
phase) for different wavelengths and angles of FOV are computed by using the reverse
mapping resonator radius vs. transmission magnitude/phase. The complex transmission
distributions are used to compute the intensity distributions at the focal plane. These are
then normalized with respect to the center image point intensity, and from these profiles
the cost function is finally computed. The normalization is introduced to avoid the re-
duction in total energy due to reflection losses. In fact, for a ML lens the transmittance
efficiency is not a crucial target, since the LEDs can provide enough power, even if there
are some losses in the optical path, and therefore it can be neglected in the evaluation of
the performance.

5.4.1 Influence of wavelength and angular dispersion on performance

First, the procedure described above has been used to evaluate a theoretical phase surface
to assess whether a single diffractive surface suffices to meet the required performances.
The theoretical phase surface implements only a phase distribution, without apodization.
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Moreover, no mapping between a given phase distribution and the resonator has been
implemented. Therefore the theoretical phase surface must be assumed as free from
quantization errors. The phase distribution is recomputed for each wavelength to take
into account the chromatic aberrations, the phase is rescaled for each wavelength [141]:

φ(r; λ) =
λ0

λ
φ(r; λ0) (5.4)

The focal plane distributions and the per-cent energy in the central disk for the ideal
surface are shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7. Although optimized over the given BW and
FOV, the theoretical phase surface shows that the required minimum value of 68% of
energy in the central disk is hard to achieve, especially at the extremes of the FOV. Due
to the quite large FOV, the telecentricity and BW requirements, the ideal energy target is
quite challenging for one single surface. In fact, although it is easy to realize aspherical
phase distribution with diffractive surfaces to compensate for aberrations, they show in-
herent chromatic aberrations [141]. Moreover, they rely on one single surface and so they
exhibit one degree of freedom less than a two surfaces refractive lens. Hybrid designs,
combining diffractive and refractive surfaces, are usually employed to solve the problems
described above. However, this solution, applied to a ML array concept, may require
further alignment steps in the manufacturing process, which results in a process more
complex and inclined to inaccuracies. Such inaccuracies can be detrimental for the optical
performance of the lenses. For this reason, designs based on only one diffractive surface,
such as metasurface lenses, are attractive, although their performance is worse than that
of hybrid and multisurface lenses. To emphasize the need for including in the design
process the information on the resonators’ wavelength and angular dispersive behavior,
the phase function of the theoretical surface has been mapped onto a dielectric resonator
surface, on the basis of the data reported in Figure 5.4. The performance of the resulting
structure, in terms of encircled energy, is shown in Figure 5.8. The curves show that the
behavior at the central wavelength is unaltered, despite of the angular dependence and of
the of apodization of the resonators’ response. However, the performances are drastically
reduced for the other two wavelengths, at the end of the BW. The reason for this is that,
in the optimization of the theoretical phase profile, the dispersive behavior has not been
included. The variations of this profile with the wavelength have been assumed as the
ones of a DOE made of a non-dispersive dielectric material. These results show that is
not possible to ensure good performance over a practical BW if the dispersive behavior of
the dielectric resonator surface is not taken into account during the design phase of the
optical device.

5.4.2 Influence of manufacturing errors on performance

In addition to the variations due to wavelength shifts, for a fully functional metasur-
face lens, it is worthwhile to account for manufacturing inaccuracies during the design
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 5.6: Focal plane intensity distribution of the theoretical phase surface for
different wavelengths and angles of FOV: (a,b,c) wavelength λ = 395 nm, FOV =
0, 30, 60 mrad; (d,e,f) wavelength λ = 405 nm, FOV = 0, 30, 60 mrad; (g,h,i)
wavelength λ = 415 nm, FOV = 0, 30, 60 mrad.
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Figure 5.7: Per cent energy in the central disk for different wavelengths with the
respect to the FOV angles.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: (a) Per cent energy vs. field angles of the theoretical phase profile
mapped into dispersive (wavelength and angular) resonators; (b) zoom of the
plot in a) in the range of energies related to the end wavelengths in the BW.
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Table 5.1: Characteristic parameters of designed telecentric metasurface lens

Resonators material Gallium Nitride (GaN) n = 2.55
Host material Fused Silica (SiO2) n = 1.47
Lens aperture 600µm
Focal length 1.5 mm

Numerical aperture (image space) 0.196
Thickness host material (excluding 500µm front layer) 394 nm

Lattice period 220 nm
Height resonators 100 nm
Error variance σ2 5 nm

process. The most critical inaccuriacies are errors related to the realization of the res-
onators with the right cross section. These errors can affect both the local phase and
transmittance distribution. Moreover, this wavefront error is difficult to predict by using
the classical optical definition of aberrations. In fact, the highly nonlinear behavior of the
relation between the resonator radius and the phase of the wavefront makes it hard to
predict the aberration with radial functions, as it is done in the Seidel’s theory of aber-
ration [129]. For this reason, to design a lens whose performance is robust with respect
to variations in the resonators shape, we have extended our design strategy following a
Monte Carlo approach. The additional steps performed to implement this strategy are re-
ported in Figure 5.9. For each set of optimization variables, C, K, Ci, in each operational
condition, a number of different resonator distributions, NMC, is defined. These distri-
butions have been obtained from the nominal distributions by adding an error on each
resonator radius. The error is taken from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean value
and variance σ2. The cost term for each wavelength and field angle is then defined as an
average between all the cost values for the samples. With this procedure, the resonator
distribution is optimal in a robust sense, meaning that the optical performance of the
lens is maintained, even if there is an error of maximum±σ in the manufacturing of the
resonators. The extended robust optimization procedure has been used to design a lens
according to the requirements previously described. The lens characteristic parameters
are reported in Table 5.1.

The PSO routine has run for 150 iterations, taking into account 20 different particles in
each iteration. For the Monte Carlo procedure, NMC = 10 samples for each operational
condition have been considered. A cut of the optimal phase profile found with the PSO
routine is plotted in Figure 5.10. It is worth mentioning that an “a posteriori” check for
aliasing issues on the phase profile has been made, which ensures that the following
condition is satisfied [142]:

max [∇φ(r)]δ � 360◦ (5.5)

This condition states that there are enough points (at least two) within a 360◦ cy-
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Figure 5.9: Flowchart for the robust extension of the flowchart of Figure 5.5. The
above steps are intended to replace the block Fresnel Propagation & Check with
Target Distribution present in the original flowchart.
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Figure 5.10: Optimized phase profile of the dielectric resonator metasurface lens.
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Figure 5.11: Transmittance and phase distribution on the optimized metasurface
at 405 nm for on-axis excitation.
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Figure 5.12: Transmittance and phase distribution on the optimized metasurface
at 405 nm for FOV = 30 mrad.
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Figure 5.13: Transmittance and phase distribution on the optimized metasurface
at 405 nm for FOV = 60 mrad.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 5.14: Focal plane intensity distributions for different wavelengths and an-
gles of FOV for the dielectric resonator metasurface lens optimized with the ro-
bust optimization procedure considering the manufacturing tolerances: (a,b,c)
wavelength λ = 395 nm, FOV = 0, 30, 60 mrad; (d,e,f) wavelength λ = 405 nm,
FOV = 0, 30, 60 mrad; (g,h,i) wavelength λ = 415 nm, FOV = 0, 30, 60 mrad.
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Figure 5.15: Energy percentage in the central disk for different wavelengths with
the respect to the FOV angle.

cle of any phase function. If this is not true, aliased phase functions are implemented
due to a poor sampling, which results in the same effect that is discussed in Appendix
B.1.3. The maximum phase slope for the optimal phase distribution has been found to
be max [∇φ(r)] = 2.095 · 102 deg/µm, while the sampling step δ is the lattice period.
The transmittance and phase distributions for 405 nm are shown in Figures 5.11,5.12,5.13.
The focal plane intensity distributions and the per cent energy in the central disk are re-
ported in figures 5.14 and 5.15. The results show smaller values of the per cent energy in
the central disk, with respect to the required value of 68% and also to the result obtained
with the theoretical phase surface, within the BW and FOV considered. Looking sepa-
rately at the different cases, one observes that the spot shapes are close to the expected
ones, for λ = 405 nm and 415 nm, whereas at the lower wavelength λ = 395 nm, the
spot is larger. However, ripples around the central spot considerably compromise the
final performances. The effects causing this deviation are: the apodization, due to the
non-uniform transmittance distribution; the phase quantization, due to the finite accu-
racy in mapping the required phase shift with the resonator shapes; the manufacturing
errors. The apodization effect can be avoided, if the resonators are characterized by less
pronounced resonance dips. In fact, although not interesting for the ML application,
another equivalent design at λ = 625 nm, 635 nm, 645 nm has been carried out, and is
discussed in Appendix C.2. This design exhibits a performance closer to the required val-
ues in terms of energy percentage in the central spot (in the range of 47%− 57% at the
central wavelength). For that band, the resonators used, made of silicon and embedded
in fused silica, show less strong dips, which confirms that the additional non-uniform
apodization is detrimental for the final performance of the lens. For this reason, it must
be taken into account in the design of an optical device. While the effect of the apodization
can be reduced (provided that at the desired band, high contrast materials with reduced
losses are available), the effects of manufacturing variations must be always considered.
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Unfortunately, their effect is quite severe, especially if the relation transmission phase
versus resonator radius is characterized by a steep slope. The value of the varianceσ2 has
been estimated on the basis of experimental data for the lens manufactured presented in
Chapter 4.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.16: Energy percentage in the central disk for nominal designs vs. the av-
erage behaviour out from a Monte Carlo analysis with manufacturing tolerances
with σ2 = 5 nm, nominal design derived from the phase distribution of the the-
oretical phase surface (same design as Figure 5.8): (a) λ = 395 nm, (b) λ = 405
nm, (c) λ = 415 nm. The arrows in each plot show the maximum per-cent vari-
ation between the nominal design and the Monte Carlo average behaviours for
each wavelength.

By improving the manufacturing accuracy, the interval of variation, in which the optical
design must be robust, decreases, determining an improvement of the optical perfor-
mances. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the validity of the robust procedure, a Monte
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.17: Same as Figure 5.16, but with the nominal design derived from the
robust optimization procedure (same design as Figure 5.14).

Carlo analysis has been performed on two metasurface lenses, based on the phase pro-
files optimized with and without the robust procedure. In Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17,
the energy percentage of the theoretical surface mapped onto a resonator distribution
and that of the design derived from the robust optimization procedure, are compared,
at the different wavelengths and field angles, with the average of a Monte Carlo analysis.
This analysis considered 50 different error distributions on top of the nominal resonators’
shapes. The normal distribution used to generate the manufacturing tolerances is char-
acterized by zero mean and variance σ2 = 5 nm. The comparison of these results leads
to two main conclusions. First: accounting for the wavelength dispersive behavior in the
optimization process produces a design whose performance is more uniform over the
considered BW. This has been achieved by improving the energy percentage in the cen-
tral disk, at the two extremes of the BW (≈ 4% to ≈ 8% maximum at 395 nm, ≈ 1.5% to
≈ 4% maximum at 415 nm), although at the cost of a reduction of performances (≈ 60%
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to ≈ 24% maximum) at the central wavelength. Second: the robust procedure succeeds
in finding a design more tolerant to manufacturing inaccuracies. The variations in per-
formance are definitely reduced from a maximum of 8% (central wavelength, on axis) for
the non-robust design to 3.7%. Moreover, as highlighted in Figure 5.17, the performance
deviation is more uniform within the given BW for the robust optimal design, compared
to the non-robust theoretical one.

Although the final performance does not meet the initial requirements, it must be high-
lighted that it has been achieved with a device based on a single surface. Refractive or
hybrid refractive/diffractive devices, with the required performance over the desired BW
and FOV, are composed of at least two surfaces. Therefore, they exploit one more degree
of freedom compared to the designed lens. The scope of this study was to assess the de-
sign of single surface lenses that can be realized with a reduced number of lithographic
steps. It must be noticed also that the requirements for the lens are quite tight, especially
for the BW. Moving towards the use of purer spectral sources, such as lasers, will allow
smaller BWs, over which better performances can be achieved more easily.

The procedure described is general and can be applied to the design of any optical device.
The main point is that it treats rigorously the interaction of light with the metasurface
lens even under off-axis excitation and for different wavelengths, and it exploits this in-
formation to come up with an optimized design based on particular requirements. In
addition to the design of a lens, the following procedure can be modified for the design of
devices for beam shaping or holograms or polarization-dependent devices such the ones
discussed in sections 4.4 and 4.5

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter an advanced approach to design dielectric resonator lenses has been pro-
posed. The dielectric resonator surfaces have been analyzed over a finite BW of 20 nm
centered at 405 nm and for different angles of incidence, within a±60 mrad of FOV. The
design process exploits a PSO to find the optimal phase distribution at the metasurface,
considering the different operational conditions, and the effect of the transmittance dis-
tribution in the final focal properties of the array. The results presented clearly show that
all the information available about wavelength and angular dependent behavior of the
dielectric resonators must be included in the design process of optical devices based on
this technology. Furthermore, the design has been optimized to be robust against manu-
facturing errors in the shape of the dielectric resonators, within a given range, applying a
Monte Carlo approach in the cost function evaluation. The performance of the designed
lens does not meet the given requirements (maximum of 27% of energy on axis for the
central wavelength, when more than 68% is required over the whole BW and FOV). De-
spite this, the design procedure proposed is able to reduce significantly the variation due
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to manufacturing tolerance, by generating a more robust design within the given BW
and FOV. In principle, better results could be achieved if additional degrees of freedom
are inserted in the design. For example both the height of the resonator or the lattice pe-
riod could be modified over the device. However, sweeping these two parameters is not
attractive. Modifying the resonators’ height asks for multiple lithographic process and
the advantage with respect to conventional DOE will be lost. The variation of lattice pe-
riod results in an increase of design complexity, since the sampling of the required phase
function becomes aperiodic. This study represents a first effort to bring the metasurface
concept inside a typical optical design loop. The optimization procedure, in fact, takes
into account typical optical requirements, e.g. FOV, BW, telecentricity, Strehl ratio, etc,
that are familiar to optical designers. In order to meet all these requirements, as an out-
look for future development, a big effort has to be devoted to the development of efficient
modelling and design tools for multilayer metasurfaces. Employing more metasurfaces,
in fact, increase the number of available degrees of freedom, keeping under control the
complexity of the analysis of the single metasurfaces (same resonator height, same lattice
period).
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CHAPTER SIX

Super oscillatory optical systems1

Abstract / In the following section the concept of super oscillation and its application to the design
of optical systems is investigated. By means of linear system theory, the imaging performance
and the design of phase masks to realize super oscillatory light spots are reviewed. Next, the
imaging characteristics are further analyzed to understand the possible advantages and limitations
of an optical system with a super oscillatory lens. Finally, a confocal reflective microscope which
employs such lenses is discussed and numerically analyzed.

1Parts of this chapter have been published in [J3,C6,T4,T5]
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6.1 Introduction

The semiconductor market is moving towards integrated circuits (ICs) with even smaller
features in the order of tens of nanometers. As the dimensions of the ICs shrink, the
metrology techniques should evolve to guarantee the resolving power for the critical di-
mensions (CDs) of the circuits. Typical metrology techniques currently used are: atomic
force microscope (AFM), scanning electron microscope (SEM), small angle X-ray scat-
terometry (SAXS) and optical scatterometry (OS) [143]. The first two techniques exploit
physical effects not linked to the interaction of light and objects: in the AFM the topology
of the device under test is imaged by recording the oscillations of a probe tip scanned
above the specimen; in SEM a beam of electrons is directed against the specimen, and
the backscattered electrons are recorded to obtain an image. For both techniques, dif-
ferent flavors of implementation are available and their discussion is out of the scope of
this chapter. These techniques can provide high resolutions (in the order of 7 nm [143]).
Their drawback is the time needed for obtaining an image (AFM) or the time to oper-
ate the machines to acquire an image (SEM). Optical techniques, such as SAXS and OS,
are definitely faster than the two techniques mentioned before, but they are not imag-
ing techniques. In fact, both SAXS and OS record the scattering of X-ray (SAXS) and
visible/ultraviolet light (OS) from the specimen. They use this information to solve an
inverse-scattering problem where the scattered light is compared to the light scattered by
a known model of the structure computed by means of full-wave software. Being based
on a projection of the scattered field over available solutions, both techniques cannot be
considered fully as imaging techniques, because they just return a collective indication
of the features of the sample under test and the presence, but not the location of de-
fects. Optical imaging techniques are limited by the resolution limits that result from
the diffraction effects related to the wave nature of light. Nevertheless, optical imaging is
appealing owing to its velocity and its almost null destructiveness effect on the specimen
(contactless architectures, reduced interaction power). Beating the diffraction limit would
allow extending the resolving power of optical imaging and, consequently, their applica-
tion in the semiconductor metrology systems. One way of extending the applicability
domain of optical imaging systems are super oscillatory optical systems. They can over-
come the diffraction limit and their use in imaging is described in this chapter. First of
all, a description of the theoretical imaging models and the origins of the diffraction limi-
tations are introduced in Section 6.2. The basic principles of the super oscillation and its
application to shape the diffracted spot in an optical system are discussed in Section 6.3.
Section 6.4 deals with the optimal design of a super oscillatory phase mask with an im-
proved control of the optical figures of merit. These sections constitute the fundamental
ingredients for the performance analysis of an imaging system based on super-oscillatory
lenses, which is the content of Section 6.5. Finally a reflection setup employing a super
oscillatory lens is described in Section 6.6. A conclusion section will close the chapter.
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Figure 6.1: Geometrical framework of the imaging process via a single lens.

6.2 Imaging Theory

A powerful tool for analyzing the performance of optical imaging systems is linear sys-
tems theory. Although, at first sight, this theory looks more appropriate for the analysis of
electrical and control systems, it can also handle optical systems and, most importantly, it
enables, in an easy way, the evaluation of the resolution performance of an optical system.
The link between optical systems and linear system theory lies in the fact that the forma-
tion of an image with an optical system can be seen as a convolution or superposition
integral. This is because, in the framework of scalar diffraction theory (SDT), diffrac-
tion can be modeled in terms of Fourier transforms [144–146]. For this reason, the term
Fourier Optics refers to the application of linear systems theory concepts to model optical
systems.

6.2.1 Imaging through a lens

In the following, the imaging process with an optical system will be described as a convo-
lution process, and therefore, analyzed as well in the dual spectral domain of spatial fre-
quencies. The main mathematical tools employed here, Fraunhofer (FHD) and Fresnel
(FED) diffraction formulas and angular spectrum method (ASM), are described in details
in the Appendix D. The imaging process of a complex optical disturbance Uo(xo, yo) by
a simple thin lens (assumed as a simple phase function that modifies the wavefront of
the incoming disturbance) can be written as a superposition integral, owing to the lin-
earity of the wave propagation process [144]. Referring to the geometry in Figure 6.1, the
superposition integral modeling the imaging process is

Ui(xi, yi) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ h(xi, yi; xo, yo)Uo(xo, yo)dxodyo (6.1)

where xo, yo are the cartesian coordinates for the object (source) plane, and xi, yi are the
cartesian coordinates for the image plane. The impulse response, or kernel function,
h(xi, yi; xo, yo), can be found, as it is conventionally defined, by assuming a point source
at the object plane U(xo, yo) = δ(xo)δ(yo). This point source creates, at the front lens
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surface, a spherical wavefront, whose paraxial approximation is a parabolic wavefront

UL(xL, yL) =
1

iλzo
exp

{
i

k
2zo

[
(xL − xo)

2 + (yL − yo)
2]} (6.2)

where λ is the wavelength, k = 2π/λ the wavenumber, and where the disturbance phasor
has been defined assuming as time dependence2 exp (−iωt). Supposing that the lens is
characterized by a focal length f and that the clear aperture of the lens is described by
a pupil function P(xL, yL), the optical disturbance propagating from the point source,
through the lens, becomes

U′L(xL, yL) = UL(xL, yL)P(xL, yL) exp
[
−i

k
2 f

(x2
L + y2

L)

]
. (6.3)

Accounting for the final propagation from the back lens surface up to the image plane
with the FED, the impulse response is

h(xi, yi; xo, yo) =
1
λzi

∫∫ ∞
−∞ U′l (xL, yL) exp

{
i

k
2zi

[
(xi − xL)

2 + (yi − yL)
2)
]}

dxLdyL .

(6.4)

In (6.4), the constant phase factor of the FED are omitted, since they do not play a role in
determining the intensity of the images. When (6.4) is worked out, an interesting result
for the kernel is found

h(xi, yi; xo, yo) =
1

λ2zizo
exp

(
i

k
zi
(x2

i + y2
i )

)
exp

[
i

k
zo
(x2

o + y2
o)

]
∫∫ ∞
−∞P(xL, yL) exp

[
i
k
2

(
1
zo

+
1
zi
− 1

f

)
(x2

L + y2
L)

]
exp

{
−ik

[(
xo

zo
+

xi

zi

)
xL +

(
yi

zo
+

yi

zi

)
yL

]}
dxLdyL .

(6.5)

Before describing the main factors of this expression, it is important to define what the
impulse response for a perfect imaging system should look like. From the superposition
integral of (6.1), it is clear that, in order for Ui(xi, yi) to be a closest copy of Uo(xo, yo), the
impulse response should be proportional to h(xi, yi; xo, yo) ∝ δ(xi −Mxo)δ(yi −Myo),
with M magnification of the lens, with a negative value in case of image inversion. From
the expression of the kernel (6.5), it is possible to see that the quadratic phase factor inside
the integral becomes a flat wavefront, if the following condition is satisfied

1
zo

+
1
zi

=
1
f

(6.6)

2The same convention has not been used through all the thesis. For this reason it is stated clearly which
convention has been used in each theoretical development.
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which is a consequence of the lens law known from geometric optics [147]. The quadratic

phase term, depending on the image plane coordinates exp
[
i k

zi
(x2

i + y2
i )
]

can be ne-

glected, if only the intensity is of interest at the image plane. This is the case for most

applications. On the contrary, the quadratic phase term exp
[
i k

zo
(x2

o + y2
o)
]

represents a

more troublesome factor. In fact, the integration in (6.1) is performed over the coordi-
nates at the object plane. This factor can be left out in three cases: (i) if the object is
located on a spherical surface of radius zo and centered at the intersection between the
lens and the optical axis; (ii) if the object is illuminated by a spherical wavefront con-
verging towards the same intersection points; (iii) if the quadratic profile differs by a
negligible amount (small fraction of a radian) from a flat wavefront, in the region where
the main part of the object’s intensity is located. Among the three possibilities, only the
last two are realistic. The first of the two (the converging illumination) can be obtained
with a focusing lens in front of the object located at the conjugate point of this lens, while
the last condition is met by all optical systems with sufficient imaging performances. In
fact, since the image is created by a process of integral supersposition with a kernel func-
tion, the last one should involve only limited areas of the object to give the intensity at a
particular image point xi, yi. Otherwise the image will look blurry, due to the many con-
tributions that make it. Hence, it is not wrong to assume that within this limited region
of the object’s space, the quadratic phase factor ei k

zo (x2
o+y2

o ) has a maximum variation in the
order of a small fraction of radian. With this assumption holding, the phase factor can be
dropped, and the impulse response expression can be simplified to

h(xi, yi; xo, yo) ≈
1

λ2zizo

∫∫ ∞
−∞ P(xL, yL)

exp
{
−i

2π
λzi

[(xi −Mxo)xL + (yi −Myo)yL]

}
dxLdyL (6.7)

where M = −zi/zo is the magnification of the system. If the lens law is satisfied
along with the other assumptions on the phase factors, the impulse response reduce
to the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the lens aperture, P(xL, yL), centered at the
image coordinates xi = Mxo, yi = Myo. To finalize the discussion, some other
mathematical refinements can be carried out. If reduced coordinates are introduced
x̃o = Mxo, ỹo = Myo together with the image prediction according to geometrical op-

tics (GO) Ug(x̃o, ỹo) =
1
M Uo

(
x̃o
M , ỹo

M

)
, the imaging operation can be made space-invariant

and the superposition integral (6.1) is transformed into a convolution integral

Ui(xi, yi) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ h(xi − x̃o, yi − ỹo)Ug(x̃o, ỹo)dx̃odỹo (6.8)

where the convolution kernel is defined as

h(xi, yi) =
1
λzi

∫∫ ∞
−∞ P(xL, yL) exp

[
−i

2π
λzi

(xixL + yi yL)

]
dxLdyL . (6.9)
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The last two equations deserve a more detailed discussion. Within the framework of the
SDT and under the assumptions highlighted above, the image formation can be seen as
the convolution of the image predicted by GO and a given impulse response. By the GO
prediction it is intended an exact image of the object that is just magnified/demagnified
by a factor M. As it can be seen from equation (6.9), this impulse response, or rather
imaging kernel, is the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the lens aperture P(xL, yL). A
first conclusion can be consequently drawn: the smaller this diffraction pattern is, the
less blurry the image is. What happens physically can be explained as follows: the larger
the lens aperture (and therefore the smaller its diffraction pattern, this being the spectral
counterpart of the lens aperture), the less the waves are diffracted by the edges of the
aperture. This means that the GO prediction is less “disturbed” by the effects of diffrac-
tion.

It must be highlighted that this result can be generalized to all kinds of optical imaging
systems, even those composed of multiple lenses, with the help of the concept of the
entrance and exit pupils. These are the images, through the optical system in the object
and image spaces, of the most severe limiting aperture. The idea is that any optical system
can be described as a black box where the propagation of the light can be modeled with
GO and all the effects of diffraction are concentrated either at the entrance or at the exit
pupil. With regards to the formulation above, the two distances zo, zi actually become
the distance of the object and image plane, respectively, from the entrance and exit pupil
planes. These planes are located by means of a ray tracing process [129].

6.2.2 Coherent vs. Incoherent illumination

Before introducing the resolution limits, which can be derived from the interpretation
of the imaging process as a convolution process, it is important to mention the differ-
ences between coherent and incoherent illumination. Especially because it depends on
the type of illumination, the imaging model should be slightly modified. First of all, the
analysis of an imaging system, within the SDT, must be limited to narrowband polychro-
matic systems (bandwidth small compared to the central wavelength). In this case, the
complex phasors of object and image U can be generalized. The spatial coherence is de-
fined as a property of the illumination, for which in each point of the object the phasor
amplitudes vary in unison. In this case, also the impulse responses at the image plane,
generated by each single object point, vary in unison and therefore must be added on
complex amplitude basis. This determines that a coherent imaging system is linear in
complex amplitude. Indeed, it means that the object, image, Ug, Ui and kernel functions
h of equation (6.8) must be interpreted as complex amplitudes. Spatially coherent illu-
mination is provided usually by laser sources or by all kind of light source that originates
from a small aperture, in such a way to be assimilated to a point source. On the contrary,
for incoherent illumination, the phasor amplitudes evolve between different points of the
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Figure 6.2: Examples of CSF and PSF for a circular pupil and a given NA, normal-
ized to their maximum. As can be derived from the definition, the CSF is char-
acterized by a larger FWHM (37.5%) than the PSF, although the locations of the
first zeros coincide for both functions and they are placed at x = ±0.61λ/NA.

object in a completely uncorrelated way. For this reason, the impulse responses at the
image plane must be summed on an intensity basis. Therefore, an incoherent imaging
system is said to be linear in intensity and the convolution integral (6.8) must be carried
out between intensities

Ii(xi, yi) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ |h(xi − x̃o, yi − ỹo)|2 Ig(x̃o, ỹo)dx̃odỹo (6.10)

where Ii = |Ui|2, Ig = |Ug|2. Typical incoherent light sources are the extended sources,
such as gas discharge lamps or the sun. For a coherent system, the kernel function
h(xi, yi) takes the name of coherent spread function (CSF), whereas for an incoherent
system, the kernel function |h(xi, yi)|2 is named point spread function (PSF). The reason
for assigning these names is that they model the spreading of a sharp point due to the
diffraction. Obviously, in the case of the PSF the blurring effect is smaller than for the
CSF, since the PSF is the squared magnitude of the CSF, and therefore can be charac-
terized by a smaller full width half maximum (FWHM) size, as shown in Figure 6.2 for
a system characterized by a circular pupil. In the case of a circular pupil, the CSF and
PSF can be described in terms of the well known Airy’s distribution. For a circular pupil
P(xl , yl) = circR(xl , yl) (6.9), the worked out version of the CSF is given by

CSF(xi, yi) =
1
λzi

∫∫ ∞
−∞ circR(xL, yL) exp

[
−i

2π
λzi

(xixl + yi yl)

]
dxLdyL

=
πR2

λzi
jinc

(
2πR
λzi

√
x2

i + y2
i

)
(6.11)

where the jinc function is defined as jinc(x) = 2J1(x)/x with J1(x) Bessel function of
first kind and first order. For systems of large numerical aperture, NA (see Appendix D
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for the definition of the numerical aperture and its relation to the imaging properties of
an optical system), the following expression for the CSF is used

CSF(xi, yi) =
πR2

λzi
jinc

(
2πNA
λ

√
x2

i + y2
i

)
(6.12)

since, for small NA, the relationship NA ≈ R/zi is valid.

6.2.3 Resolution criteria

As it has already been briefly anticipated, the effect of diffraction is to blur the image
of the object. The first consequence of this blurring is that those small features present
in an object can be no longer distinguished in the image created by the optical system.
This constitutes the so called diffraction limitation in resolution. Although the resolution
can be defined in several ways, depending on the technique used and, above all, on the
object features [143], two criteria are mainly used to describe the resolution of an optical
system. These are the Rayleigh’s criterion and the Abbe’s criterion. While for the Abbe’s
criterion one needs a further development of the linear system theory of imaging just
presented, Rayleigh’s criterion can be derived from the definition of the PSF. Rayleigh
wanted to characterize the resolution performance of telescope systems, so he was inter-
ested in finding the minimum distance between two stars, modeled as point sources, so
that they can be resolved when they are imaged by a telescope [144]. He started with the
idea that the diffraction pattern of two point sources at the image plane is given by the
superposition of two shifted jinc functions, as shown in Figure 6.3. For Rayleigh, the
minimum distance for which two point sources can be distinguished corresponds to the
case in which the PSF of a single point source is centered where the other PSF has its
first zero (by first zero it is meant the closest zero to the maximum of the PSF). Most of
the time, optical systems are characterized by circular pupils. In this case the position of
the first zero with respect to the origin of the PSF is known, and this provides a way to
mathematically state the Rayleigh resolution limit as

RRayleigh = 0.61
λzi

R
. (6.13)

For systems whose performance cannot be studied under the paraxial approximation, the
Rayleigh limit can be defined by replacing the ratio R/zi with NA, the numerical aperture
of the system. It is worth repeating that Rayleigh defined this limit under the assumption
of incoherent illumination. In principle, the same limit can be defined for coherent light
sources, although in this case the optical systems must be studied under the assumption
of linearity between complex amplitudes and not between intensities. The quite counter-
intuitive consequence is that two point sources, distant from each other as prescribed by
Rayleigh’s resolution limit, can be resolved better or even not resolved at all, depending
on the phase distribution of the illumination. As is shown in [144], in fact, in the case of
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Figure 6.3: Rayleigh’s criterion of resolution: the solid line shows the intensity
profile when two point sources are separated by a distance equal to the Rayleigh
criterion (0.61λ/NA). In the center there is a dip of≈ 27%. The image intensity
profiles of the single sources, whose position is highlighted with vertical stripes,
are shown with dashed lines.

coherent systems, the image of the point sources is given by the superposition of the two
shifted complex CSF. In case the two point sources are illuminated in quadrature (phase
shift φ = π/2) the two CSFs produce an intensity interference pattern equal to the one
given by the addition of the two respective PSFs. In the case of phase opposition (φ = π),
the two point sources are even better resolved, since now a zero is present between the
two peaks. When the two point sources are illuminated in phase (φ = 0), they cannot be
resolved at all (no more peaks are visible at the image plane) under coherent illumination.
The three different situations are shown in Figure 6.4. The last example shows how
Rayleigh’s limit should be handled with care, when it is used to characterize coherent
imaging systems. Nevertheless, in order to evaluate the resolution performance of optical
systems, it is useful to compare the their CSFs with the CSF of a circular pupil system,
especially in terms of width of the central spot. This will be done in the next sections for
the analysis of the super oscillatory lens performance.

Abbe’s criterion is described better in the spectral domain than in the spatial domain.
For this purpose, the convolution formulation of the imaging process, (6.8), must be
analyzed within the Fourier framework. Owing to the convolution theorem of Fourier
transforms, the imaging process can be described in the spectral domain as

Ũi( fx, fy) = CTF( fx, fy)Ũo( fx, fy) (6.14)

where Ũi, Ũo are the Fourier transforms of the optical disturbances at the image and
object planes, respectively, and the coherent transfer function (CTF) is the Fourier
transform of the CSF. The last one is equal, apart from constant scaling factors, to
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Figure 6.4: Intensity profiles produced by two point sources separated by a dis-
tance equal to the Rayleigh criterion, but illuminated with coherent light for dif-
ferent values of phase shifts between the two sources. The same picture as Figure
6.3 is obtained for sources in quadrature. Larger separation is obtained when the
the sources are opposite in phase and no separation when the two sources are in
phase.

CTF( fx, fy) = P(λzi fx, λzi fy) with P(x, y) the pupil function. Therefore the imaging
through an optical system can be seen as a low-pass filtering process in the spatial fre-
quency domain. This means that the beam, propagating into the optical system, loses
its high spatial frequencies, and, as a result, the finer features cannot be resolved at the
image plane. In the case of a circular pupil of radius R the cutoff frequency of the optical
system is set at fc = R/λzi. For high NA systems, the same substitution used for the
Rayleigh’s limit can be applied, to provide the more general Abbe’s limit

RAbbe =
λ

NA
. (6.15)

The physical interpretation given by Abbe is interesting [144]. He first assumed to have
a perfect periodical grating as the object to be imaged. For a periodical grating, Floquet
theory (see Appendix A) prescribes a diffraction pattern constituted by multiple diffrac-
tion orders (Floquet modes). These can be thought of as plane waves propagating in
different directions. These directions and the number of these propagating orders de-
pend on the period of the grating in terms of the wavelength. In imaging this grating,
the entrance pupil prevents the highest orders from propagating. Hence, the highest
spatial frequencies constituting the periodic object function are not propagated through
the optical system. Therefore, only the low-frequency orders reach the image plane and
provide a blurry copy of the original grating. This is the physical explanation of the cut-off
phenomenon and the reason why this cut-off is related to the entrance pupil.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Examples of confocal microscopes: (a) transmission and (b) reflection
setup. The components used are the following: laser source (LS), pinholes (PH),
lenses (L), microscope objective (MO), beam splitters (BS), camera (C) and the
object specimen (O).

6.2.4 Confocal imaging

Up to this point the imaging process has been described without any reference to the
effect of illumination, which has been always assumed to be uniform in intensity over
the object. However, shaping the illumination provides additional features, which, for
example, can increase the resolution of the optical system. A particular type of system that
exploits the advantage of engineering the illumination is the confocal microscope [148].
The confocal microscope illuminates the object with a focused beam. In a transmission
setup (Figure 6.5a ) the illumination is obtained by means of an additional train of optics.
In a reflection setup (Figure 6.5b), on the contrary, part of the same optics used for the
detection is used to illuminate the specimen, by means of beam splitters able to separate
the illumination and detection channels. However, in both cases, the setup is called
confocal because the focal planes of the illumination and detection optics coincide and the
specimen is placed at that particular plane. As shown in Figure 6.5, both confocal setups
exploit also a spatial filter at the detector plane. This pinhole delimits the field of view
at the object plane, and moreover, it rejects the out-of-focus features of the object, which
allows for better resolution and optical sectioning [148, 149]. The better resolution can
be understood with an SDT analysis. Spatially coherent light is assumed, and therefore
the convolution integrals are intended to include complex amplitudes and not intensities.
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Since the illumination can be thought of as arising from the imaging of a point source,
it can be modeled as well with a coherent spread function, namely CSFillum. In order
not to overload the notation, the model for the confocal imaging is developed in only
one dimension; however, the model for the two-dimensional case is straightforward to
derive. Starting from (6.8), the GO prediction of the object should be modified. Indeed,
the object is partially illuminated and therefore it can be described as the product of the
CSF of the illumination and of the object amplitude CSFillum(xo)Ug(xo), where, again for
the sake of simple notation, the optical system is assumed to provide no magnification
(M = 1 and therefore x̃o = xo). The convolution integral for the imaging processing
therefore becomes

Ui(xi) =
∫ ∞
−∞ CSFdet(xi − xo)CSFillum(xo)Ug(xo)dxo . (6.16)

If the field of view imposed by the illumination is small with respect to the object, a
scanning of the latter at the illumination plane is needed; this can be modeled as a simple
shift of the object

Ui(xi, xi) =
∫ ∞
−∞ CSFdet(xi − xo)CSFillum(xo)Ug(xo − xi)dxo . (6.17)

At this stage any image is a function of the shift imposed xi. To model the field stop at the
detector plane, it can be assumed that only the information on the optical axis is recorded
by the detector, that means xi = 0:

Ûi(xi) = Ui(xi = 0, xi) =
∫ ∞
−∞ CSFdet(−xo)CSFillum(xo)Ug(xo − xi)dxo . (6.18)

The final image Ûi(xi) is therefore constructed by recording the single intensities at the
detector plane for every scanning position. Moreover, in most systems, due to the circular
symmetry of the lenses used, the CSFs are circularly symmetric, and this fact provides
CSFdet(−xo) = CSFdet(xo). A further change of variable gives the final version of the
confocal imaging process model, viz.,

Ûi(xi) =
∫ ∞
−∞ CSFdet(xo + xi)CSFillum(xo + xi)Ug(xo)dxo . (6.19)

The kernel in such an imaging process is given by the product of the illumination and
detection CSFs. The improvement in resolution can be evaluated by carrying out the
same process used to determine Abbe’s criterion. Owing to the convolution theorem of
the Fourier transformation, the coherent transfer function of the imaging process is given
by

CTFcon f oc( fx) = CTFillum( fx) ∗ CTFdet( fx) (6.20)

where ∗ indicates the convolution operation. In the simpler case of rectangular one-
dimensional pupils for the illumination and detection optics (one-dimensional projec-
tion of the most common case of circular pupils), the convolution process results in a
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triangular function with cut-off frequency located at fc = 2NA/λ and therefore an Abbe
resolution limit of

Rcon f oc
Abbe =

λ

2NA
. (6.21)

It is interesting that the same resolution performance could have been obtained with
an optical system with wide field illumination (no focused illumination) and incoherent
illumination. In that case, in fact, the convolution process involves the PSF and not the
CSF. The Fourier transform of the PSF is given by the autoconvolution of the system CSF
giving again back the same cut-off frequency as was found for the confocal microscope.

6.3 Super Oscillatory Lens

As discussed in the previous section, the diffraction of light introduces effects in an op-
tical system that permit the resolution of small features. Moreover, it has been shown
how these effects are strictly related to the size of the pupil, entrance or exit, of the opti-
cal system. It is then immediate to think that a possible engineering of the pupil could
increase the resolution, at least the two-point resolution, according to the Rayleigh’s defi-
nition (6.3). Actually Rayleigh himself most probably tried this technique to increase the
resolution in a telescope [150]. He exploited the fact that an annular aperture gives a PSF
with a sharper central spot than the PSF of a completely clear aperture of the same radius.
This fact can be understood by observing that the Fourier transform of a ring function
is actually proportional to a Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth order, J0(x), that
has actually zeros closer to the central axis compared to J1(x). Almost a century later,
Toraldo di Francia improved the annular solution, by considering multiple rings of dif-
ferent phases. His idea involved placing multiple phase rings to sharpen the central spot
and somehow keeping the formation of the side lobes under control [151]. The conclu-
sion was that, in principle, the two-point resolution can be increased with no limitation,
at the cost of efficiency. In this process of sharpening of the PSF, in fact, the optical
confinement of the light reaching the focal plane is gradually decreased. However, based
on the conclusions of Toraldo di Francia, different works have been proposed to synthe-
size new pupil functions able to improve resolution performance. Good reviews about
these different techniques may be found in [148, 150]. Most of these techniques use am-
plitude or phase filters inside the optical system, to modify the pupil function and, as a
consequence, to modify the relative PSF or CSF. It is important to notice that all these
techniques, which can be gathered under the category of pupil engineering, can increase
the Rayleigh’s resolution, but they cannot increase the Abbe’s global resolution. In fact,
by simply modifying the pupil function, the characteristic dimension of the pupil, which
by arguments of duality in the Fourier spaces determines the cut-off frequency in the op-
tical bandwidth, is in general not affected. As will be demonstrated later, if one redefines
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the Abbe’s criterion by considering only a local contribution of the CSF, the resolution
performances of an optical system can be improved according to Abbe’s criterion also
with pupil engineering. Actually, in the more conventional global sense, Abbe’s limit can
be improved only by employing near-field techniques. Near-field techniques include any
kind of optical system where the near-field contribution of radiation from the object is
collected and transferred to the detector before it has decayed too much. However, near-
field techniques require some kind of optical tip close to the specimen, which increases
the complexity of mechanical movements in order to avoid possible collisions with the
specimen.

Recently, a new way to achieve increased Rayleigh’s resolution has been proposed by Zhe-
ludev and his coworkers with the concept of the super oscillatory lens (SOL) [152, 153]. The
main idea is to exploit a property of interference of waves, the so called super oscillation,
to shape the PSF or CSF of the optical system to increase the two-point resolution. The
main advantages of this solution are the large distance between the specimen and the
optical head required to obtain this effect (as compared to near-field techniques) and the
improved efficiency (as compared to the simple annular mask of Rayleigh). Moreover,
Zheludev et al. have experimentally shown the increased capability in resolving two sim-
ple slits that otherwise could not have been resolved with conventional diffraction limited
optics [152]. However, the system proposed suffers from a couple of limitations and is-
sues which deserve further research, which is the main content of this chapter. The solu-
tion proposed works in transmission. This limits the possible application of the SOL to
transmissive samples only. Moreover, the SOL proposed is based on an amplitude mask,
which is by definition characterized by a reduced efficiency. In addition, the experimental
demonstration was limited to a small field of view. These facts make the SOL unsuitable
for the use in semiconductor metrology, although it looks promising due to its features.
The following sections tackle these limitations: the efficiency issues can be solved with
a phase SOL, Section 6.4, an analysis of the field-of-view performances is given in Sec-
tion 6.5, and a confocal reflection microscope exploiting the SOL is reported in Section
6.6. But, first of all, the concept of the SOL must be explained. Super oscillation (SO) is
defined as the presence, in a signal, of a local oscillation that is faster than the highest
signal Fourier component. An example of SO is reported in Figure 6.6. In this figure, a
signal, composed of a linear combination of sine functions, g(x) = ∑n ansin(2π fnx), is
shown. The frequencies considered are fn ∈ [1.05, 1.2, 1.3, 3]. As it can be seen in the
plot, the signal is quite well approximated, in the neighborhood of the origin, by a sine
function with frequency f = 2. The concept of SO is attractive because it can be seen
as increasing in the local bandwidth, without modifying at all the real bandwidth of the
signal. Transferring this concept to the optical design, means that a spot, created by the
interference of plane waves that can propagate in free space or in a limited NA system, is
locally characterized by spatial frequencies higher than the limit imposed by the optical
bandwidth. As stated before, a way to create this SO spot is to resort to the interference
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Figure 6.6: Example of a super oscillation in a signal constructed as a linear com-
bination of sine functions. The SO signal is best approximated around the origin
by a sine function sin(2π2x) whose frequency is higher than all the frequencies
of the sine functions composing the signal.

of plane waves. This is going to be explained by means of an example available in the
literature [152], that has been theoretically and and experimentally studied.

6.3.1 Experimental and numerical characterization of an amplitude SOL

The amplitude SOL is an amplitude mask made of a 100-nm-thick layer of Titanium de-
posited on top of a 700-µm-thick glass substrate. Twenty-five rings of different widths
have been etched on the titanium layer by means of an electron beam lithographic pro-
cess. The manufacturing of this prototype has been carried out at Kavli Institute of
Nanoscience, Delft and Else Kooi Laboratories, Delft. A detail of a scanning electron
micrograph of one of the prototypes is reported in Figure 6.7. When a plane wave, nor-
mally incident, hits the screen of the SOL, light starts to diffract from the rings. This
diffraction field can be seen, by means of the ASM, as a collection of weighted plane
waves propagating along different directions. At planes far from the screen, these waves
interfere with each other to provide a SO spot. The SOL prototype has been designed
in [152] via a particle-swarm optimization (PSO) process with the objective of attaining a
sub-diffraction spot at 640 nm. A sub-diffraction spot is a spot whose FWHM is smaller
than λ/2. The limit of λ/2 is equivalent to having an Airy spot created by a lens with
NA = 1. Because of the limited internal TNO experimental facilities, it was possible to
study the SOL behavior only at 635 nm wavelength. Since the SO effect is caused by inter-
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Figure 6.7: Detail of a scanning electron micrograph of one of the SOL prototypes
used for the experimental characterization.

ference of plane waves, the performance (location of sub-diffraction spots) may vary with
the wavelength. To check for these possible variations, numerical simulations have been
carried out at 635 nm. A natural way to study the behavior of the SOL is the ASM [152].
Among other SDT techniques, in fact, the ASM allows including high NA beams into
the simulation, although the propagation distance is somewhat limited (for a discussion
of these limitations see Appendix D). The SOL has been characterized as a fully opaque
screen with transparent rings, therefore with a transmittance function tSOL(xo, yo) that
is zero in the opaque regions and one in the transparent ones. The spectrum of plane
waves excited by the transmittance is computed by means of a Fourier transformation.
Next, this spectrum is propagated for different distances, zi, along the optical axis. The
complex field distribution at each plane is then computed by back Fourier transforming
the plane waves spectrum. In formulas:

t̃SOL( fx, fy) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ tSOL(xo, yo)e−i2π( fxxo+ fy yo)dxodyo (6.22)

Ei(xi, yi; zi) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ t̃SOL( fx, fy)ei2π

√
1
λ2− f 2

x− f 2
y zi ei2π( fxxi+ fy yi)dxidyi . (6.23)

An overview of the simulated situation is reported in Figure 6.8. The knowledge of the
diffraction patterns at different location allows selecting the operation zones where a sub-
diffraction spot is achieved. In parallel with a conventional lens, the point where an
interesting sub-diffraction spot has been found (usually the minimum) is called the focus
of the SOL. This definition is not appropriate, because at that location the light is not
focused and that point is often characterized by spots of reduced intensity with respect
to its neighboring regions. However, the term focus helps using the nomenclature of a
conventional confocal microscope system, where the specimen is usually located at the
focal plane of the objective lens. Maps of intensities as a function of one transverse
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Figure 6.8: Artistic impression of the ASM model used to numerically simulate
the behavior of the SOL at different planes.

dimension and of the longitudinal distance have been created. An example of such map
is reported in Figure 6.9. The plot highlights the typical features of a SO spot:

• the SO spot does not coincide with the point of maximum intensity along the lon-
gitudinal axis;

• the SO spot is of sub-diffraction size (< λ/2) for a limited range along the longitu-
dinal axis (limited depth of focus according to the conventional optics parallelism
discussed above);

• the SO spot is surrounded by side lobes, often of higher intensity (limited field of
view).

The SO spot, in the range of distances between 5µm and 6µm, is characterized by a
FWHM below the λ/2 limit with a minimum spot size of 0.3λ, 40% smaller than the
diffraction limit.

To prove these results, a transmission setup characterizing the properties of the SOL has
been built. A setup similar to the one used to characterize the dielectric resonator lenses
of Chapter 4, reported in Figure B.4 of Appendix B, has been used. The high NA objective
lens allows preserving the large spatial frequency content generated by the SOL due to
the diffraction and reimaging it at the detector without an extremely low cut off. Similar
maps as the one reported in Figure 6.9 have been created, and they are compared with the
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Figure 6.9: Intensity profile from the SOL as a function of the transverse dimen-
sion, x, and the longitudinal dimension, z. The highlighted zone represents the
region where the central spot is characterized by a sub-diffraction width.

numerical results in Figure 6.10. From this comparison, it emerges that the ASM is quite
an accurate method to evaluate the performances of the SOL, especially if the intensity
shape of the diffraction pattern is of interest. Indeed the experimental maps differ from
the numerical one by just a small amount (shift in the position of the minimum spot of
around 500 nm), which is ascribable to small measurement inaccuracies. For example,
the objective lens used to reimage the SOL diffraction pattern has a depth of focus of
λ/NA2 ≈ 700 nm. This can explain the displacement between the experimental and
numerical maps. The asymmetries present in the x and y maps can be traced back to
manufacturing tolerances of the SOL prototype and/or a small tilt between the SOL plane
and the incident beam. Nevertheless, the measurement can be defined as in agreement
with the theoretical predictions. More in detail, in Figure 6.11, the FWHM of the central
spot is reported with respect to the distance from the SOL. Again, the measurements
results are compared with the theoretical ones, and they show a good agreement within
the measurement accuracy, shown with the bars in the graph, at least in the region of
minimum spot. In Figure 6.11, it is also shown the trend of the intensity of the SOL spot
with respect to the distance from the SOL plane. From both pictures again one property
of the SOL becomes clear, for which the minimum spot size does not coincide with the
maximum intensity. This is obviously a problem in terms of efficiency and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) in a measurement process. These problems will be tackled in a more
theoretical framework in the next sections.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.10: Comparison of intensity profiles from the SOL as a function of the
transverse dimension, x, and the longitudinal dimension, z: (a) numerical one,
as reported in Figure 6.9, (b),(c) experimental intensity profiles along the x and
y dimensions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: (a) FWHM of the SOL spot with respect to the longitudinal distance
from the SOL normalized to the wavelength λ: black curves experimental results,
blue curve numerical result, the red dashed line is the diffraction limit 0.5. (b)
Intensity of the SOL spot as a function of the distance from the spot, normalized
to the maximum intensity within the range of distances.

Figure 6.12: Artistic impression of the imaging point scanning transmission
setup. The elements are: laser source (LS), collimating lens (L1), nanometric
stage (NPS), amplitude SOL (ASOL), object specimen (O), microscope objective
(MO), tube lens (L2), pinhole (PH), camera (C).

6.3.2 Imaging experiment with an amplitude SOL in a transmission
setup

The most straightforward imaging setup is a point-scanning transmission setup, imple-
mented in a similar fashion as reported in [152]. An artistic impression of the setup is
shown in Figure 6.12. After the characterization of the spot of the SOL, an object con-
stituted of two transparent slits etched on a titanium layer has been placed at the focal
plane of the SOL. The distance between the two slits is 400 nm (see Figure 6.13). At
the back of the object, a conventional microscope made of a NA = 0.55 objective mi-
croscope and a coupled tube lens is used to reimage the object illuminated by the SO
pattern. The objective microscope is different from the one used for the characterization,
since a larger working distance (WD) is necessary to accommodate the object (≈ 800µm
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.13: Imaging performances of the point-scanning transmission setup
with the amplitude SOL, Figure 6.12: (a) critical dimensions of the two slits ob-
ject used to test the imaging properties; (b) image of the object after the post-
processing of the point-scanning images; (c) image (inverted intensity colors) of
the same object obtained with wide-field incoherent illumination and the same
objective used for the SOL setup; (c) inset: a cut of the image along the black line.

thick) between the SOL and the objective itself. The working mode is in point scanning.
To realize that, once the SO spot was characterized at the detector plane, the field stop
pinhole has been implemented in post processing, by just selecting an area equal to one
third of the SO spot FWHM centered on the optical axis. An image of the object has been
reconstructed by scanning the object in x, y directions and averaging the detected inten-
sity within the field stop pinhole area. The reconstructed image is reported in Figure 6.13.
As can be seen in Figure 6.13, the two slits are resolved by means of the SO spot in the
illumination pattern. For the sake of comparison, an image obtained with the aid of the
same objective lens (NA = 0.55) for the illumination and detection is also shown. The
source of the illumination comes from the back of the object and the microscope works in
reflection; therefore the image taken with only the objective lens is in inverted intensity
with the respect to the one taken with the SOL. The use of white light makes the evalua-
tion of the resolution limits a little bit more complex, to make a fair comparison between
the two systems. As it is explained in Subsection 6.2.3, whatever the definition adopted
for the resolution (Abbe’s or Rayleigh’s) it depends from the wavelength. With white light
illumination, usually all the wavelengths within the visible spectrum take part in the illu-
mination and detection process. However, the one at the middle of the spectrum, namely
λ = 550 nm [149], is chosen as the reference wavelength. The intensity reaching the de-
tector for a confocal microscope with white light imaging a point object can be found to be
proportional to PSF2 [148]. This means, that, according to the Rayleigh criterion, the res-
olution is equal to RRayleigh

NA=0.55 = 0.61λ/NA = 0.61 · 550 nm/0.55 = 610 nm. Considering
also the case of Abbe’s resolution specialized for a coherent case, which is typical in case
of focused illumination [148], with a double passage through a system with spatial band-
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width cutoff at NA/λ, the resolution is RAbbe
NA=0.55 = λ/2NA = 550 nm/(2 · 0.55) = 500

nm. Therefore, both criteria predict that the two slits, assumed as point sources, cannot
be resolved by a system with an objective lens with NA = 0.55. It may be argued that the
two slits considered in the experiment can be resolved by using a lens with higher NA.
A further proof, with smaller features and higher NA lens, was not possible, due to the
limited availability of components. However, it is undeniable that shaping the illumina-
tion with a SOL allows resolving the two slits, even with a reduced NA lens. Despite the
demonstrated ability to resolve two-slit objects of limited extent, a transmission confocal
setup that employs an amplitude SOL is far from being considered a feasible solution for
the realistic implementation of a confocal microscope. The main issues can be summa-
rized as follows.

• An amplitude mask is not efficient. In particular, the SOL prototype used is charac-
terized by just a 48.7% of transparent aperture, determining a reduction in power
of almost 50% on top of the already known efficiency reduction due to the SO pat-
tern (reduced optical confinement in the probe). For the SOL prototype considered,
the numerical estimate of the power in the SO spot is equal to almost 0.05% of the
transmitted power.

• An amplitude SOL prevents implementing a reflection setup. Most of the light, in
fact, would be reflected back at the SOL interface and it would add to the reflected
signal from the object. Considering that around 52% of the incident light is re-
flected by the SOL and that only the 2.4% is confined in the optical probe, there
is no possibility to isolate the reflected signal from the high intensity background
noise. Furthermore polarization separation techniques are not useful, since the
SOL has been experimentally characterized to be polarization maintaining.

• So far, the experimental demonstration of the imaging capabilities has been limited
to objects of limited extent. To design a microscope to be used in semiconductor
metrology applications, the imaging properties must be shown also for large-extent
objects. The main limitation is the presence of the high-intensity side rings that
illuminate the objects. The reflected light from these zones may enter into the
pinhole field stop.

6.4 Phase SOL

The first issue with an amplitude SOL, as highlighted before, is the reduced efficiency.
Although a SOL cannot create an optical probe as efficient as a conventional lens, due to
the way the light is squeezed at the SOL focal plane, however, benefits could be gained
if the amplitude SOL (ASOL) is replaced by a phase SOL (PSOL). A PSOL is a phase
mask, usually realized by shaping a transparent dielectric material such as fused silica,
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to be placed into the pupil of the optical system. By shaping the incoming wavefront,
interference effects at a certain distance from the PSOL can be created, as it is done for the
ASOL. Owing to the reduced reflections of fused silica (around 4% of reflectance for each
interface in the visible spectrum), the PSOL can have an improved efficiency performance
with respect to the ASOL. To design a PSOL the same optimization scheme used for the
ASOL may be employed [154]. However, these techniques do not define a target function
with requirements, but they just minimize the shape of the phase distribution onto the
mask in such a way that the minimum is a SO spot. For this reason we have developed
an optimization technique based on the use of a target function.

6.4.1 SO target function described by Chebyschev polynomials

The idea behind the use of a target function is that in this way any optimization routine
can be guided to find the optimum by just evaluating the difference between the actual
figure of merit and a target one. For the SOL application, a suitable target function is to
assign a specific intensity light distribution in a desired focal plane. From this viewpoint,
the problem is how to define an SO distribution that is feasible to be realized by using a
PSOL. An SO distribution can be characterized by three main figures of merit:

• the FWHM width of the spot;

• the side-lobe level (SLL): the ratio between the central peak intensity and the close-
by intensity side rings. This definition is strictly related with the next parameter;

• the field of view, FOV, namely the diameter within the intensity side rings are in
intensity at maximum 1/SLL times the intensity central peak. The FOV and SLL
gives the extent of the quiet area around the SO spot and the signal-to-background
level within this quiet region.

Unfortunately, the freedom of choosing the above parameters is rather limited. Indeed,
it is not guaranteed, in principle, that a distribution with given FWHM, SLL, FOV can
be created by the interference of plane waves. This is due to the fact that a function
containing high spatial frequencies, higher than the available optical bandwidth, cannot
be created by interference of propagating plane waves at any plane in the far field from
the SOL. A nice way to handle all these requirements, but still managing to define an
SO distribution with limitations in optical bandwidth, is described in [155–157]. In these
works, it is mentioned that the technique proposed is mainly derived from a well estab-
lished procedure used to design super-gain antennas [158]. Actually, Toraldo di Francia
himself took inspiration from the super-gain antennas to derive his idea of shaping the
PSF [151]. For super-gain antennas Chebyschev polynomials can be used to shape the
far-field pattern in the angular domain. The term super-gain, although a misnomer, has
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been used for those antennas, or arrays of antennas, whose directivity is higher than a
reference antenna of the same size. The improved directivity is achieved by modulating
the amplitude and phase of the antenna system elements in a very precise way. Although
the final efficiency is quite poor, and therefore the gain itself, the high directive proper-
ties of these antennas have been shown. Moreover, it has been shown that, by using the
representation with Chebyschev polynomials, in principle, any value of directivity can be
reached although the optimal excitation becomes quite sensitive to variations and the ef-
ficiency is reduced [158]. The fact that any value of directivity can be attained suggests to
use the same approach to the design of SOL. In fact, from the Fourier domain synthesis
(super-gain antennas), with a proper mapping, the problem can be transformed into the
synthesis of any kind of spot size made of just propagating waves. Moreover, the main
feature of this approach, based on a representation with Chebyschev polynomials, is that
for a fixed maximum order of the Chebyschev polynomials, if the SLL is a fixed require-
ment, the procedure provides the distribution with the minimum spot size. Vice-versa,
it is also true that if the spot size is fixed, the procedure provides the distribution with
the maximum SLL. In the following the procedure will be explained in details. The idea
is that the target distribution Etar can be represented as a superposition of plane waves.
When only plane waves propagating with a component along the positive z direction are
considered, the interference pattern in one transverse dimension, x, can be written as a
linear combination of complex exponentials

Etar(x) =
n=(Np−1)/2

∑
n=−(Np−1)/2

an exp(in∆kx) (6.24)

where Np is the number of plane waves used and where an are complex coefficients.
The plane waves are assumed to have transverse wavenumber components n∆k to be
equally spaced within the available spatial bandwidth, so ∆k = 2π

λ
2NA
Np−1 . Assuming an odd

number of plane waves and a symmetric excitation a−n = an, the following mathematical
steps can be carried out

Etar(x) = a0 +
(Np−1)/2

∑
n=1

an(e−in∆kx + ein∆kx) = a0 +
(Np−1)/2

∑
n=1

2an cos(n∆kx) =

=
(Np−1)/2

∑
n=0

bn cos
[
n cos−1(u)

]
(6.25)

where

bn =

{
a0, n = 0
2an, n 6= 0 (6.26)

u = cos(∆kx) . (6.27)

The terms summed in (6.25) can be recognized as the expression of Chebyschev poly-
nomials of different order in the variable u, Tn(u) = cos [n cos−1(u)]. This means that
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the target distribution can be written as a linear combination of Chebyschev polynomials
with unknown coefficients. To determine these coefficients, the requirements must be
applied. First, the process to impose a required SLL in the distribution is described. Next,
the modifications to reach the required spot size will be explained. The linear combi-
nation of Chebyschev polynomials can be used to represent any polynomial of the same
order (in the case of the target function, the maximum order is (Np− 1)/2). For example
the Chebyschev polynomial T(Np−1)/2(χ) can be represented by that linear combination,
once a proper mapping between the variables χ, u is found.

T(Np−1)/2(χ) =
(Np−1)/2

∑
n=0

bn cos
[
n cos−1(u)

]
(6.28)

The proper mapping is found by setting a linear relation such as χ = C1u + C2. The idea
is that a Chebyschev polynomial can be used to represent an SO spot. The region |χ| ≤ 1,
for which the Chebyschev polynomial is bounded |Tn(χ)| ≤ 1, should correspond to
half the extent of FOV extension, while the remaining part of the polynomial, |χ| ≥ 1
contributes for the central peak. Exactly the maximum extent of the mapping χmax should
correspond to the point where the Chebyschev polynomial has a value equal to the SLL.
Hence, the mapping constants can be found by solving the following system of equations

{
C1 cos

(
∆k FOV

2

)
+ C2 = −1

cosh
[

2
Np−1 cosh−1(

√
SLL)

]
= C1 + C2

(6.29)

Once the proper mapping is set, the coefficients bn of the Chebyschev expansion (6.25)
can be found by matching the coefficients of equal powers. When the spot size is of
interest, rather than the SLL, the procedure is identical apart for the second equation in
the mapping (6.29). This in fact, should be modified to handle the spot size constraint.
To force the spot size to a given value ∆x (distance between the two first zero of the central
peak) is sufficient to impose that for x = ∆x/2 the Chebyschev polynomial T(Np−1)/2(χ)

be zero. The expression for the first zero close to the limit χ = 1 can be found by using
the definition of the Chebyschev polynomial within the range |χ| ≤ 1

T(Np−1)/2 = cos
[

Np − 1
2

cos−1(χ)

]
= 0

Np − 1
2

cos−1(χ) =
π

2

χ = cos
(

π

Np − 1

)
(6.30)

The new system of equations for the mapping constants is{
C1 cos

(
∆k FOV

2

)
+ C2 = −1

cos
(

π
Np−1

)
= C1 cos

(
∆k∆x

2

)
+ C2

(6.31)
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Figure 6.14: Example of a SO distribution built by means of a Chebyschev poly-
nomials expansion. On top of the curve the main features of the distribution are
reported. The other parameters used are NA = 0.6 and Np = 11.

An example of an SO target distribution synthesized with the above procedure is pre-
sented in Figure 6.14. It can be seen that a spot with FWHM = 0.3λ can be obtained
with a set of Np = 11 plane waves with directions uniformly distributed within a cone of
light with maximum NA = 0.6. The capability of constructing an SO distribution is then
demonstrated for this procedure. Moreover, the initial requirements, FOV and SLL, are
satisfied. It is worthwhile noticing that outside the FOV, the distribution presents high
peaks, significantly larger than the central one. This is again a typical feature of an SO
distribution. Although the plane waves are by definition infinite in extent and therefore
the target function in equation (6.25) is infinitely periodic, it can be assumed as gener-
ated by a cone of finite angular extent, expressible in terms of plane waves. This implies
that the target function can be safely masked within one period and made circularly sym-
metric, as required for the diffraction pattern of a circular pupil filter. Furthermore, the
coefficients an of the plane waves expansions are real-valued. The content of the next
subsection is to find a way for which a phase plate can generate a diffraction pattern that
well approximates the plane-wave expansion generating the desired SO distribution.

6.4.2 Optimization of phase plates to achieve SO distribution

The most straightforward way to obtain an exact copy of the target function distribution
at the desired plane is to backpropagate the plane waves and compute the complex ampli-
tudes of the involved plane waves. But this requires an amplitude modulation and phase
modulation at the pupil plane, which is hard to achieve. One possibility is to use a spa-
tial light modulator (SLM) that combines both amplitude and phase modulations. This
technique was proposed in [157], but, in the end, the final SO spot size achievable is lim-
ited by the resolution of the SLM. Moreover, by implementing an amplitude modulation,
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the final design would be quite inefficient, since part of the light is either reflected or
absorbed. A more efficient way, as stated before, it is to use phase plates. However, phase
plates only modify the wavefront, and they do not affect the amplitude distribution. For
this reason, the phase plate should be optimized to get a diffraction pattern that is a good
approximation of the desired target function. To this end, it is enough to define a com-
plex transmission distribution at the pupil plane and to optimize that. The constraint,
imposed by the use of phase plates, is that the magnitude of this complex transmission
distribution is everywhere one. Two different designs have been investigated, one char-
acterized by short-range working distance, in the order of microns, (SRPSOL) and one
by a long-range working distance, in the order of millimiters, (LRPSOL). The SRPSOL
is implemented by means of quantized phase plates. The quantization is defined by the
maximum number of levels, NL, of thickness available. Further, any phase distribution
is approximated by a “staircase”-like function [159]. The staircase profile is realized by
means of iterative lithographic and etching steps of transparent substrates. If NL is an
even number, the different quantization steps can be labeled following a binary coding.
For example with NL, the quantization steps are φ(r) ∈ {0, π/2, π , 3π/2}, which can
be coded as {00, 01, 10, 11}. By considering fixed width rings on the phase plate and
assigning one string of two bits to each ring, the problem of optimization of the trans-
mission distribution is translated into the optimization of a string of bits (given NR the
number of rings used on the plate, the total number of bits in a string to be optimized is
NR · log2 NL). The strategy for optimizing the SRPSOL can exploit the binary nature of
the problem and use a genetic algorithm (GA) approach to find the best phase distribu-
tion. For each string of bits considered, the beam hitting the phase plate is propagated
up to the desired plane, and its diffraction pattern is compared with the target function.
Since the distance of the SRPSOL is not so large, the ASM can be used for propagation.
This allows considering cones of light with high NA (approximately close to 1). The cost
function considers the difference with the actual distribution and the target distribution
just within the desired FOV. On the contrary, the LRPSOL works on a larger distance, so
an alternative propagation method must be used, for example the FED. The accuracy of
this propagation method, however, is limited to NA ≈ 0.6÷ 0.7. A way to get an SO spot
with this limited NA is to use a phase plate in combination with a lens placed just after
the phase plate. The role of the lens is to focus the wavefront shaped by the phase plate
in such a way to demagnify it by a proper factor. For the numerical propagation of the
beam, a modified version of the FED, where the effect of a lens is modeled as a parabolic
phase wavefront added on top of the plate phase distribution, has been used. Being de-
magnified by the lens, the minimum feature dimensions present on the phase plate are
quite larger than the wavelength. In this case, also a continuous profile can be realized.
The manufacturing of the continuous profile on a dielectric can be done by means of
diamond turning [159]. Rather than coding the phase distribution to be optimized with
binary strings, as in the case of the SRPSOL, considering a continuous phase profile, it is
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Table 6.1: Summary table for the main characteristics of the SRPSOL and LRP-
SOL.

SRPSOL LRPSOL
Working distance (WD) ≈ µm ≈mm

Phase profile Quantized Continuous
Manufacturing Lithography Diamond Turning

Propagation method ASM FED(+Lens)
Available NA ≈ 1 0.6

Phase encoding Binary Global basis functions

computationally more efficient using a set of global functions. For the LRPSOL, cosine
functions have been used. The phase distribution can be defined as

φ(r) =
Nc

∑
n=0

cn cos
(

4π
nr
D

)
(6.32)

where D is the diameter of the phase plate, Nc + 1 the number of basis functions used
and cn the unknown coefficients to be determined. The coefficients cn can have any real
value and therefore a continuous problem optimization technique, such as the particle
swarm optimization (PSO, Appendix C), can be used. Again the cost function is defined
as the difference between the actual distribution and the target distribution within the
required FOV.

Table 6.1 reports a summary of the main characteristics and differences of the SRPSOL
and LRPSOL.

Different designs for both SRPSOL and LRPSOL have been studied. For both of them,
the same target distribution has been used. This is characterized by

• wavelength: λ = 635 nm

• number of plane waves: Np = 15

• field of view: FOV = 3λ

• side-lobe level: SLL = 10

• full-width half maximum: FWHM = 0.24λ .

The SRPSOL has been optimized under the assumption of an available NA=1; the phase
has been quantized over 8 levels, therefore encoded with 3 bits for ring. 100 rings 158 nm
wide have been considered; the phase plate is assumed to be made of glass with refractive
index n = 1.5. For the LRPSOL, a lens with focal length f = 3 mm and NA = 0.6 has
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.15: (a) PSF of the SRPSOL, at WD = 3.1µm, optimized considering
the target function within the entire FOV; b) the resulting optimized phase profile
of the SRPSOL.

been used. Furthermore, Nc = 10 cosine base functions have been used. The same
materials as in the case of the SRPSOL have been considered for the phase plate of the
LRPSOL. For both lenses, the optimization has considered a cost function that evaluates
the squared error between the actual and target distributions within the entire FOV. The
PSF of the SRPSOL, obtained at 3.1µm, compared with the target distribution is shown
in Figure 6.15 together with the optimized phase distribution. It is clear that the designed
SRPSOL has a wider spot than that prescribed by the target function. Nevertheless, the
spot is almost 20% smaller than the one of a lens with NA = 1. Moreover, there are no
side lobes, even outside the required FOV. The efficiency, defined as the power within the
central spot with respect to the power incident on the phase plate, has been computed
and it is equal to η = 0.91% (a diffraction limited lens has an efficiency of η = 86%).
However, this inefficiency is not dramatic, since it is a known property of the SO spot.
A fairer comparison can be made with the ASOL, whose efficiency is η = 0.01%, which
means that the SRPSOL is characterized by an efficiency almost 90 times bigger.

The optimization has been carried out also for the LRPSOL, by using the PSO algorithm.
The PSF at the focal plane of the lens and the relative phase distribution of the phase
plate are shown in Figure 6.16. Also for the LRPSOL, the distribution chosen is a too
difficult target to be matched. In fact, the optimized phase plate provides a SO spot with a
FWHM = 0.68λ, larger than the required 0.24λ. However, it is smaller than the FWHM
width of the spot for a diffraction-limited lens with NA = 0.6, that is FWHM = 0.86λ.
The efficiency for this lens has been numerically found to be η = 1.82%.

The reason why neither design, SRPSOL and LRPSOL, reaches the required perfor-
mance, in terms of SO distribution, must be found in the approximation of the required
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.16: (a) PSF at the focal plane of the lens for the LRPSOL compared with
the target distribution. The LRPSOL has been optimized considering the target
function within the entire FOV. (b) Continuous phase profile for the LRPSOL.

wavefront. In fact, being characterized by an amplitude modulation of the plane-wave
spectrum, this wavefront is difficult to approximate by a phase-only shaping device. Fur-
ther studies have been carried out for both devices on the characterization of the sensi-
tivity due to parameter variation of the illumination. The analysis has been focused on
two possible variations: defocus and wavelength variation. Transverse slices of the PSF at
different distances from the lens plane and at different wavelengths are reported in Fig-
ure 6.17. Both analyses reveal that, within the range analyzed (defocus ±λ, wavelength
fractional band 1.6%), the SO spot does not change sensitively.

To estimate on how much the optimization can be pushed, the requirements on the FOV
have been relaxed. Instead of evaluating the cost function as a difference between the
actual and target distribution over the entire FOV, only the zone within the first two zeros
of the target function has been considered. The optimization procedure, applied for both
LRPSOL and SRPSOL, shows result of an extremely sharp central peak can be achieved
at the expense of the FOV. The newly optimized PSFs are shown in Figure 6.18. Actually,
even with spatial frequency band limitations (NA = 1 for SRPSOL and NA = 0.6 for
LRPSOL), it is possible to obtain SO spots, which locally overcome the diffraction limits.
For the SRPSOL the achieved FWHM is FWHMSRPSOL = 0.25λ, whereas for the LRP-
SOL is slightly larger, but quite well below the limit of 0.5λ, FWHMLRPSOL = 0.36λ.
By squeezing so much the energy close to the optical axis, the effect that diffraction
imposes is the presence of high energy side rings. The closest rings limit the FOV to
FOVSRPSOL = 0.58λ and FOVLRPSOL = 0.72λ. The reduction of the FOV may be detri-
mental for imaging large-extent objects due to the high-intensity scattered light, gener-
ated by the close-by side rings, when the central SO spot is scanned over the object. A
discussion of the effect of these side rings and of the possible counteractions is the con-
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Figure 6.17: Sensitivity of the PSF shape for against defocus and wavelength
variations: a),b) SRPSOL; c),d) LRPSOL.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.18: PSFs of the SRPSOL and LRPSOL optimized considering the tar-
get function only in the region within the two zeros around the central peak:
a) SRPSOL, b) LRPSOL. The arrows show the extent of the FWHM for the
two PSFs, who are FWHMSRPSOL = 0.25λ and FWHMLRPSOL = 0.36λ with
FOVSRPSOL = 0.58λ and FOVLRPSOL = 0.72λ.

tent of the next sections.

In conclusion, the procedure proposed gives the possibility to design phase plates that
generate sub-diffraction SO spots. In the design procedure an optimization routine is
used to come up with an optimal design, but constraints on the available NA and the
desired FOV and SLL can be inserted. Unfortunately, the optimization procedure is not
always capable of returning devices with a performance close to the desired ones, but this
is more due to the technology chosen (phase masks), rather than due to the procedure. If
the masks can be tuned both in amplitude and phase, in fact, the design strategy provides
results extremely close to the desired ones. Nevertheless, the LRPSOL and SRPSOL are
characterized by a higher efficiency than the amplitude SOLs and, especially for the LRP-
SOL, the working distances involved may lead to the use of this device in a commercial
instrument.

6.5 Linear theory analysis of SO imaging

In Section 6.3 the experimental results of imaging two slits with a microscope in which
the illumination is provided by a SOL have been shown. Moreover, in Section 6.4 it has
been shown that, if there are limitations in the available NA, the minimization of the
FWHM of the SOL central spot is performed at the cost of an extent of the FOV. The side
rings move closer to the central spot and become higher. Now the question is how these
side rings influence the imaging performance. The scope of this section is, in fact, to
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Figure 6.19: PSFs, normalized to the central value, of different lenses used to
evaluate the imaging performance: clear rectangular aperture characterized by
NA = 1 (solid line), SOL1 with FWHM1 ≈ 0.4λ and FOV1 ≈ 16λ (dashed
line), SOL2 with FWHM2 ≈ 0.32λ and FOV2 ≈ 2λ (dashed-dotted line). The
FOVs have been defined assuming a SLL = 6 and, although not represented
here, for SOL1 the side lobes close to the extreme of the FOV are not higher than
the central peak.

model the effects of the side rings and provide a possible counteraction to them.

6.5.1 Confocal microscope employing SOL as illumination and detection
lens

To analyze the imaging performance of microscopes built over a SOL, the linear system
theory for confocal imaging of Section 6.2.4 is used. In particular, the key equation that
models the imaging is (6.19). The scanning is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be
one-dimensional. Two different SO patterns are analyzed. Both of them have been con-
structed by using the optimization procedure developed for the SRPSOL in Section 6.4.
The PSFs of these SOLs, together with the PSF of an ideal one-dimensional system with
NA = 1, are shown in Figure 6.19. The confocal microscope studied has the same type
of lens for both illumination and detection. In a coherent framework, for the situation
just described, equation (6.19) becomes

Ui(xi) =
∫ ∞
−∞ CSF2(xo + xi)Ug(xo)dxo (6.33)

where the image space variable xi must be understood as the variable of the scan-
ning steps over the observation area. For the ideal case (NA = 1), CSFid(xi) ∝
sinc(2πNA/λxi), the phase distribution of the CSF has been assumed constant and
therefore CSF2

id(xi) = PSFid(xi). By contrast for the two SOLs the phase distribution
at the image plane is known by means of the propagation model, and therefore these
two phases distributions have been considered in the imaging kernel; for these two cases
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Figure 6.20: Examples of imaging of two point sources placed at different dis-
tance from each other: s = 0.5λ (left), s = 0.46λ (center), s = 0.36λ (right).
The thick solid line show the threshold for the two image peaks to be resolved
according to the Rayleigh resolution limit.

obviously there is no more identity between the CSF squared and the PSF, but only the
following relationship holds |CSF2

1,2(xi)| = PSF1,2(xi). As a basis for the performance
analysis, a simple case has been considered to evaluate the resolution performance: two
point sources spaced s = 0.5λ, 0.46λ, 0.36λ, Figure 6.20. To help determine whether two
point sources are resolved or not, since all the CSFs used are not canonical, the Rayleigh
resolution criterion (Subsection 6.2.3) has been reinterpreted. For a circular aperture
the Rayleigh resolution criterion gives a distance between the two point sources equal
to RRayleigh = 0.61λ/NA. When the distance between the two point sources is equal to
this value, the image intensity distribution presents a dip in the center equal to ≈ 73%
of the intensity peaks values. For a one-dimensional case, the PSF of a clear rectangular
aperture is proportional to a sinc function, and the Rayleigh resolution limit becomes
RRayleigh = 0.5λ/NA. The dip in the center is equal to ≈ 83%. In Figure 6.20 all image
intensites are normalized to the intensity on the center, therefore, a thick black line, lo-
cated at the intensity value of 1/0.83 = 1.20 represents the minimum value of intensity
that the two peaks should have to be resolved. In these examples, all the CSFs have been
normalized to have equal power at the image plane. In this way, all the systems have
the same power, although distributed differently over the image plane. The examples
reported in Figure 6.20 confirm what is expected in theory: for not extended objects, as
two point sources are, the resolution power increases, if the CSF spot is smaller in size.
Side lobes do not affect at all the imaging properties, although, for CSF2, they are higher
in intensity than the central spot, used as optical probe.

The next step is to evaluate the effect of the side lobes. To do that, an object constituted by
an array of twelve point sources spaced s = 0.5λ has been considered first. This array con-
stitutes an object whose features should be still resolved by all three systems, but for the
case of CSF2, its extent, 6λ, goes beyond the FOV2 = 2λ limits. In Figure 6.21, the image
intensities obtained by using the three systems are reported. It is clear that for CSFid and
CSF1 the objects are correctly imaged. In particular, the contrast between the peaks is
increased when CSF1 is used compared to CSFid. The same effect can be observed for
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Figure 6.21: Twelve point sources spaced s = 0.5λ imaged by the three systems
with illumination and detection CSFs: CSFid (left), CSF1 (center), CSF2 (right).

the case of only two point sources (Figure 6.20) and it is related to the smaller size of the
SO spot with respect to the size of the central sinc spot. On the contrary, the side lobes
of CSF2 prevent the system from properly imaging the array of point sources. Indeed,
many peaks are present in the image, and no criterion can be defined to determine which
are true positives or false positives. From this viewpoint a reconstruction procedure that
corrects for the effects of side lobes may be useful to enlarge the set of applications where
the SO effect can be exploited. In principle, any hardware solution (masks, filters, pin-
holes) will destroy the interference pattern and modify the SO distribution, due to the
diffraction effects, unless this hardware is placed at the object plane. However, in this
way one of the main benefit of the SOL, namely the large working distance compared to
near-field techniques, is lost. For this reason, a post-processing technique is needed to
avoid a hardware modification in the microscope setup.

6.5.2 Reconstruction algorithm to reduce the effects of the SOL side
lobes

So far, the problems in imaging extended objects come from the presence of side lobes.
Therefore, in principle, in order to reduce these effects, the image contributions due to
these lobes should be subtracted from the final image. This is the main idea of the recon-
struction algorithm proposed here. Before describing it, it is useful to look back at the
convolution expression for one-dimensional systems and its relation to matrix algebra.
In fact, in a discretized one-dimensional space, the convolution process can be written
as an algebraic product between a matrix and a vector. For sampled signals in fact the
imaging/convolution process can be written as

Ui(xin) =
∞
∑

m=−∞ Ug(xom)CSF2(xom + xin) . (6.34)
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Figure 6.22: Schematic of the reconstruction algorithm. It is divided in two
blocks: the first one “Imaging” performs two imaging with two different sys-
tems, MSOL and Mlens; the second block is done in post processing and it exploits
an estimate of the initial object and a convolution with a known CSF representing
the side lobes of the SOL CSF, MSL

Under the assumption of an object amplitude distribution with finite intensity extent, the
process can be written as a matrix product as

Ui = MUg (6.35)

where M is a matrix of Toeplitz type, namely a matrix whose rows are constituted by
shifted copies of the CSF2 vector. Therefore, based on the matrix algebra representation,
the reconstruction algorithm proposed is represented schematically in Figure 6.22. The
idea is to exploit an approximation of the object, which is not known a priori, and to
convolve this with a CSF constituted by the SOL CSF, except for the central part where
the SO spot is located, MSL. At the end, the final image is constructed by subtracting from
the original image acquired with the SOL this second image, which represents the effect
of side lobes. To obtain an estimate of the original object and to compute the effect of side
lobes, an additional imaging is performed on the object by means of a conventional lens
of high NA, MLens. For the following examples, as a proof of principle, the conventional
lens is characterized by an NA = 1. For a conventional lens, the CSF is well known
and this is used to invert the imaging process by defining the inverse of the imaging
matrix, M−1

Lens. Actually, due to numerical noise, the exact inverse cannot be used. A
more stable inversion can be performed if a singular-value decomposition (SVD) and
a following filtering of the smaller singular values is performed on the original matrix
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Mlens. The SVD of the matrix MLens is defined as

MLens = UΣVH , Σ =


σ0 · · · 0

. . .
... σn

...
. . .

0 · · · σN

 (6.36)

whereσ1, · · · ,σN are the singular values and they are ordered according to their decreas-
ing magnitude and U and VH are unitary matrices. In order to reduce the numerical
errors, the smaller singular values are not used in the definition of the approximated
inverse matrix. This is defined as

M′−1
Lens = VΣ1UH , Σ1 =



1
σ0

· · · 0
. . .

... 1
σn

...
. . .

0 · · · 0

 . (6.37)

If the smaller singular values were kept, the diagonal matrix Σ1 would have higher values
in the last elements of the diagonal, giving problems of numerical instability. It is inter-
esting, in fact, to notice that the matrix U, VH are constituted by column vectors, which
form an orthonormal basis in the image and object space, respectively. Thus, the imaging
process can be viewed as: given a certain object vector Ug this is firstly decomposed in
the orthonormal base VH, next stretched by the singular values and finally recomposed
again in the image space orthonormal basis U. According to this model, the orthonormal
basis VH represents the degrees of freedom (DOF), or information modes, in the object
space, while U the DOF in the image space. Forcing a subset of singular values to zero
is then equivalent to saying that some DOF at the object space cannot be projected in
the corresponding new base at the image space. Hence, there is a loss of information.
This interpretation is a different way of expressing the effects of diffraction and NA limi-
tation that prevent part of the information from propagating through the optical system.
Therefore, the process of defining a more stable inverse matrix for the imaging process
is equivalent to a reduction of the NA in the system. As an example, in Figure 6.23 the
singular values and some orthonormal basis functions are plotted. In the example the
object is described with 4096 points, and this is also the rank of the matrices U, Σ, V.
From Figure 6.23, it is clear that the singular values with higher index are associated to
the DOF with the smaller features. Thus, filtering out the higher-index singular values
is equivalent to discarding the information related to the higher spatial frequencies. This
discard is unfortunately necessary when deconvolution processes are applied to realistic
imaging systems, due to the presence of measurement noise.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.23: SVD of the imaging process matrix for a conventional lens with
NA = 1: a) behavior of the singular values normalized by the first one; b) ex-
amples of three columns of the matrix V representing three different DOF at the
object space.

The algorithm, shown in Figure 6.22, has been applied to the case of the twelve point
sources spaced s = 0.5λ to enhance the imaging properties of the CSF2. The trend of the
singular values for the inversion of the conventional imaging process is the one shown
in Figure 6.23; only the first 500 singular values have been kept, since the higher-index
singular values are more than -120 dB smaller then the first one. The algorithm produces
good results, being able to remove the additional peaks and to isolate the right image
peaks of the object, as it is shown in Figure 6.24. Definitely, the contrast between the
image points is increased compared to the use of a conventional lens with ideal NA = 1.
In principle, for a limited object as the two-point object of Figure 6.20, the lens with
CSF2 is able to resolve point sources spaced less than s = 0.5λ. It is now interesting
to verify if, for extended objects, this resolving power is maintained with the help of the
reconstruction algorithm. Unfortunately, an example with the twelve point sources space
s = 0.47λ shows that the reconstruction algorithm is not able to preserve the super
resolution capabilities of the SOL for extended objects. The results for this example are
shown in Figure 6.25. The fault of the algorithm is traced back to the approximation
inserted when the imaging process performed with the conventional lens is inverted. In
fact, as a proof of this conjecture, a further test has been performed. Instead of estimating
the effect of side lobes, by convolving MSL with an estimate of the object, the exact object
has been used. This example looks artificial, since if the object is known a priori, there is
no need to image it, but, for some semiconductor metrology applications, this situation is
not far from reality. In fact, most of the times, the interest is in finding possible deviations
from known samples to evaluate the yield of the manufacturing process. In this way the
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Figure 6.24: Results of the reconstruction algorithm applied onto the imaging of
twelve point sources space s = 0.5λ performed with CSF2 and a conventional
lens with NA = 1. These results are compared to the previous imaging results
obtained with only the conventional lens and only the SOL characterized by CSF2.

Figure 6.25: Results of the reconstruction algorithm applied onto the imaging of
twelve point sources space s = 0.47λ performed with CSF2 and a conventional
lens with NA = 1. The reconstruction algorithm does not provide a correction
for the effect of the SOL side lobes in the imaging of extended objects with super
resolution.
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Figure 6.26: Imaging results when the reconstruction algorithm is applied with
the exact knowledge of the object (twelve point sources spaced s = 0.5λ, 0.4λ).
In this way no loss of information of the object is present in the system and the
super resolving power of the SOL is maintained also for extended objects.

ideal samples are well known and the imaged samples are just slightly different copies of
the ideal ones. The results, for twelve point sources spaced s = 0.5λ, 0.4λ, are reported
in Figure 6.26. The results show that, if the effect of side lobes is known without errors,
by knowing the exact object imaged, the super resolution of the SOL is maintained even
for extended objects. This means that the information on smaller features is maintained
when a SOL is used to image an object, but it is hidden by the scattering due to side
lobes, if the object spans a space larger than the FOV. It is also interesting to notice that
the resolution for extended objects is limited, even if the effect of side lobes is known
exactly. In the previous example, it is limited to s = 0.4λ for objects larger than FOV/2,
although for smaller objects, resolution up to s = 0.36λ has been achieved (see Figure
6.20). An explanation for these different limitations can be found by resorting to the
concept of the local spatial frequencies. A reduced-size object returns a non zero result,
from the imaging convolution process, only on a small area around the SO spot of the
SOL CSF. On the contrary, for more extended objects, the interaction range is larger. If a
Fourier transform of the CSF is taken, limited to the interaction area, it can be seen that
the for the case of small objects the frequency pass band of the local frequency spectrum
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Figure 6.27: Local frequency spectrum of the SOL CSF2 considering two different
interaction zones for the object. The arrows highlight the first cut-off frequencies
of the pass-bands.

is larger than that of an extended object. This means that higher spatial frequencies
are not cut off during the propagation through the optical system and therefore smaller
features can easily be resolved. This can be seen in Figure 6.27 where the local frequency
spectrum is plotted for two different interaction areas: 0.8λ (two point sources extent)
and the full FOV ≈ 2λ. The local frequency spectrum is plotted against the normalized
spatial frequencies. For a conventional optical system with NA = 1, the maximum
normalized local spatial frequency transmitted by the system is equal to fxλ = 1. If
the first zero of the spectrum is chosen as an indicator of the band extension of the
system, it can be seen from the graph that, for a small interaction zone, 0.8λ, the cut-off
frequency is set at fxλ = 3.1, while for the entire FOV, the cut-off is set at fxλ = 2.5. The
minimum resolved space between the source points is the reciprocal of the maximum cut-
off frequency, that is λ/3.1 ≈ 0.32λ for the small interaction zone and λ/2.5 = 0.4λ for
the large one. Actually, in the graph, after the two cut-off frequencies, both spectra show
second relative maxima. It can be argued that also the frequencies under the maxima
may propagate through the system, thus extending the resolving limit. However, this is
quite an ideal case, considering that the spectrum of the object consists of only one single
frequency (an infinite array of periodic points sources), while usually real object’s spectra
are not infinitesimal. This means that although some frequencies above the cut-off are
not attenuated in the propagation, the imaging of the object is not perfect due to the
missing or extremely attenuated frequencies.

Up to this point, the imaging of extended and limited objects with SOLs has been ana-
lyzed under the framework of linear system theory. It has been shown that a SOL mi-
croscope may exhibit super resolving power for limited objects. Instead, for extended
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objects (larger than the FOV of the SO spot) super resolution imaging can be performed
only with a reconstruction procedure that makes use of an “a priori” knowledge of the
object. Nevertheless, the super resolution performance is lower than the ones for limited
objects due to an increasing of the interaction area of the SO CSF and the object that
causes a reduction of the band pass properties of the system. If no “a priori” knowledge
of the object can be exploited, the reconstruction algorithm can be implemented by us-
ing a conventional system of high NA and known CSF, and retrieving an estimate of the
object by deconvolution. As with all deconvolution techniques, this algorithm is intrin-
sically prone to numerical instability that can be corrected with an SVD procedure at the
expense of the final resolution. It has been shown in this section, in fact, that implement-
ing an SVD technique only allows correcting the imaging of a SOL up to the diffraction
resolution limit and not beyond.

6.6 Confocal Reflective Microscope employing SOL

As anticipated in Section 6.3, a transmission confocal microscope is not the most pre-
ferred optical solution for imaging. The reason is that it needs to have illumination and
detection optics, without double use of the same optics, and because it can be applied
only on partly transmissive specimens. Therefore, a confocal microscope reflective setup
would be more welcome. In this way, also completely reflective objects can be imaged and
the same optics can be used for illumination and detection in the confocal setup. Once
the light is reflected by the object, it is collected by the same optics used to illuminate the
object, and then it is steered towards the detector, isolated from the illumination beam by
means of a beam splitter. In this simple setup an amplitude SOL (ASOL) cannot be used,
due to the high intensity reflection (see Subsection 6.3.2). A phase SOL (PSOL), as the
ones discussed in Section 6.4, would solve this problem, provided that an antireflection
coating is applied to the surface of the PSOL. However, there is also another possibility
that enables the use of both ASOLs and PSOLs and that makes the confocal reflective
microscope more versatile. This possibility makes use of the concept of optical relay. The
idea is to generate an SO diffraction pattern with a given NA. Optics, characterized by
a NA equal to the one needed to create the SO spot, is used to relay the SO diffraction
pattern at the object plane, that is no more located at the focal plane of the SOL, but at an-
other position in space. In this way, a polarization beam splitter can be used to isolate the
illumination and detection beam without contrast problems. The content of this section
is to describe this setup and to present the simulated results obtained in the framework
of linear systems theory.
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Figure 6.28: Overview of the confocal reflective microscope employing an ASOL.
The components referenced with acronyms are described in Table 6.2

6.6.1 Microscope description

An overview of the confocal reflective setup employing an ASOL is reported in Figure
6.28.

The microscope consists of three main blocks: the illumination chain (LS,L1, PH1, L2,
HWP, M1, M2, PO, NPS1, ASOL); the relay system (MO1, L3, L4, PBS, QWP, MO2); the
detection chain (NPS2, MO2, QWP, PBS, L5, PH2, C). As the name suggests, the role
of the first block is to shape the illumination. The light beam, diverging from the laser
source, (LS) is cleaned up by means of the lenses L1,L2 and the pinhole PH1. The half-
wave plate (HWP) is used to rotate the polarization of the beam until it is perpendicular to
the plane of incidence at the first mirror (M1). The mirrors M1, M2 are used for the align-
ment of the beam. The polarizer PO selects a preferred polarization and removes any
residual cross-polarized components after the two reflections on the mirrors. It is impor-
tant to have a pure polarization state of light to avoid cross-talk between the illumination
and detection signal in the detection chain. Finally the beam reaches the ASOL and the
SO diffraction pattern is created at the focal distance of the ASOL. A nanometric three-
axis electronically controlled stage is used to place the SO spot of interest in focus with the
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Table 6.2: Description of the components present in the optical schematic of
Figure 6.28 with the lab components used for the realization of the setup.

Component Description Lab Component
LS Linearly polarized laser λ = 633 nm Melles Griot 25-LHP-121
L1 Lens f = 25.4 mm Thorlabs LB1761-A

PH1 Pinhole Diameter = 50µm Not traceable
L2 Lens f = 60 mm Thorlabs AC254-060-B-ML

HWP Half-wave plate Thorlabs WPH10M-633
M1 Mirror Not traceable
M2 Mirror Not traceable
PO Polarizer Thorlabs GTH10M-1

NPS1 Nanometric 3-axis piezo stage Thorlabs MAX311D/M
MO1 Microscope Objective 150x/0.95 Nikon M Plan APO

L3 Lens f = 100 mm Thorlabs AC254-100-B-ML
L4 Lens f = 100 mm Thorlabs AC254-100-A-ML

PBS Polarization Beam Splitter Thorlabs CM1-PBS251
QWP Quarter-wave plate Thorlabs WPQ10M-633
MO2 Microscope objective 150x/0.95 Leica HCX PL APO
NPS2 Nanometric 3-axis piezo stage Thorlabs MAX311D/M

O Test objects Custom lithographic samples
L5 Tube Lens f = 200 mm Thorlabs TTL200

PH2 Pinhole Implemented numerically
C CCD camera Thorlabs DCU224M-GL
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relay system. The role of the second block is relay the SO illumination pattern from the
proximity of the ASOL to the object plane. This is achieved by collecting the SO pattern
with a high NA (0.95) microscope objective (MO1) and reimaging it at the object plane
by means of a second microscope objective (MO2). The two MOs must have the same
NA and the same magnification. Moreover, the NA should match with the NA needed to
achieve the SO spot. Otherwise some frequency content would be lost in the relay sys-
tem and the SO diffraction pattern would not be the same at the object plane. Lenses L3

and L4 form a telescope, which images the exit pupil of MO1 into the entrance pupil of
MO2. Although usually high NA MOs are infinity corrected, a perfectly collimated beam
outgoing from the exit pupil of the MO is achieved only when a perfect point source is
imaged through the MO. Since in imaging the SO spot a field of view, of finite extent, is
imaged by the MO, a certain degree of divergence is present in the beam going from MO1

to MO2. The telescope system prevents that this divergence is such that some informa-
tion content is filtered out at the entrance pupil of MO2. Moreover, the telescope extends
the physical space between the two MOs, which allows for a better control of the opto-
mechanical components of the microscope. The polarization beam splitter (PBS) and the
quarter wave plate (QWP) are shared between the relay system and the detection chain.
Their function is to isolate the illumination and detection beams. The PBS splits the light
depending on the linear polarization state. By acting on the HWP and the PO of the il-
lumination block, the polarization state of the beam can be made such that is completely
reflected by the PBS towards the object. The QWP transforms the polarization state from
linear to circular. Once the beam is reflected from the object, the polarization state of the
beam is still circular, but orthogonal with the state of the illumination beam. A second
passage through the QWP again transforms the polarization from circular to linear, but
oriented at 90 degree with respect to the beam coming from lens L4. Therefore, the de-
tected beam is completely transmitted at the PBS and not reflected back to the ASOL. In
this way, the multiple reflections that can occur at the ASOL surface do not interfere with
the object sample. Besides the polarization control elements, the detection chain consists
of the collecting MO (MO2) and of the tube lens L5 that reimages the object, illuminated
by the SO spot, into the camera. A pinhole (PH2) delimits the field of view of MO2 at the
camera (C) plane. This pinhole can be also implemented by numerically filtering out the
uninteresting portion of the scene from the image. The microscope works in scanning
mode. The nanometric stage NPS2 allows moving the object at a nanometric scale (the
real step depends on the magnification of the detection system and on the pixel size in
the camera sensor; for the developed system the step is equal to 20 nm). For each po-
sition an image is taken, and the intensity is averaged over the area of the pinhole PH2.
The final image is constructed by scanning the whole object. This process is automatized
by a simple Matlab script running on a desktop computer that sends commands to the
camera driver and to the nanometric stage controller.
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Figure 6.29: Imaging kernel, illumination and detection PSFs for the confocal
microscope employing the ASOL in logarithmic scale (normalized with respect
to the central intensity level).

6.6.2 Linear system analysis of the confocal microscope

Performing a linear system analysis on the confocal reflective microscope employing the
ASOL provides insight into the imaging performance of the system. The working princi-
ple for this microscope is the combination of the CSFs of the illumination and detection
path in an imaging kernel that ensures super-resolution, in agreement with the imaging
model (6.19). If the relay system is properly designed, the illumination CSF is equivalent
to the CSF of the ASOL and is characterized by a local SO diffraction spot that overcomes
the diffraction limitation. The CSF of the detection chain is the CSF of the MO2, so an
Airy’s disc with NA = 0.95. The imaging kernel is shown on a logarithmic scale in
Figure 6.29, together with the PSFs of the illumination and detection blocks. The CSF of
a conventional high NA lens ensures a small spot width (FWHM = 0.5λ/NA) and side
lobes whose maximum SLL is +17 dB. On the contrary the SO CSF is characterized by an
even smaller spot width (FWHM = 0.36λ), but by a lower SLL (+10 dB) and by the pres-
ence of higher intensity side-lobes just outside the FOV. The combination of these two
effects, on the contrary, provides still a small spot but with the benefit of reduced inten-
sity side-lobes. By analyzing the imaging kernel shape, it becomes clear that the two-point
(Rayleigh) resolution of the optical system is increased compared to the same system in
which the illumination is provided by a conventional lens instead of the ASOL. However,
an analysis in the frequency domain suggests that the Abbe resolution is not improved,
as linear systems theory predicts, since the frequency band pass has not been broadened.
The local spectra are reported in Figure 6.30. In fact, it can be seen that the spectrum
of the imaging kernel has the first zeros located at the same position of the zero of the
conventional MO PSF spectrum. No further frequencies are transmitted above this zero.
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Figure 6.30: Local frequency spectra of the imaging kernel, of a conventional
microscope employing an high NA MO lens in illumination and detection and
the spectrum of the imaging kernel considering only the FOV as interaction zone
with the object.

Nevertheless, in the proximity of this transmission zero, the spectrum of the imaging ker-
nel presents a higher amplitude compared to the MO PSF spectrum. The resolution for
those frequencies is indeed improved. The drawback is that, at much lower frequencies,
ripples are present that could deteriorate the resolution performance. Furthermore, as
shown in Section 6.5, if the local spectrum within only the imaging kernel field of view,
the band of transmitted frequencies is wider. In this case the first transmission zero is
located at the normalized frequency of 2.2, whereas for the conventional system and the
entire imaging kernel is located at approximately 1.9. After having analyzed the kernel
characteristics, both in the spatial and spectral domain, the resolution performances have
been characterized by using the USAF 1951 test target. This is a commonly employed test
target [160] consisting of a repetition of groups of three transparent and three opaque
lines with decreasing size from one group to another. An example of a USAF 1951 tar-
get is reported in Figure 6.31. The use of the USAF 1951 target allows evidencing the
enhancement in resolution performances obtained by means of the ASOL illumination.
Indeed, the confocal reflective microscope with the ASOL is able to resolve one group of
bars more than the conventional microscope. This is unfortunately paid with two short-
comings. First of these is the non-uniform contrast between bars of different period.
This is due to the ripples present in the spectrum of the imaging kernel. However, for
this issue, some post-processing technique can be applied to equalize the contrast for
different frequencies. The other drawback is more critical for the microscope imaging
performance. The light produced by the interaction of side rings with the object leaks
between the real bars in the image (it is particularly visible in the bottom line of bars).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.31: Imaging performance of confocal reflection microscope with ASOL:
a) USAF 1951 test target used; b) comparison of imaging performances between
a conventional microscope (NA = 0.95) and the microscope with ASOL intro-
duced in this section. Highlighted within the dashed line squares the smallest
features resolved by the two systems.

.
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The presence of this light may create ghost signals in the final images, which could com-
promise the entire imaging process. Unfortunately, even though the combination of the
ASOL with a conventional high NA lens for detection can afford a decreasing in the inten-
sity of side rings, this is not enough to enhance the FOV of the ASOL substantially. This
means that the imaging with this kind of microscope is limited to not extended objects,
although the combination of the ASOL and the conventional lens increases the original
FOV of the SOL. It is worthwhile mentioning that, compared to a confocal microscope
with a SOL in illumination and detection (Section 6.5), this microscope performs better
in terms of resolution of subwavelength features for extended objects. Nevertheless, al-
though they are not shown here for the sake of brevity, the images of isolated objects with
the confocal microscope shows super resolution characteristics, and this allows resolving
two bars placed at a distance smaller than the diffraction limit.

It must be stressed that, to the best of Author’s knowledge, the system proposed is the
first attempt in literature of a confocal reflective microscope employing a SOL. In the past
all systems were working in transmission mode [152, 154, 157, 161]. Measurements are
currently performed internally at TNO with this setup to demonstrate the theoretically
predicted imaging performance.

6.7 Conclusions

In this section, the concept of super-oscillation has been reviewed and analyzed aiming
at realizing a new optical system with enhanced imaging performance. The SOL is able
to shrink the light into a diffraction pattern with a central spot that is smaller than the
one obtained by a clear aperture of the same size. Based on the Rayleigh’s definition of
resolution, this shrinkage in the central spot allows for a better two-point resolution, with
the lens system still being kept far from the object, and not exploiting near-field features.
An amplitude SOL has been analyzed theoretically and experimentally and a first attempt
of imaging, in transmission mode, has been described. Furthermore, in this chapter,
three different aspects of a SOL have been investigated to bring this technology at a higher
readiness level: the energy efficiency, the effect of side lobes, the integration of the SOL
in a reflective microscope architecture. The first aspect leads to the definition of a design
procedure for phase masks in which several aspects of the SOL (FWHM, FOV, SLL) are
taken into account at the design phase. The effect of side lobes has been investigated
by means of linear systems theory, introduced at the beginning of this chapter, and this
study has led to the definition of a post-processing procedure able to filter out the effect
of side lobes from images of large extent objects, with the help of “a-priori” information
on the object imaged. Finally, a confocal reflection microscope employing an amplitude
SOL has been proposed and analyzed numerically to predict its imaging performance.
The resolution is improved with respect to a conventional system, although still the side
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lobes lead to the presence of unwanted ghost images, in the case of objects of large extent.



CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusions and Recommendations

Abstract / “Sono stato trascinato in uno dei più grandi merdoni della storia.” [G.L.]
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This dissertation describes the research work carried out over a period of four years
(July 2013 - June 2017) at the Optics department of the “Nederlandse Organisatie voor
toegepast-natuurwetenschappelijke onderzoek - TNO” (in English, the Netherlands Orga-
nization for Applied Scientific Research), in Delft, the Netherlands, in cooperation with
the Electromagnetics Group of the Eindhoven University of Technology, TU/e, in Eind-
hoven, the Netherlands and with the TNO Radar Group, in the Hague, the Netherlands.
The project dealt with the modeling and synthesis of artificial, engineered electromag-
netic structures. Several applications have been identified that could benefit from the use
of artificial electromagnetic structures. With the growth of nanotechnology techniques,
artificial electromagnetic structures look promising to solve several historical issues of
antenna and optical applications, but many times the gap between the analysis of a new
technology and the system requirements is not fully investigated by researchers. The
work carried out during this research is an attempt to fill this gap, providing techniques
and procedures to design these structures taking into account the system requirements
and operations. In the following, the conclusions and the most significant results of the
research will be summarized.

The approach followed to design and synthesize electromagnetic structures for such dif-
ferent applications, ranging from some GHz to visible frequencies, nevertheless was the
same. The main steps are here summarized.

• An identification of the basic system requirements, for which the introduction of of
artificial engineered structures could provide improvements.

• A definition of fast design tools, able to handle these requirements from the very
beginning of the design phase.

• Use of optimization routines (most of the times global optimization ones) to exploit
the computational resources nowadays available to explore a complex parameter
space, avoiding a complex modelling of the electromagnetic scenario.

• A validation/verification of the achieved specifications by means of experimental
characterization, and/or, when this was not possible, full-wave simulation analysis.

7.1 Layers and domes for wide angle scanning phased ar-
rays

In this thesis two different solutions to mitigate the typical scan losses of active electron-
ically steered phased array of antennas have been proposed: one related to the improve-
ment of the impedance matching across the whole scanning range and the other devoted
to alleviate the effective area reduction for large scanning angles. For both solutions ana-
lytic models for the design and the optimization of the additional devices, to complement
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the antennas, have been developed. The wide angle impedance matching layers designed
employing stacked printed metamaterials (MM-WAIM) show good performance in terms
of improved gain for large angles on two azimuthal planes (H-plane and diagonal-plane)
over a large bandwidth and with reduced insertion loss for the third plane considered (E-
plane). The results obtained have been validated with full-wave software, confirming the
applicability of the analytic models developed. These have been the first results available
in literature for a fully designed MM-WAIM applied to a realistic antenna employed in
the naval radar market.

Another solution, based on the use of planar or curved dome to be placed on top of the
phased array system, has been studied. Ray-tracing codes have been developed for the
optimization and design of these domes and theoretical limitations for the maximum
achievable gain have been derived. The designed dielectric dome shows good perfor-
mance in terms of improved gain at the edge of the angular range (80◦ off broadside)
and it shows the capability of overcoming the usual projection (cosine law) limitation
of the antenna effective aperture. Moreover, the designed structure is characterized by
an extremely low profile, that complies with low-drag requirements for an antenna for
SATCOM applications on board of airplanes, which was the main goal of the research
activity.

7.2 Optical components employing dielectric resonator
lenses

The work expanded in this thesis is also connected to the design of optical components
(mainly lenses, but also polarization-sensitive devices have been studied) employing di-
electric resonator surfaces. Dielectric resonators have been demonstrated to be a flexi-
ble technology platform for the design of diffractive optical surfaces requiring a reduced
number of lithographic steps, compared to conventional diffractive optical elements. An
experimental demonstration of the focusing properties of a lens based on silicon cylin-
drical resonators embedded in fused silica matrix has been carried out. Designs of a
linear-to-circular polarizer and of a polarization scrambler made of dielectric resonator
surfaces have been discussed. More specifically, the latter represents one of the first of
such devices implemented with dielectric resonators surfaces. With regard to possible
industrial applications, an advanced procedure for the design of microlens arrays based
on the aforementioned technology has been developed. The main characteristic of this
design technique is the possibility to handle, during the full design process, optical re-
quirements such as wavelength bandwidth, field of view and encircled energy. Moreover,
a robust addition to the design procedure has been made, to take into account possible
manufacturing variations and their effect on the final performances.
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7.3 Super oscillatory optical systems

Super oscillatory systems are optical imaging systems based on the use of super oscilla-
tory lenses (SOL). Many works in the past claimed that these optical devices could over-
come the diffraction resolution limitations. Starting from the Fourier optics imaging
theory, a careful and detailed analysis of the imaging performance of systems employing
SOLs has been performed. An experimental demonstration of the two-point improved
resolution has been carried out by using a SOL for the illumination of the sample. A
design procedure able to handle imaging requirements, such as field of view, spot-size
and side-lobe level, has been proposed. The availability of this procedure has led to the
design of a more efficient phase mask version of the SOL. Regarding the main limitation
that prevents the SOL from being introduced in commercial systems, namely, the pres-
ence of high intensity side-lobe close to the central super-resolution spot, an analysis of
the imaging characteristics by means of linear system theory has been performed. This
analysis led to the definition of post-processing techniques which improve the perfor-
mance in imaging of extended objects under particular assumptions. Moreover, the same
analysis brought to the design of a confocal reflection microscope with super-resolution
characteristics. This microscope makes use of an optical relay system to reimage the SOL
super-resolution pattern at the object plane, mechanically decoupling the SOL and the
object. This property is quite interesting, because it allows realizing a system that is less
critical from the point of view of mechanical control. The use of a conventional 4f sys-
tem with a high numerical aperture in the detection chain of the developed microscope
makes the system modular and mitigates the problems related with the side-lobes of the
illumination. The aforementioned confocal microscope has been built in TNO labs and
measurements to validate the theoretical predictions are currently being performed, but,
unfortunately, their outcome cannot be inserted in this thesis because of time limitations.

7.4 Impact of the research

This research has been funded by TNO under the framework of the Early Research Pro-
gram (ERP) “3D Nanomanufacturing Instruments”. In particular, the research activity
has been performed in cooperation with the Optics group and the Defense Safety and Se-
curity - Radar Technology group. The tight link of this research with application-oriented
projects is illustrated by the following internal and external TNO projects, which have
benefited from the results presented in this thesis:

• “Wide Angle Impedance Matching (WAIM) Structures for Active Phased Arrays”
a TNO project developed under the D-RACE, Dutch RAdar Center of Expertise, a
strategic alliance between TNO and Thales Nederland BV.
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• “DragOnFly - Electronically Steerable Low Drag Aeronautical Antenna”
an European Space Agency ESA project developed in cooperation with TNO, Uni-
versity of Siena, VIASAT and NXP.

• “3D Nanomanufacturing Instruments”
a TNO Early Research Program.

In addition the results and main conclusions for the above projects, this work has pro-
duced several scientific contributions in international journals and conference proceed-
ings. The list of all these contributions is available at page 235 of this thesis.

7.5 Outlook

In the last decade, metamaterials and metasurfaces, terms with which usually the sci-
entific community refers to some of the structures presented in this thesis, have looked
as promising technologies for many applications in the microwave and optical regime.
Looking back at the results provided in this dissertation, there is no doubt of possible
future applications of the WAIM layers and of the dielectric domes for phased array an-
tenna systems. The encouraging results obtained in the design phase justify a possible
follow-up of both research projects to end in a prototype or in realistic implementations
of the solutions described here.

A similar discussion regarding dielectric resonator optical components is a more com-
plex. The main limitation, up to now, is the bandwidth. This immediately limits the
possible applications to laser-excited systems. Imaging systems could employ such meta-
surfaces, only if the optical beam is multiplexed into several narrow-band ones, each of
them processed by a dedicated metasurface. However, questions regarding the real final
benefits of this approach, especially in terms of efficiency performance, may arise.

On the contrary, metrology or lithographic applications could benefit from the use of di-
electric resonator optical components. In most of these systems, in fact, narrow-band
sources are employed. Furthermore, these optical components could be easily integrated,
with the aid of the recently introduced lithographic techniques. The possibility of inte-
grating several functionalities (lensing, filtering, polarization processing) may pave the
way for new components. Nevertheless, the personal impression of the Author is that,
if no commercial applications will employ metasurface (MS) concepts within the next
five-ten years, the scientific interest in them will diminish. As a result, many researchers
will rename the concept, as it was in chronological order of appearance, in the Author’s
opinion, for artifical dielectrics, frequency selective surfaces (FSS), photonic crystals (PC),
electromagnetic bandgap structures (EBG) and metamaterials (MM).

Super oscillatory systems have been definitely interesting to study, since many aspects of
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optical imaging could be investigated during this work. Their use is definitely of help,
in the case of isolated objects, where the improved two-points resolution could help in
resolving small features. The question regarding the possibility of exploiting these super-
resolution characteristics also over large-extent objects is still open. The feeling of the
Author is that, although there could be some improvements, also for extended objects,
they are not worth the effort, especially in terms of efficiency and therefore final signal-to-
noise ratio of the image. In addition, the resolution that one can get from the use of SOLs
can be at maximum estimated to be 0.3λ, when the actual resolution limit is usually set,
for an ideal system, at 0.5λ. Hence, the kind of achievable resolution, not going too far
from typical visible optical wavelengths, is in the order of hundreds of nanometers. The
use of similar concepts in the deep or extreme ultraviolet does not look promising for the
problems related with high numerical aperture optic components at those wavelengths.
This optics, as shown in the final confocal microscope developed, must surround the SOL
in order to preserve the super-resolution characteristics achievable with such a device. If
the obtainable resolution is still limited to hundreds of nanometers, the use of the SOL
does not seem to be a breakthrough for imaging applications and future research on this
device does not look promising.

7.6 Author’s opinion about the scientific research in applied
electromagnetics

Coming to the end of this scientific journey, the Author would like to address some
thoughts about the scientific research. The impression is that the scientific community,
especially the engineering community, which is expected to introduce new solutions to
everyday problems and applications, is avoiding to pursue their original task. Most of
the works in scientific journals and international conferences partly forget the applica-
tion side, but they only focus in introducing new concepts, without checking whether
these new concepts can be effectively used and how. The application, for an engineer,
should be the main objective and the main motivation for carrying out the research and
not the result of this process. This is not criticism for fundamental research. Funda-
mental research is important and it has delivered, during the years, a lot of results that
have been applied to various instruments and devices. The way in which, sometimes,
the fundamental research results are disseminated, as of immediate applicability, should
be criticized. By envisioning innovative applications, often the results of the research are
made appealing to the general public. In principle, this facilitates the dissemination of
research. However, in most cases, the applicability of such concepts is far from immedi-
ate. In other cases, the performance achieved with these new concepts is far below the
level of conventional techniques. The cause of this attitude can be identified in the re-
search funding system, which privileges more and more application-oriented activities.
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Researchers must promote their work as application oriented, in order to get funding,
even if the technology readiness level (TRL) of the work is quite low. In the Author’s
opinion one solution that could compensate the aforementioned misleading practice is
the definition of multidisciplinary consortia of research institutions with a clearly stated
application problem as research objective. In such scenario, researchers, who prefer fun-
damental research, can acquire funding to continue their work, while researchers, more
application oriented, could develop higher TRL solutions from the concept proposed by
the first ones. Nevertheless, in such structure, it is important that both parts of the team
must be frequently in contact during the research projects and follow intensively also the
project aspects farther from their aptitude. In this way, a smooth transfer of knowledge
between the several research groups involved is achieved. Nowadays, technology allows
for fast and rapid communication among international researchers and this should be
even more exploited to accomplish this goal. Only in this way technological progress can
be achieved.

Moreover, more intellectual honesty would be advantageous, especially with regards to
the young researchers who just came into the field. Passing off old concepts as innova-
tive solutions by simply using different names is not correct towards the scientific com-
munity, especially if the author, who does this job, relies on the sometimes not accurate
process of peer review. Clear examples of this attitude come from the comparison of
FSS and MM. The two concepts are extremely similar, if not identical, both including
periodic structures that exploit the discrete nature of Floquet modes. Publishing papers
on MM, describing them as the most innovative solutions to electromagnetic problems,
when most of their issues (angular dispersion, limited bandwidth, misleading plane-wave
models used in more complex scenarios) are already known, owing to the previous works
on FSS, is not completely fair and it could create in the minds of the young researchers
the wrong approach to the subject. Another example of this approach is again related to
MS, employed at optical frequencies. These are mainly diffractive surfaces and as such
they suffer from the same problems, which arose with diffractive optical elements (chro-
matic aberrations, stray light, reduced efficiency for large deflecting structures). Again,
passing off these structures as the solution for the integration of optical components,
when already diffractive optical elements (DOEs) partly failed in this task, is not, in the
Author’s opinion, objective. For both examples, in the Author’s opinion, the research ef-
fort should be addressed to the solution of this issues, rather than to the investigation of
new technologies, that, being based on the same physical effects, will share the same pros
and cons of existing ones. Regarding the two examples mentioned above, two main chal-
lenges and research opportunities, which should deserve more attention in the future,
according to the Author’s opinion, are here summarized.

• For MM/FSS: definition of simple, accurate and efficient design tools accounting
for the angular dispersion of periodic structures. Most of the design tools based on
approximate models consider only normal incidence, in which the angular disper-
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sion is inherently neglected. However, most of MM/FSS devices are attractive for
their possible use in scenarios where the excitation arrives from different angles, i.e.
additional layers on top of radiating structures for filtering, impedance matching,
artificial magnetic conductor realization, etc. The real challenge is then establish-
ing a design strategy for exploiting angular dispersion effects of these structures
(instead of designing for normal incidence only).

• For optical MS: development of fast design tools for multi-surface and multi-
operation systems. The main difference between MS and DOEs, with which MS
share some limitations, is in the design phase. Whereas quite accurate and fast
design tools for DOEs exist [141], the design of MS components is still cumber-
some, due to the fact that full-wave simulations of the unit cells must be coupled
to ray-theory or Fourier-optics to have a complete design. This process takes time
and, moreover, the way of optimizing the geometrical parameters of the unit cell is
still based on a trial-and-error approach. These problems are even more accentu-
ated when cascade multi-wavelength MS has to be designed for the same system.
A single tool, which includes all the design steps, will be beneficial for the future
applications.



APPENDIX A

Floquet theory of radiation for infinite
periodic sources and equivalent

parameters retrieval algorithm

Abstract / In this appendix different theoretical aspects regarding the electromagnetic analysis
and design of the WAIM, Chapter 2, are deepened. The Floquet theory of radiation of infinite
array of sources will serve as basis to analyze the phased array performances and the MM-WAIM
performances. The same concepts are used to analyze the local behavior of the dielectric resonator
lenses of chapters 4,5. The theoretical foundations for the equivalent parameters retrieval for the
MM-WAIM (Chapter 2) are also discussed.
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A.1 Floquet theory of radiation from infinite array of sources

The objective of this section is to introduce the theory of radiation from infinite peri-
odic array of sources, also known as the theory of Floquet modes, thanks to the work
of the mathematician Gaston Floquet on the theory of periodic linear differential equa-
tions [162]. Although infinite periodic arrays of sources cannot exist in real world, their
modeling represents a powerful analysis tool for the study of different electromagnetic
problems such as: phased arrays of antennas, optical diffraction gratings, arrays of peri-
odical scatterers. When applied to phased arrays of antennas, the theory of Floquet modes
can be beneficial for the study of finite arrays of large extent, computation of the active in-
put impedance, mutual coupling effects and embedded element pattern. The discussion
of the Floquet theory will mainly follow [45], to which the reader is referred for further
details.

To solve Maxwell’s equation under an assumption of an infinite array of sources, Fourier
analysis is used. The two-dimensional forward and backward transformation are defined
as

f̃ (kx, ky) =
1

4π2

∫∫ ∞
−∞ f (x, y)e j(kxx+ky y)dxdy (A.1)

f (x, y) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ f̃ (kx, ky)e− j(kxx+ky y)dkxdky (A.2)

where x, y are the variables in the space domain, kx,ky the variables in the spectral do-
main, and f̃ (kx, ky) is usually known as the Fourier spectrum of the spatial signal f (x, y).
Floquet signals are complex functions which are periodic both in magnitude and phase

h(x, y) = ∑
m

∑
n

f (x− xmn, y− ymn)e− j(kx0xmn+ky0 ymn) −∞ < m, n < ∞, (A.3)

where xmn = ma + nb
tanγ and ymn = nb are the points of a planar array general grid, as

shown in Figure A.1, and kx0, ky0 are two constants. Notice that the signal magnitude is
periodic along the two main directions x, y, with two different periodicities a, b

h(x + a, y) = h(x, y)e− jkx0a (A.4)

h(x, y + b) = h(x, y)e− jky0b. (A.5)

In view of the linearity and translation properties of the Fourier transformation, the spec-
trum of the signal h(x, y) is found to be

h̃(kx, ky) = f̃ (kx, ky)∑
m

∑
n

e jxmn(kx−kx0)+ jymn(ky−ky0). (A.6)

By using the expressions for xmn, ymn and the Dirac’s delta properties, the double sum-
mation term can be expanded into a different expression for the spectrum of the signal
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Figure A.1: General grid of a planar periodic array of sources

h̃(kx, ky) =
4π2

ab
f̃ (kx, ky)∑

m
∑
n
δ

(
kx − kx0 −

2mπ
a

)
δ

(
ky − ky0 +

2mπ
a tanγ

− 2nπ
b

)
.

(A.7)

From (A.7) it can be seen that the spectrum of the signal exists only at discrete wavenum-
bers

kxmn = kx0 +
2mπ

a
(A.8)

kymn = ky0 −
2mπ

a tanγ
+

2nπ
b

(A.9)

and that these discrete spectral points are enveloped by the spectrum f̃ (kx, ky) of the
periodic function f (x, y). The use of the backward Fourier transformation (A.2) gives
the Floquet series of the signal

h(x, y) =
4π2

ab ∑
m

∑
n

f̃ (kxmn, kymn)e− jkxmnx− jkymn . (A.10)

Floquet sources are current sources that can be represented by Floquet signals. A 2D
distribution of surface current sources, located at the plane z = 0 and aligned along the
ŷ direction, is expressed as

I(x, y) = ŷ ∑
m

∑
n

f (x− xmn, y− ymn)e− j(kx0xmn+ky0 ymn). (A.11)

The defined Floquet source produces TMz fields, whose expression can be obtained by
solving the Helmholtz equation involving the magnetic potential A = ŷAy

∇2 Ay + k2 Ay = −δ(z)I(x, y), (A.12)
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where k = ω
√
µε is the wavenumber in the medium, assumed homogeneous every-

where. A harmonic time-dependent factor e jωt is assumed1. The right-hand side of (A.12)
can be expanded in terms of the Floquet series expression (A.10)

∇2 Ay + k2 Ay = −δ(z)
4π2

ab ∑
m

∑
n

f̃ (kxmn, kymn)e− jkxmnx− jkymn (A.13)

for which a solution can be found by inspection as

Ay = ∑
m

∑
n

Fmn(z)e− jkxmnx− jkymn y. (A.14)

By inserting the solution (A.14) in (A.13), the z-dependent term can be found. For modes
propagating in the progressive z direction, this term is equal to

Fmn(z) =
2π2

jabkzn
f̃ (kxmn, kymn)e− jkzmn|z| (A.15)

where k2
zmn = k2− k2

xmn− k2
ymn. The field components can be derived by using the follow-

ing Maxwell’s equations

H = ∇× (ŷAy) E =
1

jωε0
∇×H. (A.16)

The procedure shown above allows deriving all the components of the TMz radiated
field. In a similar fashion the components for the TEz field can be derived. Before in-
troducing the Floquet modal vector functions, the physical meaning of the longitudinal
wavenumber kzmn must be discussed. In a spherical system of coordinates, the transverse
(kxmn, kymn) and longitudinal (kzmn) wavenumbers are related to the radiation angle of each
term (m, n) of the Floquet series by

kxmn = k sinθmn cosφmn (A.17)

kymn = k sinθmn sinφmn (A.18)

kzmn = k cosθmn. (A.19)

In particular, for the fundamental modes (m = 0, n = 0), the above equations provide a
direct link between the phase factors and the radiation angles

kx0 = k sinθ0 cosφ0 ky0 = k sinθ0 sinφ0. (A.20)

It is important to notice that, depending on the periodicities of the array and the fre-
quency of operation, some terms of the Floquet series are characterized by an evanescent
behavior along z. Effectively, those terms characterized by (m, n) for which

k2
xmn + k2

ymn ≥ k2 (A.21)

1The same convention has not been used through all the thesis. For this reason it is stated clearly which
convention has been used in each theoretical development.
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are known as evanescent Floquet modes, because the longitudinal wavenumber kzmn is
purely imaginary. This gives as a result modes, whose amplitudes decrease moving away
from the surface current plane. On the contrary all the modes for which (A.21) is not
valid are named propagating modes, since they represent solutions of the electromag-
netic problem that propagate without attenuation along the z dimension. At a certain
distance from the source, most of the Floquet modes are already so attenuated, that the
Floquet series can be truncated without accuracy issues. For example, to evaluate the far-
field performancesof an array, only the propagating modes are needed. Nevertheless, for
particular applications, evanescent modes are still important. An example is the analysis
of the WAIM reported in Chapter 2. In this case the WAIM is placed in close proximity
to the phased array under investigation, in such a way that not all evanescent modes are
attenuated enough to be neglected in the Floquet series. These modes, together with the
propagating ones, are usually referred to as accessible modes, since, although they are
attenuated, they are strong enough to interact with any discontinuity in space and modify
the electromagnetic field distribution.

Rather than using the TMz and TEz expressions derived before, it is usually preferred
to work with an orthogonal set of modes in the analysis of phased array. The following
subsections will report the derivation of the TEz and TMz set of orthogonal modes.

A.1.1 TEZ Floquet modes

The TEz modal fields are generated by an electric vector potential aligned along z

F = ẑAe− jkxmnx− jkymn y− jkzmnz. (A.22)

The spectral positions of the mode are the ones defined by (A.8), (A.9) and the usual
relation (A.20) between the (0, 0) modes and the radiation angles (θ0,φ0) is assumed.
The electric field components are

E = −∇× F = jA(x̂kymn − ŷkxmn)e− jkxmnx− jkymn y− jkzmnz. (A.23)

From the relation ∇× E = − jωµH also the magnetic field components can be found

H = jAYTE
mn

(
x̂kxmn + ŷkymn − ẑ

k2 − k2
zmn

kzmn

)
e− jkxmnx− jkymn y− jkzmnz (A.24)

where YTE
mn = kzmn

ωµ
is the modal admittance for TE modes. These modal fields can be

normalized such that the complex power flowing through a unit cell of the array equals
the conjugate of the modal TE admittance. By equating the two quantities∫∫

u.c.
E×H∗ · ẑdxdy = YTE∗

mn , (A.25)
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the expression for the normalization constant is obtained

A =
1

j
√

ab(k2 − k2
zmn)

. (A.26)

Once the normalization constant has been defined, the TEz modal fields, propagating
along the positive z direction, can be defined by means of the modal amplitudes (voltages)
and vector functions such as

ETE
mn = VTE

mn eTE
mne− jkzmnz (A.27)

HTE
mn = VTE

mnYTE
mn

(
hTE

mn +
ẑ∇ · hTE

mn

jkzmn

)
e− jkzmnz. (A.28)

The modal vector functions are defined as

eTE
mn =

x̂kymn − ŷkxmn√
ab(k2 − k2

zmn)
e− jkxmnx− jkymn y (A.29)

hTE
mn =

x̂kxmn + ŷkymn√
ab(k2 − k2

zmn)
e− jkxmnx− jkymn y. (A.30)

Useful vectorial relations for these vector modal functions are available

eTE
mn = −ẑ× hTE

mn hTE
mn = ẑ× eTE

mn (A.31)∫∫
u.c.

eTE
mn × hTE∗

mn · ẑdxdy =
∫∫

u.c.
eTE

mn · eTE∗
i j dxdy = δmiδn j (A.32)

where δmi and δn j are Kronecker symbols.

A.1.2 TMZ Floquet modes

To derive the vector modal functions for TMz modes a procedure similar to the one for
TEz modes can be followed. The starting point is a magnetic potential vector aligned
along z

A = ẑBe− jkxmnx− jkymn y− jkzmnz. (A.33)

The electric and magnetic field components can be computed from

H = ∇×A ∇×H = jωεE. (A.34)

The vector modal functions are defined as

eTM
mn =

x̂kxmn + ŷkymn√
ab(k2 − k2

zmn)
e− jkxmnx− jkymn y (A.35)

hTM
mn = −

x̂kxmn − ŷkymn√
ab(k2 − k2

zmn)
e− jkxmnx− jkymn y. (A.36)
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The electric and magnetic fields for a propagating TM mode along the z direction are

ETM
mn = VTM

mn

(
eTM

mn +
ẑ∇ · eTE

mn

jkzmn

)
e− jkzmnz (A.37)

HTM
mn = VTM

mn YTM
mn hTM

mn e− jkzmnz (A.38)

where YTM
mn = ωε

kzmn
is the modal admittance.

A.2 Copolar realized Gain from the scattering coefficients of
Floquet modes

In this section an expression for the copolar realized Gain of an infinite periodic phased
array is described. This expression is derived directly from the knowledge of the scatter-
ing coefficients of the two fundamental Floquet modes TE00 and TM00. These scattering
coefficients can be computed, for the phased array with and without the WAIM layer
on top, by means of full-wave simulations or by the semi-analytical method explained in
Chapter 2. For an antenna system, the realized Gain is defined as [163]

G(θ,φ) = 4π
U(θ,φ)

Pin
(A.39)

where U(θ,φ) = is the radiation intensity and Pin is the power delivered at the input port
of the radiating system. The radiation intensity is expressed in terms of far-zone electric
field components by

Uco(θ,φ) =
1

2η0
|E(θ,φ)|2 (A.40)

where η0 is the wave impedance of vacuum. The radiated fields can be decomposed into a
copolar component aligned in parallel with the dominant surface current of the radiating
system and a cross-polar component perpendicular to that current. For radiating currents
directed along x, Ludwig’s third definition [46] establishes the expression for the copolar
component as

Eco = Eθ cosφ− Eφ sinφ (A.41)

where the dependence on θ and φ is dropped for the sake of readability, whereas the
subscripts (θ,φ) indicate the components of the radiated fields expressed in a spherical
coordinate system (r,θ,φ). For an infinite periodic radiating structure, the active element
pattern can be computed by means of the Floquet theory. The expressions for the θ and
φ components of the field are related to the Floquet modal voltages by [45]

Eθ(θ0,φ0) = j

√
ab
λ2 VTM

00 (A.42)

Eφ(θ0,φ0) = − j

√
ab
λ2 cosθ0VTE

00 . (A.43)
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where a, b are the dimensions of the unit cell (see Figure A.1)and λ is the wavelength.
In (A.42), (A.43) the angles (θ0,φ0) refer to the scanning direction, namely the direction
for which the radiation intensity shows its maximum. Inserting (A.41), (A.42), (A.43)
in (A.40) leads to the following expression for the copolar component of the radiation
intensity

Uco =
ab

2η0λ2 |V
TM
00 cosφ0 + VTE

00 sinφ0|2 (A.44)

Typically, commercial full-wave software returns the scattering coefficients of the GSMs
in the form of ratios between normalized wave amplitudes. Therefore the Floquet modal
amplitudes are expressed as

VTE
00 = STE

21

√
ZTE

00 a1 (A.45)

VTM
00 = STM

21

√
ZTM

00 a1 (A.46)

where a1 is the complex amplitude of the normalized wave at the input side of the an-
tenna and STE,TM

21 are the scattering coefficients computed. Although this is not explicitly
indicated, it is worth mentioning that the scattering coefficients STE,TM

21 depend on the
scanning direction (θ0,φ0). Actually, for each scanning direction, the radiating elements
are driven with different linear phase distributions, which cause variations of the mutual
coupling, and therefore scanning direction dependent scattering coefficients.

With the aid of the above normalization, the input power at the antenna can be expressed
as Pin = |a1|2/2. The modal impedances, defined as the inverse of the modal admittances
introduced in section (A.1), are

ZTE
00 =

ωµ0

kz00
=

η0

cosθ0
(A.47)

ZTM
00 =

kz00

ωε0
= η0 cosθ0 (A.48)

By substituting in (A.44) the expressions of the modal impedances (A.47),(A.48) and of
the modal voltages (A.45),(A.46), the radiation intensity can be expressed in terms of the
Floquet scattering coefficients as

Uco =
ab|a1|2
2η0λ2 η0 cosθ0|STM

21 cosφ0 + STE
21 sinφ0|2. (A.49)

Finally, the expression for the copolar realized Gain is

Gco(θ0,φ0) =
4πab cosθ0

λ2 |STM
21 (θ0,φ0) cosφ0 + STE

21 (θ0,φ0) sinφ0|2. (A.50)

When the expression of the copolar realized Gain (A.50) is carefully examined, two main
facts can be noticed:
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• the gain decreases in each azimuthal plane with the scanning direction through the
term cosθ. This term is inherently present due to the geometrical projection of the
radiating unit cell along the scanning direction.

• a second variation of gain versus scanning angle is dictated by the variation of the
mutual coupling with the scanning direction through the scattering coefficients.

For the sake of completeness, the Gain for the cross-copolar components is also reported:

Gxp(θ0,φ0) =
4πab cosθ0

λ2 |STM
21 (θ0,φ0) sinφ0 − STE

21 (θ0,φ0) cosφ0|2. (A.51)

A.3 Retrieval of equivalent magnetic and dielectric parame-
ters of an anisotropic slab

In this section an algorithm for the retrieval of the dielectric and magnetic tensors of
anisotropic material is presented. The retrieval algorithm is based on the use of the re-
flection and transmission coefficients of plane waves incident on a slab of material of
a known thickness. The algorithm, although similar to works already present in litera-
ture [51, 164], has been independently derived and here its main theoretical aspects are
discussed.

A.3.1 Propagation of plane waves through anisotropic magneto-
dielectric materials

Here the theory of plane waves propagation through anisotropic magneto-dielectric mate-
rials will be presented. This theory serves as a basis for the retrieval algorithm described
in the next subsection. It is assumed that the material under study is characterized by
diagonal magnetic permeability and electric permittivity tensors, of the form

µ =

µx 0 0
0 µy 0
0 0 µz

 ε =

εx 0 0
0 εy 0
0 0 εz

 (A.52)

where µx,y,z = µxr,yr,zrµ0, εx,y,z = εxr,yr,zrε0 and µ0,ε0 are the magnetic permeability and
electric permittivity of free space, respectively. The equations to describe the propaga-
tion of electromagnetic plane waves in the anisotropic medium are, as usual, Maxwell’s
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equations, i.e.

∇× E(r) = − jωB(r) (A.53)

∇×H(r) = jωD(r) (A.54)

∇ ·D(r) = 0 (A.55)

∇ · B(r) = 0 (A.56)

where a harmonic solution with angular frequency ω and time factor e jωt are assumed.
Maxwell’s equations are complemented by the constitutive relations for the medium

D(r) = ε · E(r) (A.57)

B(r) = µ ·H(r). (A.58)

(A.59)

Electromagnetic fields with plane wave solutions have a form like A(r) = Ae− jk·r. For
these particular solutions, the differential operators ∇× and ∇· in (A.53)-(A.56) can be
replaced, respectively, by − jk× and − jk· to provide the algebraic equations for the vec-
torial amplitudes

k× E = ωB (A.60)

k×H = −ωD (A.61)

k ·D = 0 (A.62)

k · B = 0. (A.63)

The wave vector k can be expressed as k = Nk0k̂ with k0 = ω
√
µ0ε0 the wavenumber

in free space and k̂ unit vector expressing the direction of propagation of the plane wave.
The term N is the refractive index for the plane wave and, as it will be shown later, for
propogation in anisotropic materials, it depends on the direction of propagation and po-
larization of the plane wave. Next the constitutive relations (A.57),(A.58) are substituted
and the system of algebraic equations (A.60)-(A.63) is solved for the complex amplitude
E. The following eigenproblem is obtained

E +

(
Nk0

ω

)2

ε−1 · k̂×µ−1 · k̂× E = 0. (A.64)

The eigenvalue for the above problem is
(

Nk0
ω

)2
. To define the TE and TM polarization,

it is assumed that the plane wave propagates with the wave vector lying in the xz plane.
Therefore the wave vector direction can be expressed as k̂ = sinθx̂ + cosθẑ, where θ is
the angle between the vector k̂ and the z axis.

As anticipated, the refractive index depends on the polarization and the direction of
propagation. To find the expression for this eigenvalue for each direction of propa-
gation, two different sets of solutions are studied: one for the TE modes (for which
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Ex 6= 0, Ey = 0, Ez 6= 0) and one for the TM modes (Ex = 0, Ey 6= 0, Ez = 0). By
solving (A.64) for the TE modes, the refractive index expression is found as

NTE(θ)
2 =

c2
0µxµzεy

µx sinθ+µz cosθ
(A.65)

where c0 is the light velocity in free space. The associated eigenvectors to the equa-
tion (A.64) represent the electric-field components for the given propagation direction.
From these components the magnetic field components and the transverse impedance,
as well, can be derived. The expressions for the electric and magnetic field components
(ETE, HTE), the wavevector (kTE), the transverse impedance (ZTE) and the refractive index
(NTE) are shown below.

ETE = ATE ŷe− jkTE·r (A.66)

HTE = ATE
NTE

c0

(
−cosθ
µx

x̂ +
sinθ
µz

ẑ
)

e− jkTE·r (A.67)

kTE = NTEk0(sinθx̂ + cosθẑ) (A.68)

NTE =
c0
√
µxµzεy√

µx sinθ+µz cosθ
(A.69)

ZTE =
−ETE,y

HTE,x
=

µxc0

NTE cosθ
(A.70)

Analogously, by solving the problem for the TM modes, one obtains

ETM = ATM

(
x̂− εx

εz
tanθ

)
e− jkTM·r (A.71)

HTM = ATM
NTM

µyc0

(
cosθ+

εx

εz
sinθ tanθ

)
e− jkTM·r (A.72)

kTM = NTMk0(sinθx̂ + cosθẑ) (A.73)

NTM =
c0
√
µyεxεz√

εx sinθ+εz cosθ
(A.74)

ZTM =
ETM,y

HTM,x
=

NTM cosθ
εxc0

. (A.75)

It is worth noticing that, unlike the fields in an isotropic material, the electric and mag-
netic field vectors are, in general, no more orthogonal to the wave vectors.

A.3.2 Reflection and transmission of plane waves from an anisotropic
material slab

The formulas presented above (A.66)-(A.75) are used to analyze the reflection and trans-
mission characteristics of an anisotropic magneto-dielectric slab. The slab is assumed to
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be finite along the z dimension, with thickness d, and the material to be characterized by
diagonal tensors, as the ones described in the previous section. Assuming a plane wave
incident on the slab under an angle θ0, the reflection and transmission coefficients can
be expressed as

RTE,TM =
ρTE,TM(θ)

[
1− e− j2NTE,TM(θ)k0 cosθd

]
1− ρ2(θ)e− j2NTE,TM(θ)k0 cosθd (A.76)

TTE,TM =

[
1− ρ2

TE,TM(θ)
]

e− j2NTE,TM(θ)k0 cosθd

1− ρ2
TE,TM(θ)e− j2NTE,TM(θ)k0 cosθd (A.77)

where θ is the propagation direction inside the material. Equations (A.76), (A.77) are
the expressions for the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients [165]. These state
that the reflection/transmission properties of a slab not only depends on the material
characteristics, but also on the angle of incidence. The coefficient ρ(θ) is the reflection
coefficient at an interface between two half spaces characterized by different magneto-
dielectric interfaces. Depending on the polarization, this coefficient is expressed as

ρTE(θ) =
ZTE(θ)− Z0,TE(θ̂)

ZTE(θ) + Z0,TE(θ̂)
ρTM(θ) =

ZTM(θ)− Z0,TM(θ̂)

ZTM(θ) + Z0,TM(θ̂)
(A.78)

with Z the transverse impedance in the anisotropic material and Z0 the transverse
impedance in free space. The two directionsθ and θ̂ are related through refraction Snell’s
law

sin θ̂ = NTE,TM(θ) sinθ. (A.79)

Inspecting (A.79) shows that the TE and TM modes, even if incident with the same an-
gle, are refracted inside an anisotropic material with different angles, therefore also the
directions θ̂ are different for the two polarizations.

A.3.3 Retrieval algorithm

The aim of the retrieval process is to determine equivalent dielectric and magnetic pa-
rameters of a slab which can be homogeneous or that can be homogenized under suitable
conditions. Different homogenization schemes can be defined upon different hypothe-
ses. The algorithm, discussed here, falls under the class of the equivalent parameters
retrieval algorithm [49, 50]. This type of algorithms exploits the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients for a plane wave, incident on the slab, to retrieve dielectric and magnetic
parameters of a homogeneous slab, whose scattering characteristics are equivalent to the
one measured or computed. In the specific case of a magneto-dielectric anisotropic slab
characterized by the tensors (A.52), the parameters to be retrieved are six (the non-zero
diagonal elements of the two matrices). If the material is probed with four plane waves
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(two different polarizations, TE and TM, and two different angle of incidences, θ̂a,θ̂b),
a total of eight equations are available. Obviously, the system is over-determined and a
way to resolve this issue will be explained later. The algorithm first needs the transverse
impedances and the refractive indices of the slab. The former are directly extracted by
using the following formula [164]

ZTE,TM(θa,b) =

√√√√ [1 + RTE,TM(θa,b)]
2 − T2

TE,TM(θa,b)

[1− RTE,TM(θa,b)]
2 − T2

TE,TM(θa,b)
(A.80)

For the refractive indices a deeper discussion is needed. First the intermediate quan-
tity Q can be extracted from the transverse impedances, the reflection and transmission
coefficients [164]

Qa,b
TE,TM =

TTE,TM(θa,b)

1− RTE,TM(θa,b)
ZTE,TM(θa,b)−Z0TE,TM(θ̂a,b)

ZTE,TM(θa,b)+Z0TE,TM(θ̂a,b)

= e− jNTE,TM(θa,b) cosθa,bk0d (A.81)

In this case, the parameters to be extracted are included in the phase of the complex
quantity Q. This implies that the phase ambiguity problems must be solved. Moreover, in
principle the unknown parameters can be complex, as the material can be characterized
by internal losses. Upon considering all these aspects, the refractive indices are expressed
as

NTE,TM(θa,b) cosθa,b =
1

k0d

{
−Im

[
log Qa,b

TE,TM

]
+ jRe

[
log Qa,b

TE,TM

]
+ 2mπ

}
m = · · · ,−1, 0, 1, · · · .

(A.82)

The integer m represents the phase ambiguity in retrieving phase information. Differ-
ent techniques have been proposed to solve this ambiguity. One of them [164] aims
at retrieving parameters which do not exhibit large variations over the frequency band
of interest. To this end, starting from an initial guess, this technique exploits an it-
erative process to minimize the variations of the retrieved quantity in (A.82) between
these successive frequency points. By using the definitions for the anisotropic materials
(A.69),(A.70),(A.74),(A.75) and the respective Snell’s laws (A.79), the following equations
are derived

Fa,b
TE = Na,b

TE cosθa,bZa,b
TE = µxc0 (A.83)

Fa,b
TM = Na,b

TM cosθa,bZa,b
TM =

µyεzc2
0 − sin2 θ̂a,b

εzc0
(A.84)

Ga,b
TE =

Na,b
TE cosθa,b

Za,b
TM

=
µzεyc2

0 − sin2 θ̂a,b

µzc0
(A.85)

Ga,b
TM =

Na,b
TM cosθa,b

Za,b
TM

= εxc0. (A.86)
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These eight equations can be solved for the equivalent parameters

µx =
Fa

TE + Fb
TE

2c0
(A.87)

µy =
Fa

TM sin2 θ̂b − Fb
TM sin2 θ̂a

c0
(
sin2 θ̂b − sin2 θ̂a

) (A.88)

µz =
sin2 θ̂b − sin2 θ̂a

c0
(
Ga

TE − Gb
TE

) (A.89)

εx =
Ga

TM + Gb
TM

2c0
(A.90)

εy =
Ga

TE sin2 θ̂b − Gb
TE sin2 θ̂a

c0
(
sin2 θ̂b − sin2 θ̂a

) (A.91)

εz =
sin2 θ̂b − sin2 θ̂a

c0
(

Fa
TE − Fb

TE

) . (A.92)

The issue that the system of equations is overdetermined shows up explicitly in equa-
tions (A.83), (A.86). In fact, from them it is observed that the parameters µx and εx can
be retrieved from four equations instead of just two. However, the redundant informa-
tion provided by these equations can be used to avoid some issues in connection with
the angular dispersion. Admittedly, this algorithm is based on the assumption that all
equivalent parameters to be retrieved are invariant of the angle of incidence. Especially
for a homogenized slab, this assumption is too strong, since the scattering from such
slabs cannot be modeled with angle-independent parameters. By exploiting all equations
available, the two parameters εx,µx can be expressed as an average over the two different
angles of incidence.



APPENDIX B

Methods used to assess the dielectric
resonator lens behavior

Abstract / In the following appendix some topics regarding the experimental characterization of
the dielectric resonator lenses, discussed in Chapter 4, are presented. The design method, the
manufacturing process and the experimental setup are described. Moreover, some basics about
Jones and Müller algebras for polarized light are provided. These may help in understanding the
features of the thin polarization scrambler presented in Chapter 4.
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B.1 Design Methods

B.1.1 Full-wave Simulations

The full-wave characterization of the dielectric resonators presented in Chapter 4 has
been performed with the commercial finite element electromagnetic solver HFSS [166].
The software has been mainly used to simulate an infinite periodic array of unit cells.
The transmission coefficient has been computed for several values of the radius of the
cylindrical resonators or values of semi-axes for the elliptical ones. Moreover, for the
17× 17 resonator lens, full-wave simulations of the complete finite structure have been
performed. For these, a Gaussian beam (beam waist w0 = 3λ), normally incident on
the structure, has been chosen to model the incoming beam. The beam size was smaller
than the area of the lens to consider a finite structure and to prevent the Gaussian beam
from exciting the edges of the finite structure. Larger structures, with edges far enough
from the incident beam, have not been considered due to computation time limitations.

B.1.2 Optimization

To optimize the transmission features of the resonator surfaces, the following optimiza-
tion strategy has been adopted [167]. For the cylindrical resonators employed as wavefront
manipulators the following choices were made.

• Given a set of parameters {a, hc, hemb, hlow} the transmission coefficient of an infi-
nite array has been computed for different values of the resonator radius.

• One parameter from the set {a, hc, hemb, hlow} has been modified, while keeping
the others fixed. The transmission coefficient has been computed for all radii for
each different value of the parameter under consideration. Over all values of the
resonators radius, the minimum, the average and the standard deviation of the
transmission coefficient have been computed and tabulated. Moreover it has been
checked that, within the range of resonators radii considered, each configuration of
parameters ensures that we have a full 360◦ interval for the phase of the transmis-
sion coefficient. The value that yields the best performance (best combination of
high minimum transmission amplitude, high average transmission and low stan-
dard deviation), considering the three parameters in the figure of merit defined, has
been chosen as the optimal value for the parameter under consideration.

• The procedure is repeated for all other parameters in the set {a, hc, hemb, hlow}, ex-
cept for those that have already been optimized.

This procedure is based on the simplifying assumption that all the optimization variable
are indepedent from each other. The aim of this optimization procedure is to define
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a design that is as insensitive to manufacturing tolerances as possible. By optimizing
at the minimum, average and standard deviation of the magnitude of the transmission
coefficient, we minimize the possible transmittance fluctuations of the final design. For
elliptical cylindrical resonators, the same procedure has been adopted with the exception
that there was no check for the 360◦ phase range.

B.1.3 Undersampling effects with the quadratic phase profile

The lens has been designed in order to impose a quadratic phase profile on the impinging
flat beam:

ϕ(xm, yn) =
k0

2 f
(x2

m + y2
n)

xm = ma, yn = na, m, n = −8, · · · , 8 (B.1)

The quadratic phase profile has already been imposed in the design of flat lenses employ-
ing optical metamaterials [116] and Fresnel lenses [96], and it is commonly employed to
describe the effect of optical lenses in the framework of scalar diffraction theory [115].
However, care must be exercised when this profile has to be sampled in diffractive optics
employing a fixed step, as in the case of the designed flat lens. Figure B.1 shows the
continuous phase profile dictated by (B.1.3) for the designed focal length f = 3λ and the
sampled phase profile. The sampling period is equal to the lattice period of the dielectric
resonators’ unit cell. This is good enough to well approximate the desired phase profile
in the first Fresnel zone, while it is clearly too large for the other zones. The appearance
of non-monotonic trends within the Fresnel zones in the sampled profiles generates spu-
rious rays which do not converge in the desired focus, thus causing focusing efficiency
losses. Although the chosen lattice period is slightly larger than half a wavelength, this ef-
fect is not due to the possible presence of higher orders of diffraction originating from the
periphery of the lens. In fact, as shown in Figure B.1, even for a sampling period equal to
half a wavelength (λ/2 = 317.5 nm), similar aliasing effects in the sampled phase profile
are present. To confirm the hypothesis that the spurious rays are generated by sampling
inaccuracies, numerical simulations, based on the angular spectrum method (ASM, see
Appendix C) [115], have been performed. The sampled phase profile shown in Figure B.1,
limited to the area of the lens under design, has been used as a source plane and prop-
agated up to the focal plane. The field distribution at the focal plane, reported in Figure
B.2, shows the presence of four additional beams surrounding the central ones. These
beams are generated by spurious rays originating from the periphery of the lens. For
dielectric resonator lenses, usually the sampling period is fixed by either manufacturing
constraints or by the requirements on the phase transmission characteristics of the unit
cells. Therefore, to avoid undersampling in the peripheric Fresnel zones, it is possible
either to reduce the lens area, to just those Fresnel zones well sampled, or to increase
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bution has been computed by means of a ASM code.
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the focal length of the lens to have a less steep phase profile, so that the parabolic phase
profile is kept preserved. Both solutions limit the numerical aperture of the lenses, which
is directly related to the area of the lens and inversely related to its focal length.

B.2 Manufacturing Process

The manufacturing process is schematically represented in Figure B.3. It has been devel-
oped at the laboratories of the Kavli Institute of Nanoscience, Delft and the Else Kooi Lab,
Delft.

Figure B.3: Flow chart of the manufacturing process (from top to bottom) for the
realization of the dielectric resonator lenses.
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The dielectric resonators have been realized by starting from a Silicon On Insulator (SOI)
wafer. The SOI wafer consisted of a 280 nm thick p-doped Silicon crystalline layer and
of a 380 nm silicon dioxide layer. The silicon layer has been thinned down to the desired
thickness by Reactive Ion Etching. The resonators have been defined in an AR-N-77
negative resist with aid of a Vistec EBPG5000Plus HR100 electron beam lithography
system. After development, the pattern has been transferred onto the SOI wafer by using
a mixture of Cl2 and HBr plasma. The structures have been then coated with a low-stress
350 nm PECVD SiO2. The back side of the wafer has been subsequently covered with a
6µm PECVD SiO2 and patterned using a 3µm SPR 3027 resist. The SiO2 has been then
etched with C2F6 in a DRYTEK triode 384T plasma etcher. The handle silicon on the SOI
has been then etched with SF6 and C4F8 plasma at -10 ◦C until the buried oxide has been
reached.

B.3 Measurement methods

The following setup, whose principle is reported in Figure B.4, has been used to charac-
terize the lenses in transmission. Light from a laser diode (LD), Thorlabs LP635-SF8, 635
nm, is collimated by a fiber collimator (FC), Thorlabs CFC-5X-A, into a beam with a di-
ameter of 0.87 mm. The light passing through the dielectric resonator lens (DRL), which
is mounted on an xyz-translation stage, Thorlabs MAX311D/M with closed-loop piezos, is
collected by a conventional high NA objective lens (MO), Nikon M Plan Apochromat, 150x
- NA 0.95, working distance d = 200µm. A tube lens, (TL) Thorlabs f = 20 cm, focuses
the light onto a CMOS camera (CC), Allied Vision Manta G-235B, to create a magnified
image of the beam profile.
To test the behavior of the lens under different incident polarizations, a rotating polar-
ization beam splitter (PBS1) and a half wave plate (HWP) have been inserted. Similarly,
to verify the absence of spurious polarization states at the output, a rotating polarization
beam splitter (PBS2) has been added to the microscope chain. The magnification of the
microscope has been retrieved by imaging known features of the sample.
The measurements return series of images of the interference pattern created by the
lenses. First, a 2D Gaussian function has been fitted to the central spot to determine the
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) and the peak intensity (PI) of the spot. To compare
the spot in the focus of these lenses with that of a conventional lens, an Airy pattern

∝ 2J1(2πNA
√

x2 + y2/λ)

(2πNA
√

x2 + y2/λ)
(B.2)

has been fitted to a line profile of the focal spot (the NA is the fitting parameter). This fit
provides information about the effective NA of the lens. The choice of the Airy pattern, to
fit the beam transverse profile, has been dictated by the dimension of the impinging laser
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Figure B.4: Schematic of the experimental setup used to characterize the lenses.
LD laser diode, FC fiber collimator, M1, M2 mirrors, PBS1, PBS2 polarization
beam splitters, HWP half wave plate, DRL dielectric resonator lens, MO micro-
scope objective, TL tube lens and CC CMOS camera.

Gaussian beam (diameter 0.87 mm) that can be approximated as a plane wave across the
area of the array. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been defined as

SNR =
PI
BI

(B.3)

where BI is the background intensity, measured when no laser light is sent through the
optical system. Errors have been estimated in agreement with the 95% confidence inter-
vals of the least squares fitting procedure, and have been used to create error bars in the
figures.

B.4 Polarized Light: Jones matrices, Stokes vectors and
Müller matrices

Polarization is one of the properties of light beams. In addition to the imaging proper-
ties, where mainly the light intensity is of interest, optical systems can be characterized
by their effect on polarization, for which the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic field
is important. Two ways, tightly interlaced, have been proposed to model the propaga-
tion of light through optical systems which modify the polarization states. These are the
Jones matrices and the Müller matrices [123]. The first operate on Jones vectors, and the
latter on Stokes vectors. The aim of this section is to briefly describe the mathemati-
cal definition and properties of both algebras, which are useful to characterize both the
linear-to-circular polarizer (LTCP) and the thin polarization scrambler (TPS) of Chapter
4. The exposition hereafter proposed is based on [123], to which the reader is referred.
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B.4.1 Jones Vectors and Matrices

A monochromatic plane wave propagating along the z direction is defined as:

E(z; t) = (|E0x|eiδx x̂ + |E0y|eiδy ŷ)ei(kz−ωt) (B.4)

where k is the wavenumber andω the angular frequency with complex time factor e−iωt1.
Depending on the amplitudes (|E0x|, |E0y|) and relative phases (δx, δy) of the two compo-
nents of the field, the polarization state of the plane wave can be defined as linear, circular
or elliptical. This can be easily seen, by rearranging equation (B.4)

E(z; t) = Ee f f (Ax̂ + Biδ ŷ)ei(kz−ωt) (B.5)

where Ee f f =
√
|E0x|2 + |E0y|2eiδx , A = |E0x|/Ee f f e−iδx , B = |E0y|/Ee f f e−iδx and δ =

δy − δx. In case |E0x| = 0, δ = 0 is set by convention. Usually when discussing the
polarization, the overall field strength |Ee f f | is not of interest. For this reason, the Jones
vectors are defined by just the quantities A, B, δ

J =
[

A
Beiδ

]
. (B.6)

The most general polarization state is the elliptical one, where the two components are
not related by a particular ratio of the amplitude components A, B, neither by particular
relative phase δ. For linear and circular polarization states, the Jones vectors assume
precise values

[
cosα
sinα

]
linear polarization at an angleα from the x axis (B.7)

1√
2

[
1
−i

]
right-handed circular polarization (B.8)

1√
2

[
1
i

]
left-handed circular polarization . (B.9)

The effect of an optical system is described through Jones matrices which relate the Jones
vector at the input side with the Jones vector at the output side of the system

Jout = T Jin =

[
Txx Txy

Tyx Tyy

]
Jin . (B.10)

1The same convention has not been used through all the thesis. For this reason it is stated clearly which
convention has been used in each theoretical development.
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Strictly abiding to the definition, the coefficients T entering the Jones matrix are not
exactly transmission coefficients like the ones used in the analysis of the elliptical cross
section dielectric resonators of Chapter 4. In fact, the definition of the Jones vectors
discards the total strength of the field and hence the Jones matrix does not describe any
reflection/loss of light in the system. Nevertheless, there is nothing wrong in considering
the transmission coefficients of the dielectric resonators as the Jones matrix entries, since
they are the matrix elements of an optical system that almost preserves the total intensity
of the field between the input and output side. For the sake of completeness, the Jones
matrices of conventional optical components are here reported[

cosθ2 sinθ cosθ
sinθ cosθ sinθ2

]
polarizer with transmission axis at θ from the x axis;

(B.11)

eiπ/4
√

2

[
1 −i
−i 1

]
quarter-wave plate with fast axis at 45◦ from the x axis; (B.12)[

0 1
1 0

]
half-wave plate with fast axis at 45◦ from the x axis. (B.13)

B.4.2 Stokes vectors and Müller matrices

The Jones algebra, previously described, works for beams which have a well-defined po-
larization state, such as plane waves. For unpolarized or partially polarized light, Stokes
vectors are better suited. A light beam can be described as a combination of polarized and
unpolarized light, in formula I = Iun + Ipol. Unpolarized light is that portion of the light
that cannot be selected by a single polarizer. On the other hand a single polarizer can be
always used to separate two orthogonal states of polarization (e.g. two orthogonal linear
polarizations). The degree of polarization P of a light beam is expressed as the fraction of
polarized light of the total beam intensity, viz.,

P =
Ipol

Ipol + Iun
. (B.14)

A Stokes vector is a mathematical way to characterize a partially polarized beam. It is
written as

S =


S0

S1

S2

S3

 . (B.15)

The first entry, S0, is defined as the ratio between the intensity of the beam, I, and a
reference intensity, I0,

S0 =
I
I0

. (B.16)
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In the analysis of a polarizing optical component, it is common to define the reference
intensity as the beam intensity at the input side of the component. The second parameter
expresses the fraction of light polarized either horizontally (H) or vertically (V)

S1 =
2IH

I0
− S0 . (B.17)

S1 spans values between−1, vertically polarized light, and 1, horizontally polarized light.
The third entry gives the amount of light polarized along the diagonals of the reference
frame, namely along a direction at 45◦ from the main axes that define the horizontal and
vertical direction

S2 =
2I45◦

I0
− S0 (B.18)

Like S1, S2 reaches the extreme values ±1 when the light is linearly polarized along one
diagonal or another. The last term accounts for the circularly polarized light

S3 =
2IRHCP

I0
− S0 (B.19)

where with RHCP is intended the right-handed circular polarization. Again the extreme
values ±1 for S3 are obtained when the light is totally circularly polarized right or left
handed. It is important to observe that, if one entry among S1, S2, S3 reaches its extreme,
the other two are automatically zero. In fact, this means that the beam under study be-
longs to a well defined polarization state. In the case of completely unpolarized light,
when either a linear polarizer or a combination of a quarter-wave plate and a linear po-
larizer are used to select circular polarization, the light is transmitted for a 50% and the
three Stokes parameters S1, S2, S3 are all zero.
From their respective definitions (B.6), (B.16), (B.19) a relation is found between the
Jones and Stokes vectors:

S0

S1

S2

S3

 =
1
I0


Ipol + Iun

A2 − B2

2AB cos δ
SAB sin δ

 (B.20)

where the amount of polarized light can be expressed as Ipol = A2 + B2. By using the
expression B.20, it is possible to derive an alternative expression for the degree of polar-
ization

P =

√
S2

1 + S2
2 + S2

3

S0
. (B.21)

The effect of a polarizing device on a partially polarized beam can be described by means
of the Müller matrices, which relate the Stokes vectors at the input and output of the
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device, in formula

Sout = MSin


m00 m01 m02 m03

m10 m11 m12 m13

m20 m21 m22 m23

m30 m31 m32 m33

 Sin . (B.22)

Like the Jones and Stokes vectors can be related to each other, there exists a relation
between the Jones and Müller matrices. A Müller matrix can be constructed from a Jones
matrix, by using [122]

M = A+(T⊗ T∗)A (B.23)

where ⊗ stands for the Kronecker matrix product, where + for the matrix adjoint opera-
tion and where the matrix A is defined as

A =
1√
2


1 1 0 0
0 0 1 −i
0 0 1 i
1 −1 0 0

 . (B.24)
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APPENDIX C

Particle Swarm Optimization and array of
microlenses at 635 nm

Abstract / In this appendix some aspects of the particle swarm optimization routine used for the
robust optimization of the microlens array of Chapter 5 are reported. Moreover, the performance
of an array of microlenses working at 635 nm, with a bandwidth of 20 nm and a field of view of
±60 mrad, is presented.
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C.1 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) belongs to a class of nonlinear multidimensional
function optimization referred to as “stochastic” optimization algorithms. The main ad-
vantage of these methods is that they can find the global optimum of the cost function,
without ending up in a local minimum. This property directly derives from the use of
stochastics functions to generate the variables at each iteration. The stochastic inputs
allow the optimization variables to exit a local minimum basin and to explore the nearby
basins. The scope of this section is to discuss the main principles and algorithm formu-
lations, without entering into a detailed discussion of the different flavors of PSO imple-
mentations. More details on this topic can be found in [140, 168, 169], which are also the
main resources for this small review. PSO was introduced in mid 90s as an optimiza-
tion technique derived from the emulation of social behavior of birds flocks, fish schools
and flies swarms. The idea is that the behavior of these animals, within their respective
groups, is based on their own experience and on the information shared between the
agents in the group. In this model, each agent is free to explore all the space (of param-
eters) in order to find the best spot (objective) that could be a place with food, or a roost
or a safe place. While exploring the space, each agent keeps track of the places visited
and shares information with the other agents. At each iteration, each agent’s movement
is directed towards the best position it has personally found during the exploration and
towards what has been the best position found by components of the group. It has been
demonstrated, for several test cases, that this algorithm, after a suitable number of iter-
ations, converges to the global optimum. To describe mathematically the algorithm, the
quantities reported in Table C.1 are introduced.

Table C.1: Variables for the PSO routine

xi Position of the i-th particle
vi Velocity of the i-th particle
p

i
Best personal position of the i-th particle

g
best

Global best position of the swarm
φ1 Personal best position degree of influence
φ2 Neighborhood best position degree of influence

U(0, x) Uniformly randomly distributed extraction between 0 and x
ζ Coefficient to prevent velocity explosions

lb, ub Extremes of lower/upper bounds for the particles position
NP Number of particles

The algorithm starts by randomly choosing the positions of the NP particles within the
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constraints set

x0
i = U(lb, ub) . (C.1)

Obviously a large number of particles improves the coverage of the parameters space,
although each iteration becomes computationally more expensive. Usually, a number of
particles in the range 20 − 30 gives a good trade-off in terms of computation time and
convergence steps needed [140]. At the first step also the initial velocities are initialized
randomly

v0
i = (ub− lb)�U(0, 1)− 1/2(ub− lb) (C.2)

where the symbol � stands for the element-wise product between vector components.
At this point the personal best positions are initialized with the initial positions of the
particles and the global best position is initialized with the actual best position

p0
i

= x0
i (C.3)

g0
best

= best(p0
1
, · · · , p0

NP
) . (C.4)

The algorithm best(·) ranks all the particles, according to the values of the cost function
in the particles positions f (pi). Once the needed variables are initialized, the algorithm
consists of a loop of instructions executed until a termination condition is satisfied. The
instructions performed in the n-th loop execution are the following

vn
i = ζ

[
vn−1

i + U(0,φ1)� (pn−1
i
− xn−1

i ) + U(0,φ2)� (gn−1
best
− xn−1

i )
]

(C.5)

xn
i = xn−1

i + vn
i (C.6)

pn
i

=

{
pn−1

i
if f (xn

i ) ≥ f (pn−1
i

)

xn
i if f (xn

i ) < f (pn−1
i

)
(C.7)

gn
best

=

gn−1
best

if f (best(pn
1
, · · · , pn

Np
)) ≥ f (gn−1

best
)

best(pn
1
, · · · , pn

Np
) if f (best(pn

1
, · · · , pn

Np
)) < f (gn−1

best
)

(C.8)

(C.9)

Equation (C.5) is the velocity update formula. The new velocity is computed considering
the current velocity (first term in the right-hand side (RHS) of the equation), the distance
from the personal best position visited before the current evaluation (second term in the
RHS) and the distance from the current global best position for all the particles (third
term in the RHS). The two degrees of influence, φ1 and φ2, play the role of weights
between two update strategies: one based on the personal history, φ1, and one on the
particles swarm history, φ2. The factor ζ prevents the velocity from taking large values
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which may affect the convergence of the algorithm. It can be defined in the following way
[140]

ζ =
2

φ+
√
φ2 − 4φ

, with φ = φ1 +φ2 > 4 (C.10)

The personal best position, equation (C.7), is updated by checking the cost function at
the current position, xn

i , and the cost function at the stored personal best position, pn−1
i

.
In case the optimization algorithm is intended for minimization of the cost function, the
position that will result in a lower value of cost function becomes the new personal best
position. The same strategy is applied for the update of the new global best position, equa-
tion (C.8). At each iteration a check over the recently generated positions is performed.
Whenever a new positions xi does not fulfill the constraints, xi < lb or xi > ub, different
strategies can be applied [169]:

• Absorbing walls: the velocity of the particle is set to zero (the energy of the particle is
absorbed, from which the name) and the particle position is set equal to the closest
boundary. In formula:

xi = max [min(xi, lb), ub] (C.11)

vi = 0 (C.12)

• Reflecting walls: the particle is reflected by the boundaries. The velocity is reversed
in direction to push the particle back into the allowed domain:

vi = −vi (C.13)

• Invisible walls: boundaries do not have effect on particle position. The particles
are left free to move in the parameter space, but the cost function is not evaluated
for those particles outside the allowed domain. By just setting the cost function to
the least optimal value (e.g. ±∞, depending on the objective of the optimization,
minimization or maximization), the particles tend to return to the allowed domain
after some iterations outside, based on the inner principle of PSO algorithm, for
which all the particles in the end approach the optimal spot within the allowed
domain.

Termination of the iterations can be defined as a condition of convergence or as reach-
ing the maximum number of evaluations. Typical convergence conditions are reaching
a minimum amount of relative difference between the current and past solution or a
threshold value of the cost function, when the latter directly expresses a target require-
ment. For a termination based on a number of evaluations, this number must be tuned
depending on the computation time for the cost function and its trend versus the num-
ber of iterations required. A graph reporting this trend may be useful to determine the
minimum number of iterations to reach an optimal solution.
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C.2 Array of microlenses at 635 nm

An array of microlenses, with the same optical requirements as the lens described in
Chapter 5, has been designed to work at wavelengths λ = 625 nm, 635 nm, 645 nm. Al-
though not useful for maskless lithography (ML), where sources in the ultraviolet (UV)
range are used, this design shows that results closer to the requirements may be achieved
when high-contrast materials are available within the desired bandwidth with the proce-
dure explained in Chapter 5. The typical features of the designed metasurface lenses are
reported in Table C.2.

Table C.2: Characteristic parameters of designed telecentric metasurface lens

Resonators material Silicon (Si) n = 3.87-j0.00085
Host material Fused Silica (SiO2) n = 1.46
Lens aperture 600µm
Focal length 1.5 mm

Numerical aperture (image space) 0.196
Thickness host material (excluding 500µm front layer) 665 nm

Lattice period 377 nm
Height resonators 96 nm
Error variance σ2 5 nm

The refractive index values have been found in [133, 170], respectively. The transmission
characteristics (transmittance and phase) are reported in Figure C.1. The transmittance
and transmission phase distributions are reported in Figures C.2, C.3, C.4. From the
results of these graphs, the statement that the higher the contrast of the resonators, the
better the performances of the metasurface, is justified. Indeed, the chromatic phase
aberrations are negligible for almost all values of the resonator radii. The low trans-
mission dips are reduced as well and, as reported in Figures C.2, C.3, C.4 the average
transmittance of the surfaces is higher than 80 %. The PSFs with the energy percentage
in the central disk are reported in Figure C.5 and Figure C.6, respectively. The PSFs are
closer to the ideal ones, in comparison to the same distributions for the microlenses at
405 nm. Nevertheless, the energy percentage in the central disk, although higher than in
the 405 nm case, is quite below the ideal target of 68%. This again demonstrates that only
one phase surface, although optimized for phase aberration reduction and transmission,
is not sufficient to reach the required performance over the large bandwidth and field of
view required by the ML application.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure C.1: Transmission characteristics of the array of resonators with respect to
resonator radius for different wavelengths and angles of incidence: (a,b,c) trans-
mittance, (d,e,f) transmission coefficient phase.
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Figure C.2: Transmittance and phase distribution on the metasurface at 635 nm
for on axis excitation.
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Figure C.3: Transmittance and phase distribution on the metasurface at 635 nm
for FOV = 30 mrad.
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Figure C.4: Transmittance and phase distribution on the metasurface at 635 nm
for FOV = 60 mrad.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure C.5: Focal plane intensity distribution of the optimized dielectric resonator
metasurface lens for different wavelengths and angles of FOV: (a,b,c) wavelength
λ = 625 nm, FOV = 0, 30, 60 mrad; (d,e,f) wavelength λ = 635 nm, FOV =
0, 30, 60 mrad; (g,h,i) wavelength λ = 645 nm, FOV = 0, 30, 60 mrad.
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Figure C.6: Energy percentage in the central disk of the microlens for different
wavelengths with the respect to the FOV angles.
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APPENDIX D

Scalar diffraction theory and numerical
methods for propagation of optical beams

Abstract / In this appendix the basic principles of the scalar theory of diffraction are reviewed.
Particular attention is devoted to the numerical implementation of different propagation schemes,
highlighting their main features and pros and cons.
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D.1 Scalar diffraction theory

One of the most interesting aspects of light propagation is with no doubts diffraction.
This phenomenon is due to the wave nature of light that interferes and creates typical
diffraction patterns. Historically, the phenomenon of diffraction was hard to insert in the
corpuscular theory of light propagation, widely used in the beginning of modern age. At
that time light was thought to be made of tiny particles propagating in rectilinear direction
rather than of a collection of waves. Diffraction, which was defined by Sommerfeld as
“any deviation of light rays from rectilinear paths which cannot be interpreted as reflection or
refraction” [171], was introduced after several experiments led to results in contrast with
the prediction of the corpuscular or ray theory of light [147]. The first useful concept
useful to understand diffraction was “Huygens’ principle”. Huygens proposed the idea
that a light beam is a collection of waves and that each point on a wavefront can be
considered as a source of an independent spherical wavefront. At a distance from the
initial wavefront, a new wavefront can be computed as a superposition of all the spherical
wavefronts (“wavelets”) generated by the single points of the initial wavefront. Later,
Augustin Jean Fresnel proposed that the Huygens’ wavelets could interfere, creating the
diffraction patterns. After the introduction of Maxwell’s equations in the XIX century,
different theories for diffraction were proposed, many of them neglecting the vectorial
nature of electromagnetic fields. Although they are approximations, these theories can
quite well explain the diffraction effects due to the presence of apertures in screens. The
following explanation of the models used to compute diffraction effects is based on [147],
where further details can be found.

D.1.1 Kirchhoff formulation of diffraction by a planar screen

For a monochromatic wave, each of the Cartesian components of the electromagnetic
field satisfies the Helmholtz wave equation

∇2U(r) + k2U(r) = 0 (D.1)

where r is a generic point in space, U(r) one of the components of the electromagnetic
field, k = 2π/λ the wavenumber. The complex time factor is exp (−iωt)1. Now the
Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral theorem will be introduced. It allows computing the elec-
tromagnetic disturbance at any point in space, by solving the Helmholtz wave equation,
in terms of the values of the disturbance itself and of its derivative on an arbitrary closed
surface surrounding that point. This is achieved by exploiting the Green’s second theo-
rem. The latter states: for any two complex-valued functions of position U(P), G(P) with

1The same convention has not been used through all the thesis. For this reason it is stated clearly which
convention has been used in each theoretical development.
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Figure D.1: Surface of integration for the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral theorem.

single-valued and continuous first and second derivatives on a smooth closed surface S
around a volume V, it is true that∫∫∫

V
(U∇2G− G∇2U)dv =

∫∫
S

(
U

∂G
∂n
− G

∂U
∂n

)
ds (D.2)

where ∂

∂n stands for the directional derivative along the outward normal direction at each
point on S. With reference to Figure D.1, the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theorem is meant to
compute the electromagnetic (optical) disturbance U(P0) at the point P0 in terms of its
value on the closed surface S. To solve this, Kirchhoff proposed, as auxiliary function in
Green’s theorem, the free-space Green’s function

G(P1) =
exp (ikr01)

r01
(D.3)

where r01 is the distance between the points P0, P1. As usual in the theory of differential
equations, Green’s function is the solution of a linear differential equation, under a set
of boundary conditions, when the forcing term is equal to −4πδ(r). Physically, the free-
space Green’s function (D.3) provides the values of the optical disturbance created by a
point source located at P0. In order to use the free space Green’s function in the Green’s
theorem formula (D.2), a small volume Vε around the point P0 must be excluded from the
original volume V, to avoid a singular behavior of the Green’s function. The integration
is therefore performed over the volume V ′ = V − Vε, that is the volume surrounded
by the surface S′ = S + Sε, as shown in Figure D.1. Within V ′, both functions U and G
satisfy the Helmholtz equation (D.1), hence the left-hand side of (D.2) vanishes. Inserting
the latter in the Green’s theorem (D.2), after some manipulations the expression of the
Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theorem is obtained

U(P0) =
1

4π

∫∫
S

[
∂U
∂n

exp (ikr01)

r01
−U

∂

∂n
exp (ikr01)

r01

]
ds (D.4)

By inspecting the formula it can be recognized that the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral
theorem allows computing any optical disturbance U(P0) inside V ′, once its boundary
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Figure D.2: Kirchhoff formulation framework for the diffraction from a planar
screen.

values U and ∂U/∂n are known at the enclosing surface of the volume. In order to solve
the problem of diffraction from an aperture, Kirchhoff applied the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff
theorem to the problem depicted in Figure D.2. The surface enclosing the volume for the
solution consists of a planar surface, just behind the screen S1, and a spherical cap S2,
centered at the observation point P0 and with radius R. The problem for the computation
of (D.4) on the surface S2 is that while both U and G decrease as 1/R, the integration
surface increases as R2, which provides, at first sight, an infinite integral. However, ex-
amining better the properties of the Green’s function, it emerges that, for large R

∂G
∂n

=

(
ik− 1

R

)
exp (ikR)

R
≈ ikG . (D.5)

Therefore the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral becomes∫∫
S

(
G

∂U
∂n
− ikUG

)
ds =

∫∫∫
Ω

G
(

∂U
∂n
− ikU

)
R2dω (D.6)

where Ω is the solid angle subtended by S2 at P0. Examining (D.6) shows that, the
quantity |RG| is bounded on S2 and, provided that

lim
R→∞ R

(
∂U
∂n
− ikU

)
= 0 , (D.7)

the entire integral vanishes over S2. The condition (D.7) is known as the Sommerfeld
radiation condition and it is satisfied by any disturbance that outgoing propagates. By
means of the above arguments, the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral over the surface S is
reduced to an integral over the surface S1. The screen is considered opaque over all
the surface S1 except for the aperture Σ. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the
main contribution to the integrand is given from the part over Σ, rather than from the
portion S1−Σ, where it is assumed U = 0. Kirchhoff applied this argument by assuming
that: a) both U and its derivative ∂U/∂n are identically zero over S1 − Σ. Moreover, he
also assumed that: b) across Σ, the function U and ∂U/∂n are exactly the same as they
would be if the screen was not present. Conditions a) and b) are known as the Kirchhoff
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Figure D.3: Framework for the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld formulation of diffraction
from a planar screen.

boundary conditions. The latter are somewhat unrealistic, since the screen perturbs the
electromagnetic fields, especially at the rim of the aperture, and because the shadowing
due to the aperture is not perfect, there will be some disturbance in the proximity of the
screen. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that both conditions are acceptable if the
aperture is large compared to the wavelength. By applying this condition the Fresnel-
Kirchhoff diffraction formula is obtained

U(P0) =
1

4π

∫∫
Σ

(
∂U
∂n

G−U
∂G
∂n

)
ds . (D.8)

This formula holds only for a single source point illumination placed before the screen.

D.1.2 Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula

When the derivation of the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula is examined more accu-
rately, some inconsistencies emerge. By means of potential theory, in fact, it can be shown
that both Kirchhoff conditions predict an optical disturbance that is zero everywhere be-
hind the screen. Moreover, Kirchhoff’s derivation is in itself inconsistent, since the so-
lution fails to satisfy the boundary conditions assumed to derive the obtained solution.
Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula
provides an accurate description of the diffraction effects. To remove the inconsistencies
of Fresnel-Kirchhoff’s theory, Sommerfeld proposed another method which works with-
out imposing boundary conditions on the disturbance and on its derivative. Sommerfeld
started from an integral computed across the whole surface of the planar screen S1 (Fig-
ure D.3). He assumed that the distribution G is generated by the point source located
at P0 and by another point source, with opposite phase, located at the image position P̃0

with respect to the planar screen. Therefore, Green’s function reads

G−(P1) =
exp (ikr01)

r01
− exp (ikr̃01)

r̃01
. (D.9)
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This Green’s function vanishes on the surface S1, including Σ. Consequently, the distur-
bance at P0 becomes

UI(P0) = −
1

4π

∫∫
Σ

U
∂G−
∂n

ds . (D.10)

This is the first Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution. On the other hand, by assuming the two
point sources are in phase, Green’s function is defined as

G+(P1) =
exp (ikr01)

r01
+

exp (ikr̃01)

r̃01
. (D.11)

It can be verified that the normal derivative ∂G+/∂n is zero everywhere on S1. The use of
this alternative Green’s function yields to the second Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution

UI I(P0) =
1

4π

∫∫
Σ

G+
∂U
∂n

ds . (D.12)

The normal derivative of the Green’s function G− for a point P1 on the screen is found to
be

∂G−(P1)

∂n
= 2ik cos(n̂, r01)

exp (ikr01)

r01
(D.13)

where cos(n̂, r01) is the cosine of the angle between n̂ and r01 and it is assumed that
r01 � λ. When this expression is inserted into the first Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution
(D.10), the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula is obtained

UI(P0) =
1
iλ

∫∫
Σ

U(P1) cos(n̂ · r01)
exp (ikr01)

r01
ds (D.14)

The boundary values are now needed just for U and no more for its derivative ∂U/∂n,
and therefore no more inconsistencies are present in the formulation. It can be seen
that the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula leads to exactly the same expression
as the Fresnel-Huygens principle. In fact, the field component distribution U(P0) can
be computed as a superposition of spherical wavelets exp (ikr01)/r01 originating from
secondary source positions P1 and weighted by the complex amplitude at the secondary
source positions U(P1).

D.1.3 Angular spectrum of plane waves

Scalar diffraction theory (SDT) can be formulated in a framework closely related to the
theory of linear invariant systems, typically employed in the theory of control and electri-
cal circuits. The idea is that a complex disturbance is analyzed by means of Fourier trans-
forms. There is actually a tight link between the Fourier spectral domain variables (spatial
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frequencies) and the concept of plane waves. The idea is that, by taking the Fourier trans-
form of a complex distribution, one obtains the complex amplitude distribution of the
set of plane waves constituting the complex disturbance under study. These plane waves
propagate independently from each other up to a new plane of evaluation. Each plane
wave undergoes a different phase change, since each plane wave propagates in a different
direction, and therefore the phase accumulated along different paths is different between
the various plane waves. To formulate this concept in a more rigorous way and to define
a mathematical framework, a complex disturbance U(x, y; 0), located at the origin plane
z = 0, is Fourier transformed, namely,

Ũ( fx, fy; 0) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ U(x, y; 0) exp

[
−i2π( fxx + fy y)

]
dxdy . (D.15)

The spectral function Ũ( fx, fy; 0) is the angular spectrum of plane waves of the distur-
bance U(x, y; 0). The name angular spectrum of plane waves can be better understood
by highlighting the link between the expression of a generic monochromatic plane wave
and the weighting function in the Fourier transform. In a spherical system of coordinates
(r,θ,φ), a plane wave propagating in the direction (θ,φ) can be written as

exp
[

i
2π
λ
(x sinθ cosφ+ y sinθ sinφ+ z cosθ)

]
. (D.16)

Comparing (D.15) and (D.16) yields a direct link between the spatial frequencies fx, fy

and the director cosines sinθ cosφ, sinθ sinφ

fx =
sinθ cosφ

λ

fy =
sinθ sinφ

λ
. (D.17)

The effect of the propagation of plane waves on the angular spectrum and on the distur-
bance can be understood by starting from a disturbance at a generic plane as a superposi-
tion of plane waves and exploiting the angular spectrum (inverse Fourier transformation)

U(x, y; z) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞ Ũ( fx, fy; z) exp

[
i2π( fxx + fy y)

]
dfxdfy . (D.18)

This disturbance satisfies the Helmholtz equation (D.1), so that this equation holds

d2

dz2 Ũ( fx, fy; z) +
(

2π
λ

)2

Ũ( fx, fy; z) = 0 (D.19)

and the solution is

Ũ( fx, fy; z) = Ũ( fx, fy; 0) exp

(
i2πz

√
1
λ2 − f 2

x − f 2
y

)
. (D.20)
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The second factor in the right hand side of (D.20) is called the propagator term since it
expresses the effect of propagation on each plane wave in reaching the plane at z. The
convention, here used, assigns the positive sign for waves propagating in the positive
z direction, and negative sign for the negative z direction. Here it is assumed that the
medium in which the plane waves propagate is lossless. With this assumption it can be

noticed that, if
√

f 2
x + f 2

y ≤ 1/λ the propagator is completely imaginary, which corre-

sponds to just a phase rotation for each plane wave phasor, otherwise the propagator is
real, but it decays as z increases. It can be seen, by examining equations (D.17), that the
latter case corresponds to an imaginary angle of propagation (not propagating or evanes-
cent plane waves). In the framework of linear system theory, the propagation in free space
of an optical disturbance can be seen as a dispersive low pass filtering with a cut off set
to fc = 1/λ. It is important to add that in several optical systems, the cut-off frequency is
even lower than the limit just stated. In fact, all optical systems are characterized by a col-
lection of optical elements of finite aperture. This limits the maximum angle of direction
of plane waves which are collected by the optics and therefore that can propagate through
the system. Obviously, among all the apertures of the optical elements, the smallest one,
usually called the stop aperture, is of interest. The image of the stop aperture through the
optical system is called entrance or exit pupil, if it is located at the object plane or image
plane, respectively [147]. Given D, the diameter of the pupil of interest, f the focal length
of the optical system, the numerical aperture (NA) is defined as

NA = n sinθ = n sin
[

arctan
(

D
2 f

)]
(D.21)

where n is the refractive index of the medium in the space of propagation andθ is the half
angle of the accepted cone of light. For a limited NA system, the diffraction effects can
be computed with the angular spectrum method (ASM), by using this modified version
of equation (D.20), i.e.

Ũ( fx, fy; z) = Ũ( fx, fy; 0) exp

(
i2πz

√
NA2

λ2 − f 2
x − f 2

y

)
. (D.22)

For the propagator in (D.22), the cut-off frequency is
√

f 2
x + f 2

y = sinθ/λ = NA/λ,

where it is assumed that the propagation takes place in a medium characterized by n = 1.
The parallelism of diffraction models and linear system theory is useful because it allows
using different techniques and models, developed in the framework of linear systems
theory, with optical systems. This is highlighted in [147]. In particular, the ASM is a really
powerful tool, because it can be numerically implemented with reduced computation
costs by means of fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms.
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Figure D.4: Diffraction from an apertures within a rectangular coordinates sys-
tem.

D.1.4 Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction theories

It is useful to recall here the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula, which is a math-
ematical formulation of the Huygens-Fresnel principle, specialized for the case of rectan-
gular coordinates

U(xi, yi, zi) =
zi

iλ

∫∫
Σ

U(xo, yo, 0)
exp (ikroi)

r2
oi

ds . (D.23)

where the various quantities are reported in Figure D.4 and the term cos(ẑ, roi) = zi
roi

.
The validity of this formula for modelling the diffraction from an aperture is predicated
on the following hypotheses:

• validity of the scalar theory (diffracting fields observed far from the aperture, roi �
λ, diffracting aperture large compared to wavelength)

• the diffracting field satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition (D.7).

Further approximations, although they limit the cases of application, lead to simpler
mathematical expressions which give more insight into the phenomenon of diffraction.
The first approximation is called the Fresnel approximation, and it basically uses a Taylor
series expansion to approximate the distance roi

roi =
√

z2
i + (xi − xo)2 + (yi − yo)2 = zi

√
1 +

(xi − xo)2

z2
i

+
(yi − yo)2

z2
i

(D.24)

≈ zi

[
1 +

1
2
(xi − xo)2

z2
i

+
1
2
(yi − yo)2

z2
i

− 1
8
(xi − xo)4

z4
i

− 1
8
(yi − yo)4

z4
i

+ · · ·
]

.

The number of terms needed to well approximate the distance roi with the series expan-
sion depends on the magnitude of the terms themselves. However, typically the term at
the denominator r2

oi is approximated by retaining only the constant term, while for the
term in the exponential function all terms up to the second order are retained. By using
the above approximations, the formula for the Fresnel diffraction becomes

U(xi, yi, zi) =
exp (ikzi)

iλzi

∫∫ ∞
−∞ U(xo, yo, 0) exp

{
i

k
2zi

[
(xi − xo)

2 + (yi − yo)
2]}dxodyo .
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(D.25)

The limits of integration for the aperture Σ are inserted directly in the definition of the
aperture distribution U(xo, yo, 0). In this way, the limits of integration can be extended
to±∞, to highlight the Fourier transform relation between the aperture distribution and
the distribution at the observation plane. This can be seen if the quadratic phase term is
worked out, and a term depending only on the observation plane variable is factored out,
namely,

U(xi, yi, zi) =
exp (ikzi)

iλzi
exp

[
i

k
2zi

(
x2

i + y2
i

)]
·∫∫ ∞

−∞
{

U(xo, yo, 0) exp
[

i
k

2zi

(
x2

o + y2
o

)]}
·

exp
[
−i

2π
λzi

(xixo + yi yo)

]
dxodyo . (D.26)

The aperture and observation distributions are now related by a Fourier transformation,
though the aperture intensity is multiplied by a quadratic phase distribution. Equation
(D.25) is a convolution integral and the effect of propagation, under the Fresnel approxi-
mation, can be expressed as a convolution kernel

h(xi, yi, z) =
exp (ikzi)

iλz
exp

[
ik
2zi

(
x2

i + y2
i

)]
. (D.27)

By arguments of linear system theory, the Fresnel propagation can be also formulated
in the spectral domain of spatial frequencies ( fx, fy). Indeed, in the spectral domain
the Fresnel propagation simplifies to a product of the Fourier transform of the aperture
distribution and of a dispersive transfer function defined as

H( fx, fy) = exp (ikzi) exp
[
−iπλzi

(
f 2

x + f 2
y

)]
. (D.28)

Apart from the constant phase term exp (ikzi), the transfer function (D.28) is an approx-
imation of the ASM transfer function (D.20) for f 2

x + f 2
y � 1/λ2. With the parallelism

already highlighted between spatial frequencies and angular direction, the condition of
much smaller spatial frequencies with respect to the reciprocal of wavelength squared is
equivalent to limiting the diffraction computation to a small cone of angular directions.
This is usually called a paraxial approximation. The term paraxial stands for the fact that
the angular directions are limited to those almost parallel to the optical axis (namely, z in
the convention used till now). This is not surprising, as the approximation used to derive
the Fresnel diffraction formula requires (xi − xo)2, (yi − yo)2 � zi, so it is limited to the
region of the observation plane that can be reached only by plane waves originating from
the aperture plane and directed almost parallel to the optical axis. The Fresnel diffraction
formula is usually associated with the Fresnel region or near field, that zone of observa-
tion space where the apertures create diffraction distribution, as predicted by the Fresnel
diffraction formula.
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If a further approximation is inserted in the expression of the Fresnel diffraction formula,
the Fraunhofer diffraction formula can be defined. If in (D.26), it is assumed that zi �
k(x2

o + y2
o)max/2 (Fraunhofer condition), the parabolic wavefront, with which the aperture

distribution is multiplied, becomes almost a constant wavefront and the relation between
the aperture distribution and the distribution at the observation plane is exactly a Fourier
transformation. This is the Fraunhofer diffraction formula

U(xi, yi, zi) =
exp (ikzi) exp

[
i k

2zi
(x2

i + y2
i )
]

iλzi
·∫∫ ∞

−∞ U(xo, yo, 0) exp
[
−i

2π
λzi

(xixo + yi yo)

]
dxodxi . (D.29)

Although attractive in its simplicity, the Fraunhofer diffraction formula implies that the
Fraunhofer condition is satisfied. However, even at optical frequencies, where the typi-
cal distances are large compared to the apertures, the Fraunhofer condition is difficult to
achieve. An even more relaxed condition, the antenna designer’s condition zi > 2D2/λ,
with D the characteristic dimension of the aperture, is difficult to meet at optical frequen-
cies. Nevertheless, Fraunhofer diffraction patterns are observed at closer distances, if a
converging wavefront impinges on the aperture or if a positive lens is placed between the
observation plane and the aperture. In the first case, the converging wavefront exactly
matches the diverging wavefront inside the Fresnel diffraction formula (D.26), which
results in the Fraunhofer diffraction formula. Without entering into details, which can
be found in [147], the lens, under a paraxial and thin-lens approximations, acts again as
parabolic wavefront that compensates for the term inside the Fresnel diffraction formula,
as the converging wavefront illumination does in the first case. In the very special case
in which the illuminated aperture is at the front focal plane of the lens, at the observation
plane the exact Fourier transform of the aperture is found. For this reason, the focal plane
is also called the Fourier plane and the lens is said to act as a Fourier transformer of the
object. Basically, the effect of a positive lens can be seen as a way to shrink the space and
to bring the Fraunhofer region to regions closer to the object.

D.2 Numerical methods for the propagation of optical
beams

As described in the previous section, there is a strong link between scalar diffraction
theory and linear system theory. Specifically, the fact that the relations between aper-
ture and observation plane distributions are given by a Fourier transformation for the
angular spectrum method, the Fresnel diffraction formula and the Fraunhofer diffraction
formula, provides the possibility to implement numerical methods that exploit FFT algo-
rithms. In this section, numerical implementations of the three diffraction formulations
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are provided. Moreover, the limitations in their application, due to the inherent defini-
tions of the different formulations and to possible numerical artifacts, are discussed.

D.2.1 Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction formulas

The Fourier transforms to be computed in the Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction formu-
las can be evaluated numerically by means of FFT. The FFT is a computationally efficient
implementation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), that is, the Fourier transforma-
tion applied to sampled signals. To have a physical meaning, this numerical represen-
tation must satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon theorem, or sampling theorem. This theorem
states that a continuous signal can be completely reconstructed from a sampled version,
if and only if the sampling period is at least twice smaller than the minimum period of the
sinusoidal component contained in the signal. As it will appear in the following discus-
sion, the condition imposed by this theorem implies several limitations on the numerical
implementation of the diffraction formulas. Moreover, the frequencies represented by
the DFT, and therefore by the FFT, are limited. Assuming that the sampling rate satisfies
the Nyquist theorem, Fs > 2 fmax, where fmax is the maximum frequency of the continu-
ous signal sampled, the frequencies represented by the FFT span the range f ∈ [− Fs

2 , Fs
2 ].

This property is due to the fact that a sampled signal is assumed to be a replica of a peri-
odic signal of period 1/Fs. Furthermore, there is a close link between the sampling period
in the initial domain and the sampling period in the transformed domain. If we limit the
discussion to a one-dimensional problem, for the sake of simplicity, the domain of an
optical disturbance to be propagated is represented numerically by

xn = −Lx

2
+ nδx n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1

δx =
Lx

N
(D.30)

where Lx is the size of the represented interval in the spatial domain, N the number of
points considered and δx is the sampling step. In this case the set of spatial frequencies
represented by the FFT operation is

fxn = −Fs

2
+ nδ f n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1

δ f =
Fs

N
=

1
δxN

. (D.31)

As it can be seen from the above equations, the sampling periods are inversely related
to each other, which means the finer the sampling is in the spatial domain, the coarser it
is in the transformed spectral domain. This feature must be taken into account when a
numerical model involves a direct Fourier relation between planes, if there are particular
requirements in one or both planes in terms of sampling.
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The most straightforward implementation of a diffraction formulation is the Fraunhofer
one. Since the diffraction formula is a direct Fourier transform relationship, it diffraction
formula can be directly computed by means of an FFT [172]. Indicating with fx, fy the
spatial frequencies represented by the FFT operation, these are mapped into the spatial
coordinates of the Fraunhofer observation plane by

xi = fxλzi yi = fyλzi (D.32)

as it follows from equation (D.29). Due to the inverse relationship between the spatial
and spectral domains of FFT, the numerical implementation of the Fraunhofer diffraction
formula does not allow for many degrees of freedom in the sampling characteristics, since
once the sampling periods are chosen in one plane, aperture or observation, these are
automatically set in the other plane. For example, choosing the extent of aperture plane
and the sampling period in that plane automatically defines the extent and sampling
period in the observation plane.

To implement the Fresnel diffraction formula, an “operator notation” is useful. The op-
erator notation, for Fourier optics, was introduced to model optical systems in a more
compact way [147, 172, 173]. Apart from the more compact way of the mathematical rep-
resentation, the operator notation helps to play with the various operators, for which a
particular algebra is available. This algebra provides a way of simplifying several opera-
tors or to express an operator as a chain of operators. For the particular case of the Fresnel
diffraction formula, the operator notation helps to find a way to overcome the restriction
in the freedom to choose the sampling period and domain extent at both aperture and
observation plane. This is explained in details in [172], whereas here only the main re-
sults are reported. The most straightforward numerical implementation of the Fresnel
diffraction formula simply computes the integral as an FFT of the product of the aperture
distribution and the parabolic wavefront. Along with the numerical computation of the
Fourier transformation, also the axes at the observation plane must be computed and they
are given by (D.32), as in the case of the Fraunhofer diffraction formula. In order to have
the freedom of choosing both sampling periods at the aperture and observation planes, a
two-step propagation can be implemented. The idea is to insert an intermediate (virtual)
plane to which the aperture distribution is propagated, and from which the diffraction to-
wards the observation plane is computed successively. The sampling at the intermediate
plane is not free, but if the propagation distance between the aperture/observation plane
and this plane is chosen, the sampling period at the observation plane is a tunable scaled
version of the sampling period at the aperture plane. When δo is the sampling period at
the aperture plane, it follows from equation (D.32) and (D.2.1), that the sampling period
at the image plane for the single-step propagation is

δi = δ fλzi =
λzi

Nδo
. (D.33)

The same relation holds when an intermediate plane is inserted at a distance zm from the
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aperture plane, and therefore δm = λzm
Nδo

. Inserting the intermediate plane and propagating
the optical disturbance from this plane to the original observation plane, the sampling
period at the latter plane is

δi =
λ(zi − zm)

Nδm
=

zi − zm

zm
δo = mδo . (D.34)

Consequently, if a scaling factor m is desired between the two planes’ samplings, the
position of the intermediate plane must be chosen according to

zm =
zi

1 + m
. (D.35)

It must be noticed that the scaling factor can be negative (inversion of axis) and in that
case the intermediate plane can be located before the aperture plane (m < −1) or behind
the observation plane (−1 < m < 0). However, it must be stressed that the intermediate
plane is just a computational artifact, which does not have any physical meaning.

In addition to the limitations inherent in the derivation of the Fresnel diffraction for-
mula (validity of scalar theory, paraxial approximation), its numerical counterpart has
additional constraints mainly due to sampling issues. These limitations are discussed
in depth in [172, 174], to which the reader is referred for the derivation. Nevertheless, a
discussion on how these limitations arise is useful to get a feeling on when it is proper
to use the Fresnel diffraction formula or what changes must be made to ensure sufficient
accuracy in the numerical computations. The limitations are mainly due to the geomet-
rical characteristics of the problem and, obviously, sampling issues. In Figure D.5, the
geometry of a typical problem of propagation is sketched. First, at the aperture plane,
the Nyquist-Shannon theorem must be satisfied. This imposes that the sampling period
δo should be at least twice as small as the inverse of the maximum frequency. The spa-
tial frequency, however, is related to the maximum angle composing the wavefront, αmax

(see Figure D.5), that should be propagated from the aperture plane. In formulas this
statement reads

δo ≤
λ

2αmax
. (D.36)

In case of the single-step propagation, denoting with Do and Di the domain of interest at
the aperture and observation plane, respectively, this maximum angle can be expressed as
a sum of the angle from the bottom edge of Do to the top edge of Di and the angle formed
by the spherical wavefront leaving the aperture plane from the bottom edge. By using the
paraxial approximation for this angle (the paraxial regime is one of the hypotheses of the
use of the Fresnel propagation), the maximum angle can be expressed in formulas as

αmax =
Doδi/δo + Di

2zi
. (D.37)
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Figure D.5: Geometrical representation of a typical problem for the Fresnel prop-
agation. The maximum angle αmax is the angle formed between the ray going
from the bottom vertex of the object domain, Do, and the top vertex of the image
domain, Di, and the ray perpendicular to the initial wavefront. The object extent
is magnified at the image plane by a factor δi/δo. The total illuminated interval is
Diδi/δo + 2αmaxzi.

By ensuring (according to D.36) that

αmax ≤ λ/2δo , (D.38)

the spatial bandwidth at the observation plane is properly sampled. Another geometrical
constraint, closely related to sampling issues, should be imposed to avoid aliasing in the
observation plane. The aliasing in this plane crops up if the illuminated area by the
propagated wavefront is larger than the observation plane. This can determine that there
is a folding of energy from external to internal areas of the observation plane. To avoid this
issue, the grid at the observation plane should be at least as large as the mean between
the illuminated area and the domain of interest Di

Nδi ≥
Do

2δo
+

Di

2δi
+

λzi

2δiδo
(D.39)

where Nδi is the total grid extent at the observation plane with N points. For single-step
propagation, there is no freedom in the relation between the two sampling periods, as
expressed by (D.33). By replacing δi in both the two geometrical constraints just stated
(D.38), (D.39), quite surprisingly, the same final constraint for the total points of the grid
is obtained

N ≥ Doλzi

δo (λzi − Diδo)
. (D.40)

The above constraint need not be applied to the two-step propagation, since it is possible
to choose independently the sampling periods at the two planes of interest. However,
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some other constraints must be fulfilled, because of aliasing issues. These issues may
affect the single-step propagation as well. They may arise from the fact that not all spatial
frequencies are well sampled. Apart from the spatial frequencies of the disturbance at
the aperture plane, also the additional parabolic wavefront used in the propagation must
be properly sampled. For the propagation in free space, the maximum frequency is 1/λ.
However, ensuring the correct sampling for this frequency is not feasible with grids of
finite size. Moreover, this frequency is in contrast with the paraxial approximation (1/λ
is related to grazing direction with respect to the planes of interest). What can be en-
sured instead is that all the frequencies at the different grids are well sampled. It can
be shown that the major issues in terms of aliasing arise at the spatial frequencies of
the aperture distribution, for small apertures, and at those of the parabolic wavefront,
for larger apertures. While, for the first case, a correct sampling in the aperture plane
solves the problem, the second case is more interesting, also because in practical prob-
lems this is the most common situation. For the evaluation of the spatial bandwidth of
the parabolic wavefront, the concept of the local frequency of a wavefront may be helpful.
For a wavefront characterized by a phase distributionφ(r), the local frequency is defined
as

f
loc

=
1

2π
∇φ . (D.41)

When the definition is specialized to the case of a circular symmetric parabolic phase
distribution (Fresnel diffraction formula), and a diverging spherical beam of radius R (to
take into account any possible diverging optical disturbance), the local frequency can be
found to be

flocx =
1

2π
∂

∂xo

k
2

(
1
zi
+

1
R

)
x2

o =

(
1
zi
+

1
R

)
xo

λ
. (D.42)

The maximum local frequency is found at the edges of the domain of interest ±Do/2.
The sampling period at the aperture plane now must ensure a correct sampling of the
wavefront and therefore the following condition must be satisfied

zi ≥
DoδoR

λR− Doδo
. (D.43)

This provides a guideline for the selection of the proper propagation distance, which
anyway must also fulfill the basic hypotheses of the SDT. For a flat aperture wavefront,
the minimum distance becomes in the limit when R→ ∞

zi ≥
Doδo

λ
. (D.44)

Obviously, this limit must be used merely as a guideline, also because, in case of more
complex wavefronts, it is difficult to estimate the curvature radius R of the wavefront.
Anyway, this limitation should be taken into account, especially when one is interested
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in propagation in the very near field of an aperture. It is also important to emphasize the
aliasing effects in the wavefront. The high frequencies, or rather the wide-angle plane
waves, are not well sampled and they end up, at the observation plane, in the low fre-
quency, small angle, range, in the case of aliasing. However, if it is known that, for a
particular distribution, the spectral content at wide angles is negligible compared to the
small angles, this requirement can be relaxed. Otherwise, the type of propagation method
should be changed; for example, the ASM could be more suitable, as explained later.

Before introducing the numerical implementation of the ASM, it is convenient to dis-
cuss also the limits of the two-step propagation. In [172], these limits are not discussed,
but the ones for another propagation method, a paraxial version of the ASM, are dis-
cussed. However, it can be shown that the same limitations must be applied for the
Fresnel two-step propagation. In this procedure, there are actually two propagation steps
and consequently two parabolic wavefront to carefully sample. Without entering into the
details of the derivation, with arguments based on the maximum local frequency, as it
was discussed for the single-step propagation, one can derive two other constraints that
must be added to the first two constraints due to the geometry of propagation. For the
sake of a clear and comprehensive picture, all numerical requirements for an accurate
two-step Fresnel diffraction formula are reported in equation (D.45).
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D.2.2 Numerical implementation of angular spectrum method

The numerical implementation of the ASM passes through the use of the FFT is anal-
ogous to the implementation of the Fraunhofer and Fresnel formulas. However, since
the process of the ASM involves a forward and a backward tranformation to and from
the spectral domain, there is no rescaling of the spatial axes. For the ASM it is in fact
sufficient to first transform the aperture distribution with the FFT, to define in the spec-
tral domain the propagator (with limiting NA or not), to apply the latter to the spectral
aperture distribution and finally to transform back to the spatial domain. Quite interest-
ingly, by neglecting the scaling factors, one can make a link between the ASM and the
two-step propagation. In fact, if, in the two-step propagation, a scaling factor m = 1 is as-
sumed, such that the sampling periods in the aperture and observation planes are equal,
the two-step propagation is identical to the ASM. This means that also for the ASM, in or-
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der to avoid aliasing, the propagation wavefront should be properly sampled. In the case
of aperture distributions with a flat wavefront, it is possible to derive a limitation in the
propagation distance, to prevent aliasing from corrupting the diffracted distribution at
the observation plane. Focusing on a single spatial dimension, for the sake of simplicity,
the maximum slope in the propagator wavefront (D.22) is found as
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d
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(
2πzi
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x

)
= −zi

fx√
1
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x

. (D.46)

Due to the periodicity of the phase, the sampling period, in the spectral domain, where
the propagator is the defined, should satisfy the following relation to avoid aliasing [175].

δ f

∣∣∣∣ dφ
dfx

∣∣∣∣
max
≤ 2π . (D.47)

By satisfying this condition, each 2π cycle is certainly sampled with number of points
sufficient to preserve the monotonicity of the wavefront. Using the definition of the sam-
pling period in the spectral domain, equation (D.2.1), and the fact that, for the spheri-
cal propagator wavefront, the maximum slope is reached at the edge of the bandwidth
fmax = ±NA/λ, from the condition above one obtains
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√
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2NAδ f
=

√
1− NA2Nδo

2NA
. (D.48)

From equation (D.48) it is immediately clear that, in principle, assuming a full NA = 1
prevents one from using the ASM to propagate an aperture distribution. Nevertheless,
this situation is quite unpractical in common optical systems. Anyway, the condition
poses an upper limit to the extent of propagation of an aperture distribution, once an
aperture distribution sampling period (δo) and number of grid points (N) are set at the
aperture plane. As an example, for a step δo = 20nm, an NA = 0.95 and N = 4096, the
maximum propagation distance is zmax

i ≈ 13.5µm. Therefore, whereas the Fraunhofer
and Fresnel propagation, due to their basic mathematical formulation, are two diffrac-
tion formulas to be used in regions far from the aperture, the ASM is best suited for
propagation within regions close to the aperture plane.

However, for these particular cases one may question the validity of the SDT itself in the
regions close to the apertures. Experimental results presented in Chapter 6 and in the
literature [153] are quite well in agreement with the ASM predictions. Another point for
discussion is the validity of the paraxial approximation. Strictly speaking, the paraxial
approximation is valid in those regions in which the sine and cosine functions can be
well approximated with the first-order Taylor series terms

sinθ ≈ θ cosθ ≈ 1 . (D.49)
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The maximum angle for which the paraxial approximation returns a relative error of less
than 10% is θ ≈ 8◦, which results in an NA = 0.14, for propagation in free space.
This means that the Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction formulas may only be applied
to systems of at most NA ≈ 0.14. However, it is reported in literature that the above
methods can be safely used up to NA = 0.6÷ 0.7 [176]. Moreover, in [159], it is stated that
the SDT methods return accurate results for the geometry of the pattern at the observation
plane, while it becomes less accurate for the diffraction efficiency.
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